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PR0KESS101AL CARDS.

Suffering
Women.

E. G R A N T,

W.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

R'X»m No. 2, Woodward Opera
() PPICE
House Building, Mt Vernon, Ohio
oci31 if

Alas! women do
suffer. Why, we
often cannot tell, but
we know there is
one great cause, and
that is weakness,
The headaches, the
depressed feelings, the pains, the
discouragements, indeed, almost
all the misery has a common
cause—weakness. At such times
a woman always needs a friend
that can be relied upon, and such
a friend, for more than twenty
years, has been that greatest of all
remedies.

W. M. ItOOXtt,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

O

FFICE over Knox County
Bank, Mt. Veruon, Ohio.

Savings
novlif

CLOSED UP!

A. It. MelWTIKK,
ATTORNEY ANl» COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.
opposite the Court House. M
Veruon, Ohio.
lSjanlM
OFFICE
H. C. Dxviw.

H. D. CaiTciiriBLD.

LEOPOLD, HEM A CO. <tCIT BUSINESS.

C'ritclifield A’ llcviu.
ttorneys-at-law.

office

over

Stauffer's Clothing Store, North side
APublic
Square, Mt. Vernon. O.
lljanM

W.C. Cooper.

Frank Moore.
COOPER * MOORE

ttorneys

A

at

law.

omce 112

We bought their entire stock from Fiederick Hart, Trustee, at
By its purity and its power it
furnishes a prompt relief for
women in their hours of need,
and if the grateful expressions
which come up from the homes
of the land about what SAFE
CURE has done were printed,
they would fill volumes. If you,
reader, are a sufferer, can you
not take hope from this sug
gestion ?

LESS THAN ONE-HALF THE COST OF ih-.m. im.

Main street. Mt. Vernon. O.

These Goods are all in, and we are conducting the greatest bargain sale of

Mom y to Loau.

Insurance to Sell.

.C AV McKEE,
f 1 RNERAL INSURANCE AGENT OfV flee 8.
High street.

Men’s,

Boys’

and

Fine

Children’s

Clothing

Luge t-ur.le. oc cew style, lauUe, ene. a: you
druggists.

W. cor. Public Square and

EVER WITNESSED IN MT. VERNON.

E. C. BEGGS,
T AENTAL SURGEON. Office-No. 12, S.

lJ Main Street. Mt Vernon, Ohio. Tel
ephone—Sew company —Residence, 107; oftice, 191-

Il.tItGAIXN, Ike like ol* wlileh are impossible under ordinary cir4*11 instances. Rich opportunities await knowing buyers.
A
great harvest for Rargain Seekers.

Broken

PHY8ICIAN3.

Chain

EXACT COPY OF A LETTER FROM FRED’K HART, TRUSTEE OF LEOPOLD, HESS A CO.:

-g

J. FERCIOT. M D.

OFFICE OF LEOPOLD. HESS Ac CO.
Philadelphia, August 10, 185r>.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Officand residence:

124 E. Vixa Street.
r.

K. R. EGGLESTON,

and Residence, 211 North
D Office
street.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Main

Office Hours—2to4 p. m.
Telephone calls—Home company, No- 39;
Bell company, No. 32.

cH1 K.CONARD,P U D.,

£
MESSRS. I. A' D. ROSENTHALL,
*
Mt. Veruon, Ohio.
Gentlemen—I have decided to wind np the affairs nf Leopold, Hess A' Co., and will sell you the entire
stock of Men's, Hoys' and Children's Winter Suits and Overcoats, now on hand, at 50c on the dollar from the
appraismunt. This is to include all stock finished and unfinished. All unfinished stock to he made up by
no amt finishe I similar to made up stock. Terms, net cash ten days from date of invoice. I enclose you a
stock sheet, showing you the exact quantity of the goods on hand.
.
Please give this your immediate attention, as I must have a decided insiver by the 15th insl.
Yours truly,
FRED'K HART, Trustee of Leopold, Hess Ac

omeopathic hysician and 8uroeon.
Office in the Woodward Block.
Resi
deuce—Gambier Street.

Office Hours -8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5
to 8p.m.
24aprly

JOHN E RUSSELL, M. D.,
SURGEON AND PHY8ICIAN,
Office—West side of Main si reel,four doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Veruon, Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
phone 73
29sept87
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN,

H YSICIANAND 8U RG EON,

Room 3, Rogers' Block, 111 South Main
8treet, Mt. Vernon, OhioAll professional calls by day or night
promptly responded to.
June

RES0LVTI01
Declaring It necessary to Improve certain

streets In the Eastern Sewer District,

No. 2. by laying and constructing a sewer
therein.

j
J
♦
t
j
*
♦
*

Mt. Vernon, 0., August 13, 1896.
Frederick Hart, Trustee, Philadelphia, Pa.:
We have decided to accept your offer.

Ship goods at once.
I. & D. Rosenthall.

The family circle
is never so happy
after the chain is
broken and a link
taken. Some family
chains are strong,
others weak. Have
you a good family
history? Or is
there a tendency to coughs,
throat or bronchial troubles,
weak lungs? Has a brother,
sister, parent or near relative
had consumption? Then your
family chain is weak.
Strengthen it. Take SCOTT’S
Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil
with Hypophosphites. It
makes rich blood, gives strength
and vigor to weak lungs and
run-down constitutions. With
its aid the system throws off
acute coughs and colds. It pre
vents the chain from breaking.
Shall we seed you a book about this,
free?

For sale by all druggists at 50c. and $1.00
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York.

No goods charged; everything cash. Prices will be marked in plain figures. No
deviation from these business rules will be allowed.

We herewith give you a few sample? of the amazing prices, which will give you
but a small idea of the true values.

Roy’s Long Pant Suits.

Roys’ Knee Pants.

§1.98, worth.......................................................... 3.50
15 cents, worth____ ______ 25cents
2.24, worth............ .... ........................ -.................. 4.00
3.17, worth.............................................................. 5 00 39 cents, worth...................... 50 cents
3 98, worth....... . ...................... -............................. 6 50
4.96, worth......... .......................................
~-00 43 cents, worth......................75 cents
5.97, worth.............................................................. &00
7.96, worth......................................
10.00

AWAR0E0

COMMISSION

BALL^BbUE
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.

K IT RESOLVE by the city council of
__ the cilv <»f Mt. Veriioa. Ohio Thai in tin
pinion «»f council It is deemed necessary for
the
said city and It does hereby declare its intent
to Improve the following named streets In the
is not poisonous or injurious to health
Eastern sewer district No. 2 by constructing
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
a main and lateral tile sewer of sufficient
size and capacity therein, with the necessary
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
man-boles, catch-basins, flushing holes and
washing a rich and elegant huo. Be
house connecting pieces, etc.. In accordance
.63,
worth
______
___________
§1.00
§1.56,
worth
...............................
....................
........
$
3.00
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the
with tffe plans, specifications and proflles on
tile in the office of the city civil engineer.
2.25
Beginning at the mouth or opening at the
4.23, worth..... .......................
6.50 §1.24, worth ...............
American Ball Blue
Kokosing river, southeast of the corporation
line at the center of the Intersection thereof
and
he sure you get the genuine
1.49,
worth
....................
2.50
4.96, worth............... —........................................ 8.00
with German street; thence along the right
article, which has a red stripe in the
of way of the Cleveland. Akron and Colum
2.24, worth................................. 4 00 middle of tho package.
6.94, worth......................................................... 10.00
bus Railway company to a point south of Ger
man street; thence north to the corporation
3 48, worth....... .........
5.00
line at the center of the intersection of the
7-98,
worth
....................
12.00
said line and the southern terminus of Ger
man street; thence north on German street
4.49, worth.........................
6.00
9.92, worth........................................................ — 15.00
to the center of Gambier avenue: thence on
w
Gambler In a westerly direction to the cen
ter of the Intersection of Rogers street and
said Gambler avenue; thence north on
Rogers street to the center of the Intersec
tion of Rogers street and the new Gambler
§2.24, worth.............................. .................... ....... § 4.00
road: thence on the new GamMer road in a
westerly direction to the Intersection of
§ .50, worth...................
§1,00 2.76, worth____ _...........6.00
East High street and the new Gambler road;
thence west on East High street to the cen
4.43, worth____ __________
7.50
ter of Division street at the Intersection of
1.26, worth................................ 2.25
High and Division streets: thence north on
4.98, worth.......................... . ........ ............. ....... 8 00
Division street to the center of the intersec
■! should be honestly consid
tion of East Hamtramck street and Division
1.98, worth.................... 3.50
6.98, worth....................._ ..........__ 10.00
street; thence west on East Hamtramck
ered by even,' housewife. It
Lt z
street to the center of Spice alley at the In
7.96, worth......._............._________
12.00
tersection of Spice alley and East Ham
has
great advantages, as
3.49,
worth
................
5.00
tramck street: thence north on Spice alley
9.94, worth.....................___________ ... 15.00
to the Intersection of Spice alley and Eliz
one trial of
\
t"
’
abeth street Also laterals as follows: Gn
East Water street from the east line of Wil
son avenue to the center of Compromlw
street: also on East Front street from the
eastern Ismndary of middle sewer district
22 cents, worth...............____________ 40 cents
No. 1 to the eetiter of Clinton street: thence
north on Clinton street to the center of
39 cents, worth................................... ........... ..50 cents
Gambler avenue: also on East Front street
from the western boundary of S. H. Israel's
43
cents worth..___ _______ ___________ 75 cents
addition to the city of Ml Vernon. Ohio, east
will prove. Yon will find that
to the eastern boundary of the corporation
Men
’s Heavy Cotton Socks, 3c, worth.__ 10 cents
at the Intersection of Front street; also on
it is clean—it could not be more
East Gambler avenue from the eastern
so; that It is convenient—always_
Working Shirts, 15c, worth.___ ________ 35 cents
boundary of middle sewer district No. I to
ready and never spoils
the shelf;
the eastern boundary of the corporation at^ 20 cents, worth..................... 40 cents
Laundered and Negligee Shirts, 39c, worth-50 cents
the intersection of said Rut Ocmibtcr
that lt is economical—a 10c. package■
avenue: also on Cedar avenue from the
makes two large pies, fralt pudding, I
39 cents, worth................. 50 cents White Laundered Shirts, 43c, worth_____75 cents
eastern boundary of the corporation at the
or delicious fruit cake. Get the gen
Intersection of Cedar street to the main
sewer on Rogers street: also on Oak street
uine-take no substitute.
from the eastern boundary line of the cor
kSend your address, nsviog this pa- |
We are limited in space, but will add that our entire stock of Men’s, Boys’ and
poration at the intersection of Oak street to
per, and »e will Bead yon free a
George street: also on East Vine street from
St book,— "llri Popkina’Thank»KtT- I
the eastern boundary lWte of middle sewer Children's Clothing, Hats and Furnishing Goods will be sold at proportionately low
tLiiik,” by od« of the saost popular
»r J|
H
district No. 1 to the eastern boundary line
^VbnmorouK writers of the day.
“
of the corporation at the Intersection of prices.
£
'
J
MEKKELL-SOrLKCO.,
J
East Vine street: also on East High strett
from the eastern boundary of middle sewer
( _ •*<yr«t<,ui,c» W-Ydistrict No. Ito Division street: also on East
This great sale will continue until the entire stock is sold.
Chestnut street from the eastern boundary
of middle sewer district No. 1 to the eastern
boundary line of the corporation at the in
tersection of East Chestnut street; also on With every purchase of $5 we give a ticket good for $1 in pictures at Burkholder’s gallery.
Coshocton avenue from Its Intersection at
Chestnut street running east to the eastern
boundary line of the corporation at Jts in
The Qiameieon
tersection with Coshocton avenue: also on
East Sugar street from the eastern boun
dary of middle sewer district No. 1 to Di
can change the color of
vision street-.alsoon East Hamtramck street
from the eastern boundary of middle sewer
his complexion. If your
district No 1 to Spice alley; also on East
Hamtramck street from the center of Di
complexion
be yellow,
vision street to Braddock street: also on
East Burgess street from the eastern boun
dary of middle sewer district No. I to Spice
Paragon Tea
alley: also on East Burgess street from
Spice alley to Durbin street: alsoon Plimp
ton street from the eastern boundary of
middle sewer district No. I to McKenzie
... turn it
. to a clear pink.
will
street; also on Harkness toad from Mc
Kenzie street to the eastern boundary line
25
cents
at
druggists.
of the corporation; also on Lamartine Place
from the east boundary of middle sewer dis
S. R. Fei> & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
trict No. I to McKenzie street: also on Cur
tis street from Wooster avenue to McKenzie
street; also on Elizabeth street from Gay
3old at H- M. Gresn s DrugS tore
street to McKentUe street: also on Wooster
avenue from the eastern boundary of middle
sewer district No. I to the boundary line of
the corporation at Its Intersection with
Wooster avenue: also on Warden street
A German has been granted a patent
from the eastern boundary of middle sewer
ASSIGNEE’S SALE OF REAL on a sewing machine needle made with
district No. 1 to Wooster avenue: also on Ann
street from Wooster avenue to McKenzie
the center and eye end Hat, the rest of
ESTATE.
street: alsoon Gay street from the eastern
the needle being round.
ijoundary of middle sewer district No. I at
Sugar street to Warden street; also on
That is what we are
Sixty thousand dollara a year, the
Elliott street from Chestnut street to Ham
doing, as the following
N pursuance of the order of the Probate salary drawn by the French ambassador
tramck street; also on McKenzie street
from Sugar street to Hamtramck street:
Court of Kuox county. State of Ohio, in London, is the largest sum paid to
prices on Staple Goods
also on Park street from Chestnut street to
I will offer for sale, »t public auction, onany diplomist in the world.
will show. Of course,
Hamtramck street; also on Clinton street
from Coshocton avenue to Hamtramck
we occasionally get a bit
In Russian Poland all trams must
street; also on Catharine street from Gam
of bread and cheese, but Frida), the 22d Day of January. A. D-, 1857, stop
bler avenue to the Harkness road: also on
at every station until the police (or
working for love is whaf Between the hours of one and three o'clock gendarmerie)
Braddock street from Cosh<»cton avenue to
captain of the place gives
the Harkness road: also on Durbin street
p nr., upon the premises, the following de
we
are
doing
when
we
from Coshocton avenue to the Harkness
permission for its departure.
scribed real ea'a'e, t< -wit:
sell
goods
at
the
prices
road: also on Greer street from Chestnut
Being lot number 14 of sx^on 3, in
street to Coshocton avenue: alx> on Brown
named below:
township 9, io range 10, iu the county of
street from High street to Coshocton
avenue- also on Center Run street from
Kuox and State of Ohio.
Ladle's
kid Oxfords.) .50
Gambler avenue to the new Gambier road;
Abo the east half of lot number 13, of
also on Boynton street from Gambler
“AN EASY DOSE”
section 3, in township 9, in Range 10, in the
avenue to Oak street: also on Compromise
Ladies
’
U.OO
Plain
Tw
county of Kuox-and State of Ohio.
street from Gambler avenue to the north
kid Button . . . 1.00
Also the <a«t half of lot number 28, in
line of South street
...
,
Unfailing Cure
The cost and expense of said sewer less
lownship 1*, in range 10, in the county of
the amount to be paid by the district shall
Misses' $'.’.00 Plain Toe
For
Knox and State of Ohio.
be levied and assessed upon such abutting,
A PPBAISXP.—
kid Button . . .75
adlacent and contiguous lots and lands, and
Constipation
First tract at $2,600.
on all the lands In said eastern sewer dis
Pecor.d
tract at $750.
trict No. 2 as the council shall specify in the
Biliousness
ordinance for such improvement And the
Third tract at $8.0.
city clerk Is herebv directed to cause legal
Indigestion
Tebms <>r Sale: One-third cash in band
notice of this resolution bv publication In a
We expect our low prices will scatter these goods on day of sale, on»-third in one year, and
newspaper of general circulation In the cor
Torpid Liver
the
other
one-third
in
two
years
from
date
poration for not less than two weeks, as Is quickly among a prudent people.
of sale, with notes ,and mortgages on the
required by law.
All persons claiming
If taken according to direc-1 Sick Headache
damages for the foregoing Improvements
nous, will cure any case oft a _a .
premises sold wi h interest from day of
must tile their claims therefor In the ofllce
LJiousness or Constioaiio \
Ailu All
(Mile.
of the city clerk within four weeks from the
O .e bottle av., five bottks
December 10, 1895.
Hrs', publication of this resolution.
$1-00. Ail Druggists, or
J* Kindred Ills
CLINTON M. RICE,
Adopted Dec. 7, IrfKL
J. F. SMITH & CO., New York
Assignee in trust for the benefit of the
P B CHASE.
W. P. BOGARDU8.'
City Clerk.
President.
One-Price Store.
creditors of John R. Bailey.

li1

American Ball Blue

Cliildren’s Suits.

Men’s Overcoats.

The Advantages ]
of Prepared
Mince Meat

Men’s Suits.

Roys’ Overcoats.

J

Men’s Winter Undershirts and Drawers

NONESUCH
MINCE MEAT

Overalls.

g

t
t

u

I. A I>. RDMEXTI1ALL, Mt. Vernon, O.

Opera House Rloek, Corner Main and Vine Streets.

WORKING FORLOVE . . .

I

Z2. s.

ZZ ZZIZZL,

L v. . .

IRARE NECKLACE

1 of the original lenses of the fish, the in

tention undoubtedly being to produce
additional luminous effects by this series
of hemispherical reflectors.
Professor Raimondi, the most emi
9Vade of the Eyes of llu«
nent ethnologist in Peru, and an a<mail Being*.
cepted authority on Peruvian antiqui
ties, believes that theso eye6 are human,
See»ii;e<l From Aneient Pe and in this he is supported by Dr.
Tscliucli, the well-known Italian sa
ruvian Mummies.
vant.
Was Proof Against Bullets.
This Rather Gruesome Treasure Be
The remarkable case of a patient in
longs to Mrs. Win. E. Curtis, YVifeof
a YYell Know* Chicago Journalist— the Ban Pablo hospital is attracting
The
YYorkiueu Became Ill While Polish attention all over Mexico.
man was condemned to death some
ing and Setting Them.
weeks ago in the state of Guanajuato
for stealing a large can of kerosene oil.
What is probably the oddest necklace Why so severe a penalty was imposed
ever worn, in a civilized city is at present for so trilling an offence is not stated.
owned by Mrs. William E. Curtis, the
When the day of execution arrived
wife of a well-known Chicago journalist. he was led out into the si.hurhs and
It is composed of three rows of hu
placed before a brick wall. A squad of
man eyes, in a state of perfect preserva state troops was stationed a few paces
tion, polished and set in costly mount
off. At the word “Fire!” they poured a
ing of virgin gold.
volley into the poor unfortunate. Then
The eyes were proem ed through an
two soldiers advanced until they were
agent of Mr. Curtis in the Peruvian city standing just over his prostrate figure,
of Arica. and they are gems of their and in this position with their revolvers
kind. After the cutting and polishing they tried to fire more bullets into the
processes have brought out their full man’s brain.
beauty their grewsomeness is lessened
The soldiers returned to the garrison,
by their beautiful appearance. They leaving the body to he called for by the
vary in color from a light yellowish prison wagon. When they were well
amber tint to a dark combination of
out of sight, the man who had been
yellow and brown. In some of the eyes
shot struggled to his feet and, gaining
the colors are in alternated bands. strength from fear, fled. He turned his
Though the reflections lack llie play of face toward this city and tramped on
color found in the opal and the bril aud on through his long journey until
liancy of the diamond, the lints are
he reached Ihe capital. Here he was ad
warmer and more pleasing. The lustre mitted to the San Pablo hospital, where
on the uncut rounded side is pearly.
he Anally told his story.
In the rainless region of Peru mum
The narrative was corroborated by
mies are a drug in the market. The three rifle bullets in his body, and by a
dead are buried in a sitting posture in pistol bullet in the skull. It was further
the salty sands ol the nitre beds, often suhstaniiated by a claim made by the
thousands of them in a single field. The authorities of Guanajuato to have their
dry, hot air acts more effectively than ex-prisoner restored to them that they
could any embalming fluid, and the might make another effort to vindicate
bodies attain a splendid 6tate of preser the dignity of the law. The prisoner
vation.
himself pleads to he kept in the capital.
With the exception of the extreme He contends that his health has been so
poor, the entire population is mummi impaired of late that his constitution
fled. It is on account of the almost would not support another execution.
universal custom that Mr. Curtis was He urges, moreover, that though he
able to gather together the dozens of may he gettiug well again in Mexico
eyes that make up the necklace, at a city, as far as Guanajuato is concerned,
comparatively small price. The cur he is to all iutents and purposes dead.
rent price for mummies is from $4 to $0.
The public appears to concur with the
Eyes alone are, of course, cheaper.
strange patient in his views.—San Fran
Upon the arrival of the eyes in this cisco Examiaer.
country Mr. Curtis sent them to TiflaPHYSICIANS FIND
ny’e to he polished and set. Here a pe
All People Not Alike.
euliar effect of working of them devel
A letter-carrier said his wife liked
oped. The lapidaries who were assigned
to the work were made ill. The sawing coffee so well and seemed to really need
and polishing were done at different it at breakfast, it was too bad for the
times, and in each case the same result doctor to order her to discontinue it. He
followed, so that the workmen are con told her that her had complexion, dys
fident that their illness was caused by pepsia,nervousness and occasional palpi
the inhalation of dust during the saw tation of the heart all came Iron) one
cause and that was coffee drinking. The
ing.
The youngest workman, a hoy of six good man went on further to say: “My
teen, was taken sick after working a few child if you we re as strong as your husband
hours. The illness consisted of head and had the miles of outdoor walking to
ache, biliousness and vomiting, and do that he has daily, you could drink
lasted for one day. Another workman, one cup of coffee, or perhaps two at
a strong, hearty Frenchman, about breakfast and dinner without any very
lorty-five years of age, and weighing 200 had effects,hut the same poisouou6 alka
pounds, reported that he was-taken sick loids exist in coflee as are found in to
with nausea, sick headache and vomit bacco, whiskey, strychnine and mor
ing, and noticed a disagreeable, metal phine. There is not so great a propor
lic ta6te in his mouth during his entire tion of them in coflee as in the other
illness of four days. The other, a Ger drugs, but a sufficient amount exists to
man lapidary, about forty years of age, seriously injure anyone whose consti
was affected shortly after working at tution is a little below par. All of these
the eyes with an eruption of small pim drugs can be used for a time by per
ples over his entire body, and when any fectly healthy people, but if their use is
of the affected parts were rubbed a persisted in long enough, the human
swelling immediately arose. This rash body Anally gives evidence of the effect
was perceptible for over a month, and of the steady poison, and many people
from the fact that the three cases occur who do not know this fact die because
red in one workshop, and soon after the of their unnatural habits. If you could
work commenced on the same eyes, the use a hot drink in the morning made
men naturally reasoned that the eyes from the nourishing grains that nature
were the cause of their sickness and ex has" provided for the use of man, it
pressed a desire not to resume work on would satisfy your appetite and fatten
your body.”
them.
A wholesome, delicious hot drink of
Professor Baird, in response to an in
quiry concerning the matter, said he the kind that old docter referred to is
had never heard that poisonous quali found in Postum coffee,made from grains
ties were inherent in the eyes. “If they by the Postum Cereal Coffee Co. Lim. of
are really poisonous,” wrote Professor Battle Creek Mich.; it brews the rich
Baird, “it surely cannot be from any color of Java or Mocha, has a grand fra
preparation used to preserve them, for grance and the pungent taste demanded
by all coffee drinkers. No poisonous alka
no preservative was necessary.”
After the stones were polished and loids are found here, and man is only
fixed m the settings they were forwarded safe when he sticks to nature's food,
to Mrs. Curtis. She had the temerity to furnished by the Creator, prepared in a
wear them at a social function, where number of different ways, to lie sure.
they were greatly admired until the en Ruddy health and red blood will follow
thusiastic ones were told that the stones the discontinuance of unnatural driuks
were not gems, but petrified human and the substitution therefor of the cer
eyes. Then the admiring interest turned eal food and drink. Its use will tell the
to grewsome repulsiveness, and they facts more plainly in the body than
have since rested in Mrs. Curtis’ jewel words can be made to express. Grocers
case, and only showti to those of her furnish it and experience teaches that it
friends who can admire their abstract goes about three times as far as coffee
beauty without having their apprecia
Deer in the Streets.
tion dulled by their peculiar or interest
Something
less than three weeks ago
ing history.
a deer appeared on Highland avenue,
There is, however, some doubt as to Elgin, Ill., at 9 o’clock one morning.
whether the eyes of the Peruvian mum From tl e avenue it ran to crystal street,
mies, such as the Curtis necklace is com then to Locust street, and finally to
posed of, are human e^es or those of the State street. Several men who saw it
cuttlefish, which some scientists claim attempted to head it off, hut it shook
were sometimes substituted for the eyes the dust of the streets of the city from
of their dead. Upon this point authori its feet and broke for the fields adjoining
ties disagree. In an article on mum the city. A paity of men armed with
mies’ eyes read before the New York guns started in pursuit, and later in the
Microscopical Society several years ago day in the woods near Trout Park, it
Mr. George F. Kunz, on the authority was shot by David Nish and Sidney
ofProfes8or Baird, of the Smithsonian Rogers. It was a fine animal and
Institution, related that the socalled weighed ISO pounds.
mummies’ eyes are well known; that
the first ever seen in the United States
How’s This!
were brought here by Lieutenant Gillis
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
about thirty years ago. Profeesor Baird ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot
claims that they are the crystalline len he cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
ses of the eyes of cuttlefish (squid). This
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props. To
view is corroborated by Professor Yer- ledo, 0.
*
rill, who says there is a large squid very
We, the undersigned, have known F.
common on the Peruvian coast, the lens J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
of the eye of which is about as large as lieve him perfectly honorable in all bus
these so-called mummies’ eyes.
iness transactions and financially able
Some of the lenses from the eyes of to carry out any obligation made by
these cuttlefish measure only five mili- their firm.
metres, but the majority of them are
West <fc Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
twelve in diameter, and some as much Toledo, O.
as eighteen milimetres. The color, really Walding, Kinnan and Marvin, Whole
only the result of age, is a dark amber sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
yellow, or golden bronze, externally on
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
the convex side. In all cases they are acting directly upon the blood and niunearly opaque, and have the appear cuoe surfaces of the system- ,Price, 75c.
ance ol an onion skin, or any other sac- per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Tes
like concretion. On the flat side, how timonials free.
ever, the color is much lighter, and a
Cape Colony exports annually $100,little play of light is noticeable. The
000 worth of dried flowers.
surface is rough, as if an exudation had
hardened on it. The structure of the
Bnckleu s Arnica Salre.
lenses is like that of a pearl—an aggre The Best Salve in the world for Cuts
gation of Successive enveloping layers, Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, 8alt Rheum. Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
which are market! on the surface by Corns,
aud all Skin Eruptions, and positive
sets of concentric rings. It is also plain ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
guaranteed
to give satisfaction or money re
from these rings that the lenses are sec funded. Price
25 cents per box. For sale
tions, constituting only about one-half bv Gao. R. Baker & 8on«.
22feb-ly

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

ABSOLUTELY PURE
is as usual iu the brain, but either all the
nerves of the surface have the power of
conveying the impressions of light to
that organ, or some parts of the body,
Prediction of a Quarter of as the etads of the fingers, the occupit,
or the epigastrium, assume the office ot
a Century Ago.
eves.”

fOOlDJHn-RM.

When most needed it is not unusual
C. T. Edwards Said ltliud
for your family physician to be away
Men Would Nee.
from home. Such was the experience
of Mr. J. Y. Schenck, editor of the Cad
do, Ind. Ter, Banner, when his little
girl, two years of age, was threatened
with a severe attack of croup. He says:
“My wife insieted that I go for the doc
tor, but as our family physician was out
of town, I purchased a bottle of Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy, which relieved
[Columbus Press ]
The recent very remarkable experi her immediately. I will not be without
ments of Edison in producing to blind it in the future.” 25 and 50 cent bottles
eyes the sensation of light through the [Or sale by druggists.
use of Roentgen rays recalls the views
The first number of a new paper en
expressed by Clark T. Edwards, who titled
the German Imjierial Industrial
more than a quarter of a century’ ago Advertiser, in the Japanese language,
seems to have had a premonition of the has appeared.
X-ray. In February, 1870, a few years
Rheiiinatism aud Other Troubles.
before his death, when he was devoting
“I have been taking Hood's Sar
much time to the study of optics, he
expressed the opinion that there might saparilla and Hood’s Pills and they
be unknown rays, or a motion of the have done wonders for me. Hood’s Sar
ether yet unascertained, that could pro saparilla has cured me of rheumatism
duce in the brain a visual sensation with which I suffered for many years.
without the intervention of the lenses of I was also afflicted with heart and
stomach troubles and have been greatly
the eye, or even of the optic nerve.
“The world we know is dark to the relieved of these difficulties by Hoot’s
blind,” wrote Mr. Edwards, “hut are we Sarsaparilla.” Mrs. Liza Canner, Tipton,
Ohio.
justified in believing that what is true of
us is equally true of all animals lower
Hood’s pills are the only pills to
in the scale of being? Where a special take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
organ of sight is not developed, must
Motor omnibuses for the streets of
we infer that vision is impossible? Some
animals have no localized organ of di Paris will be built to accommodate 30
persons.
gestion, hut this process is carried on as
well in one part of the body as another.
We know of but one community in
If we study the organ of vision in the the world where dyspepsia is practically
various classes of the animal kingdom, unknown, and that is the Shakers ot
we shall find that, like digestion, it be Mount Lebanon, N. Y. These good
comes remarkably general in its nature, people have been studying ihe 6n>jr<-'
and seems to he confined to no particular of digestion for more than a hendnd
region of the body; in fact, often no years, and that they under;- nd it pretty
true orgau of sight can be said to exist. thoroughly, is evidenced in the forego
“Man himself, in certain conditions of ing fact. Their Digestive C. idia! is the
his nervous system, resembles the lower safest and best remedy iu cases of indi
animals in these respects and acts in gestion that we know of. A trial hottie
dependently of his usual organs of can be had through your druggists for
vision. If we descend to the lowest the trilling sum of 10 cents.
forms we find many infusoria which
The Shakers Digestive Cordial supplies
have neither eyes nor nerves, and yet it the system with food already digested,
is easy to see that they are sensitive to aud at the same lime aids the digestiou
light, for they either seek or avoid it.
of other foods. It will almost instantly
“Since the perception of light does relieve the ordinary symptoms of indi
not always depend on the presence of gestion, and no sufferer need to be told
eyes, may not the recognition of ob what these are.
jects he possible without the aid of or
gans capable of forming images of
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
them?” asks Mr. Edwards. “The eyes Doctors recommend it in place of Cas
of the cuttlefish and the pecten differ tor Oil.
essentially but little from our own, but
The present Cz ir cultivates his tenor
the star fish, which is far more active
and discriminating than the scallop, has voice when he has time, his father
played the trombone and his grandfath
an eye in the end of tach ray that is er w'histled.
composed simply of a lens in the midst
of pigment cells, and in many marine
MaiorC. T. Picton is manager of the
worms the organs of vision have no State Hotel, at Denison, Texas, which,
higher development. In some of the the traveling men say, is one of the best
jellyfishes the reduction is carried still hotels in that section. In speaking ot
farther—the lens is wanting, and only Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera anti Diaipigment spots are present. No one, on rhoea Remedy, Major Pitcairn says: “I
watching the graceful movements of have used it myself anti in my family lor
these iridescent and often phosphores several years, and take pleasure in sajcent creatures would think of attribut ing that I consider it an infallible cure
ing to them only a vague perception of for diarrhoea and dysentry. I alwaj s
objects.
recommend it, and have frequently ad
“Among the lowest forms every ves ministered it to my guests in the hotel,
tige of an eye disappears, hut we are and in every c se it has proven itself
forced to admit, that some of them at worthy of unqualified endorsement. For
least possess more than a power of mere sale by druggists.
ly discriminating l>etween light and
The outstanding principal ol the pub
darkness.
lic debt of the United States on January
“Sars, Thompson, Pourtales and oth 1, 1801, was $183,038,050 SO; in J891 it
ers have been able to use the dredge at was $1,546,901,095 Gl. •
depths of even two or three thousand
When bilious or costive,eat a Cascaret
feet. Their labors, however, have not candy cathartic, cure gu iranteed, 10c,
left the question of the depth to which 25c.
light readies in doubt, for they have
The next century will l»egin January
found that many of tire being belonging 1, 1901, not January 1. 1900.
to this lower ocean region have perfect
ly formed organs of vision. The conclu
sion that their movements are aided by
the presence of light is inevitable, for
nowhere do we find fully developed trgans independently of opportunities for
This is thv . npiaint of
the exercise of their functions.
thousands at this season.
“Many years ago the distinguished They have no appetite; food
philosopher, Spallanzani, ascertained does not relish. They need thetoningupof
that bats, when blinded, fly with as the stomach and digestive organs, which
much ease and precision as when hav a course of Hood's Sarsaparilla will give
ing the use of their eyes; for they avoid them. It also purifies and enriches the
blood, cures that distress after eating and
all obstacles in the way, turn corners, internal misery only a dyspeptic can
pass through narrow fissures and in no know, creates an appetite, overcomes that
respect differ in their flight from bats tired feeling and builds up and sustains
which have not been so treated. It is the whole physical system. It so prompt
fully established that somnambulists go ly and efficiently relieves dyspeptic symp
wherever they please without hesitation, toms and cures nervous headaches, that it
read and write, and give ample evidence seems to have almost “ a magic touch.” .
of a power of perception independent
of the usual organ of vision. Persons
subject to attacks of catalepsy frequent
ly show the same peculiarity. M. Des
pine, late inspector of the mineral
waters of Aix in Savoy, mentions the
following among many other cases:
“•Not only could our patient hear by Is the best — In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
are the best alter-dinner
means of the palm of her hand, but we
rlOOCl S Hll'S pills, aid digestion. 25c.
have seen her read without the assist
Lightning struck a football team as it
ance of the eyes, merely with the tips
of the fingers, which she passed rapidly was about to play a match at Liverpool,
England, recently, killing one man and
over the page which she wished to read badly
injuring two others.
At other times we have seeu her select
Norway
even now uses corn for coin,
from a parcel of more than thirty let
while whale’s teeth are used by the
ters the one which she was required to Fijians, red feathers by some of the
pick out; also write several letters, and South Sea Islanders, and salt iu Abys
correct, on reading them over again— sinia.
always with her finger ends—the mis
The Rialto, at Venice, is said to have
takes she had made; copy one letter been built from designs of Michael
word for word, reading it with her left Angelo. It consists of a single marble
98 ftet long, and was completed
ellx>w, while she wrote whith her right arch
about 1592.
hand. During these proceedings a thick
The Niagara suspension bridge was
pasteboard completely intercepted any built
in 1853-1855 at a cost of £80,000.
visual ray that might have reached her It ie 245 feet above high water, 820 feet
eyes.
long, and the strength is estimated at
“The same phenomenon was mani 1,200 tons.
fested at the soles of her feet, on the
The most costly tomb in existence is
epigastrium and other parts of her that which was erected to the memory
body, where a sensation of pain was of Mohammetl. The diamonds and
rubies used in the decorations are worth
produced by a mere touch.”
2,000,C00 pounds.
“Persons who have become blind,”
continues Mr. Edwards, “have also been
known to acquire the same power, and
Harriet Martineau tells of an old lady
who had been blind from her birth, and
Are much in little; always
_
yet saw in her sleep, and in her waking ready,
efficient, satisfac™ | | -.
siate described the color of the clothing tory; prevent a cold or b-ver.
III
cure all liver Ills, sick head
III
of individuals correctly.
ache, jauDdice, constipation, etc. Price 25 ceuts
“In these cases, no doubt, perception The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla^

Edison’s Latest Discovery Seems to
Confirm this Idea and the Basis of
the Prediction Apparently Borne Out
_ by Modern Scientific Research—
Eyes Not Necessary for Vision.

Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla
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U

Henatbr Martha H Cannon.
OHIO8TATB NEWS.
I season Tuesday Boon at which tin t b*j!
I with some of the local sports, will fe<-.at on
The first woman Senator elected to
I s<<me choice dlshrs of small game.
an American Legislature appears in the
8<mon Tish has a Very Bore hand He
Animal tuberculosis is increasing in
huskid too much com.
FREDERICKTOWN.
!>erson of Martha Hughes Cannon, Ohio.
T- E Bebout and wile and W. P Bel- »nt
.•hoeen from the Salt Lake City district
8alln«lay night Mr. W A. Owen, the and his best girl Sundayed at J. M- FauJ. G. Gould, a prominent Toledoan, is
FRANK HARPER
clothier.
Was
the
victim
uf
a
burglsrioti'
cetl’s.
of Utah by the comfortable majority of missing from home.
vi-it. t he burglars got into the cellar and
lira. J. W. Burkholder aud Mrs. Wm.
Editor and Proprietor. •1,001). She ran against her husband,
Oliver Parker, a farmer, near Hinck then passeil up n s’airway that leads Io lire Purdy visited Newark friends last week.
store
rom.
Their
passage
was
interrupted
was
killed
by
his
herse.
ley,
J.
M. Faucett will make a Hying trip to
who is a high dignitary of the Mormon
by a bolted door at the top of the stairs Illinois during the holidays, to invest in
church. He is a Republican, and Mrs.
The poetoflice at Arc hl told was robbed They overcome this barrier by boring real estate.
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE. Cannon a strong Democrat. She is, or of $400 in stamps and money.
through with an auger, making a hole Urge
Old Harrison issweet 1C to 1. yet one of
enought to ins* rt a hand, ami the Irolnsiuootb-shaven pedagogues is thinking
was before the abolition of polygamy,
There is talk of dressing the Youngs wrre easily slid. They did not carry off our
of taking unto himself a wife.
the fourth wife of Mr. Cannou. Every town street gang in white; the men ob any r!««thing, and confined their depreda
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
-otions to underwear, glovea silk han’dkerpolygamous husband had the right to ject.
chitfcaid mittens .Mr Owen estimate*
UNION GROVE.
choose one woman for his legal wife
Peter Nay, farmer near Akron, drew Ilia loss at from $25 to $35. There are
Mr. Hsniuel Nicholls spent Thursday and
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38. when the law against polygamy went $500 from a Akron bank; burglars got it several reasons fur the be ief that the job
Friday in Columbus.
was i>erforined by home talent.
Mr. Harry Mcl’eek. of 8t. Loniryille, is
into force, but, Mr. Cannon, beiug very that night.
Mrs Brown, who has been visiting her
Coal famine is threatened at Lima be sister. Mrs. Mary Hill, for the past month, visiting friends and relatives here this
gallant, refused to make a choice. Mrs.
IOC IT ¥ BI I 01. OHIO.
returned to her* home in Kewc imerstown, week.
Cannon, the Senator-elect, and the other cause of miners’ strike. Coal advanced Saturday.
There will be an entertainment at the
50 cents a ton.
Mrs. Lstira Wilder, of Coldwater, Michi Burtnett school hoube, Wednesday evening,
THURSDAY MORNNIG.... T)E<\ 17, 1*96 three wives live in friendly communion,
Fire engine, going full speed, collided gan, is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. B. Dec. 23. • A good ptogrant is being prealthough not one has a legal claim to
pa ed.
with L. E. A W. train at Findlay. Two Hushour.
Prices to Suit
Missea Flora Eley. Minnie Haya and Ora
The W. C. T. U. held a parlor social at the
The heredity of genius is illustrated the name she bears. She is a doctor by horses killed. '
home of Mrs. W. 8. Cummings, last Thurs Dudgeon took dinner with Allie Satuson.
by the Harvard senior class elections, in profession, has an excellent practice, is
Sunday.
Robert P. Davis, aged 72, of Cleveland, day evening.
Mr. David Dudgeon is on the sick list
l>r. and Mrs. H. S. Darling left Sunday
which the son of Carl Schurz was chos a small woman and handsome for one died from apoplexy at Madisonville,
Mr. Cletu. Hays, of Utica, attended
for Ch’cago, where di* doctor wili attend a
en as ivy orator and the son of Joseph of 35, is a good speaker, and “not at all Wayne county.
meeting of the B A 0. surgeons. They will church here Sunday evening.
conceited.” She has two children, a
Miss Ora Dadgeon, of Martinsburg, spent
H. Choate as poet.
Water pipes burst and flooded Rosen also visit relatives in Crown Point,Iudiana,
Sunday with her parents.
boy of 7 and a girl of 11. She made 40 thal Bros ’ clothing store at Lisbon, do before returning home.
301 W. Gambier St.
Rev. P. M. Woods is holding a series of
The ladies of the Presbyterian church
No. 20 N. Main Stree
The inauguration of Mr. McKinley speeches during the canvass, and was ing $1,000 damage.
ill give an entertainment on New meetings at the new church.
Mrs Bell, of Marjsvdle, O., is visiting at Also all kinds of Hard and Soft Coal
ear’s Eve.
ought to be the most gorgeous the coun elected after bard campaign work. She
McClellan and Murrins who held up
The Local Union held a meeting at the P. W. Eley '?.
try has ever seen. The representative didn’t ask man or woman to vote for a travelling man at Norwalk, were Methodist
Mrs. Etta Melick, of Indiana, spent last
church Sunday evening at which
caught
at
Bellevue.
of the multi-millionaires should be her, but stayed with her party and spoke
otltcera for the coming year were elected as week with Mr?. Berta Hays.
Mr. Charles Fau-et has returned home
Burglars secured a wagon load of har follows: President, Miss Ida Ackerman; after
placed in the White House with a mag for it. On election day she went early
spending almost a year iu IllinoisVice P>e3ident, Anna Caslnet; Secretary,
ness,
robes,
blankets
and
stable
trap

nificence corresponding to the enormous to the polls, voted, and then went the
Crlize Foote; Treasurer, Ella Mount.
pings at Wooster.
Mr. E. A. Rowley cauie from Chicago, on
wealth of the trusts, combines and rounds of her patients. She has been a
FINE
NUNDA.
Akron police are after Frank Ander Thursday, to visit his wife and daughter
THAT
bondholders who elected him.
student of political questions, and an
An
American
Bimetallic
Union
No.
1900
son, aged 22; think lie robbed Farr was organized at this place on Friday night,
A J. McKown, of Greersville, is home on
MILLINERY
nounces tliat in the Senate she will take Munsen’s restaurant.
sojourn.
Dec. 11th. a: which the following officers a short
Always before in our history a de special interest in sanitary and educa
Mrs. P Cutnow and Miss Jessie Crunkewere elected: Pres., T J. Maces. Vice Pres.,
Mrs.
C.
D.
Steider,
aged
57,
of
Cross
at Mt. Vernon. Saturday.
feated candidate for President has been tional bills. She believes women’s par
W 8-ruble; See.. Dr. Eh ; Tress . D. M. tonF were
Keys, was found dead in a barn, where Brumback;
Cunningham and Cha*. Fletcher
Is the place to get what
Lecturer, S. B. Po’ter; Excutive were D.
treated with the courtesy due any great ticipation will help purify politics. This she had gone to milk.
in
Bellvilleo.i
business. Saturday.
Committee. W. H. Boyd. A. C. Huddle,
American leader and with the generosi turther accouut of the first woman Sen
you
w’ant in the Per
Protracted
meeting
commenced
at
Salem
French Pattern
J as. Carr, of Canton, sentenced to 15 Charles Roberts, J. B. Talmage, George
ty that a brave people always accord to ator, from the San Francisco Examiner, years in the “pen," will l>e the subject of Hall. Meetings are to be held on second Sunday evening.
fume
line, as he has a
Elva Louey. wife and children, of Fred
and fourth Tuesday evenings of each ericktown.
a defeated foe. But the British party will be read with interest:
HATS a,,
Sundayed at Chas. Fletcher’s
an inquiry into his 6anity.
full line of Domestic
month.
J. A. Ruby’s.
continues to make vicious attacks on
Mr. Cliff Brown, who hss been in Cleve nd
Women are better than men,” she
and Imported Goods.
The protracted meeting at Biglow was
Floyd Thormon, a West Union in land
for some time, is expected home this posponed
W. J. Bryan and misrepresent his every is wont to remark. “Slaves are always surance
BONNETS,
on account of the illness of the
agent, was beaten and robbed we k. to spend the holidays with bis parents
Also a complete line of
action. They evidently hate him still. better than their masters. A slave by footpads and inay die.
The Fredericktown Bell Foundry shut pas'or.
The designs
Mr and Mrs Burton, of Lakeville, were
own Saturday night, fur an indefinite visiting
They hate him because he is hones*, learns obedience, self-control and un
other Toilet Articles,
friends in thia vicinity last week.*
Chief Clerk Leo Willenberg, of the
selfishness. Thai’s why women will do
d
Are the prettiest and most
fearless and patiiotic. They hate him the world of politics good. They have Massillon postotfice, has resigned. Ed peri
Mr*. Cora M. McKown, wife of W- D.
The Y. P. A 8. of the Presbyterian church McKown,
such as
departed this lileon last Saturday
because they fear him.
met at the home of Miss Ida Ackerman,
been slaves so long. They will teach ward Sibila takes the place.
oroing,
D.c
12.
11596.
F'-nend
services
some of the slavish virtues.” Mrs.
U p-to-D ate
were conducted by the Rev. Grisso,on Mon
M. Alden, of Ravenna, who died at Tuesday evening.
SOAPS. PACK POAVDKK, TOOTH
The W. C. T. U. has sent a letter to Cannon’s father and mother were Mor Alwater, was wealthy and his will makes
day, at the Brethern church, of which she
POWDERS and BRUSHES.
mons,
and
she
believes
in
the
religion
To
be
found
any
wbera.
was
a
member.
The
remains
were
interred
NORTH LIBERTY.
Mr. McKinley asking him to prohibit
many charitable bequests.
at the North Liberty ceme.ery.
just as a child brought up in the Metho
the use ol intoxicants in the White dist or Baptist faith believes in it. She
Burn,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Harrison,
a
Fritz Gueber, aged 11, of Wooster,
Also a full and com
House. Do you remember the answer thinks a plural wife is not half so much while playing, received a splinter in the eon.
ANKNEYTOWN.
Mrs.
Wni.
McKown
died
December
12
b,
plete stock of
face
and
is
dying
of
lockjaw.
of
a
slave
as
a
single
wife,
fur
if
a
hus

of the last Republican President to the
of consumption, 21 miles east of this place
W. H. Coca non r has been employed as
HISSES flrfiOl UH A llERNftlU,
same request9 Mr. Harrison is report band has lour wives each one has three
Harvey Miller, the slayer of Samuel Her maiden name was Cora May Stow, fir man on tha B. A 0.
weeks of freedom every month in the
of II trrisen N. and Izuiisa Stow.
East Vine Street.
C F. Humphrey made a business trip to
ed to have replied that what he served year. Plural wives, she says, look upon Niswonger, was found guilty of murder daughter
She was born July 28. 1870, her age be Mitnxfie!d last Thursday.
on his own table was a matter of purely marriage as a sacred duty, and not as a in the second degree, at Daytou.
ing 26 years. 4 months aud 13 days. She
Charles and 8teele shipped a car load of
The total number of prisoners paroled wa.» married to Wnt D" McKown Sept
personal concern, and that he intended means of gratifying vanity. Conschogs last Friday.
from
the penitentiary since the passage 18^7 Five children were born to them,
{uently,
polygamy
is
freer
from
jer.lMrs. C K J.e-dv, of Mt. Vernon, Sunto regulate the White House dietary to
two
of
whom
are
dead.
with relatives of this place.
ousy ana unhappiness than mono of the law in May, 1895, is 1,116.
Dilnp>re Harrison, who has been work daved
suit himself, without impertinent inter gamy.
Rev. J. F. Pounds ami wife (nee Jessie
ing at Frtdiiiksburg. returned borne last Brown),
M.
J.
Lally,
of
Eaton,
got
a
verdict
ware guests of his parents la-t
ference from anybjdy. The rejjly of
She claims that the women of Utah for $1,800 against John A. Grewer for week.
Mr. Pounds preaebed in the Disci
Mr. Thompson Brubaker, of Frederick week.
Mr. McKinley will be awaited with were better oft" in a state of polygamy alienation of his wife’s affections.
ple «hurch, at Palmyra, Sunday. They *re
town, was iu this place Monday, on busi on their way to their future home in In
than they are now. Sixty per cent, of
some interest.
John Campbell, young farmer near ness.
the voters ot Utah are women, and they
dianapolis.
That Pleases the Ladies Will Sure
Mr I-»aac I.“edy and wife, John Guthrie
the etate, They are intelligent E. Liverpool, was killed by a falling and
----- O----wife, and others from Ankenytown.
Mayor Pisgree, of Detroit, was elect control
women, too, and know just what suf tree. W as to marry in two weeks.
Toleptiono
3*7.
ly Succeed.
visited at S B Giesso’s last Saturday.
ESTO.
ed Governor of Michigan on the Repub frage means to them and the commun
Mr. Walter Gilmore is attending school
Robert Barnwall and Robert Nelson,
Mr.
Lorei
z>
Wolfe
and
family
visited
at
lican ticket. He ran 30,000 ahead of ity.
aged 13 and 14 respectively, were at Ada
-:ojMr. George Arnold and son, of Wooster, Mr. Adam Scoti’s last Sunday.
Some one asked Mrs. Cannon what drowned while skating at Delaware.
LIMBER AM) COAL.
Mr. KcKinley. He was in Cleveland a
Mr.
Lee
Farmer
and
family
were
the
are
visiting
Zsch
Arnold
and
other
relatives
See our Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
few days ago, and, of course, a reporter she meant to do with her children
guests of Mr. BudCulison and family, Sun SASH^
Attorney General Monnett mandam- in this vicinity.
Enamel anti Box Calf shoes
while she was attending to her Senator
day.
found him and obtained his “views ial duties She promptly replied, the used the B. A O. to collect $13,000 taxes
A good shoe for Fall and Win
Mr. Emanuel Rine. of this vicinity,
due
the
State
under
the
Goodale
law
about the situation. Governor-elect same thing tliat she does with them
ter wear.
WATERFORD.
shipped a load of hogs last week.
The neighbors of this vicinity me' at the
Pingree avowed himself a bimetallist while practising medicine. Her opin
Lodie burglars put out the target
Mrs.
J.
A
Fish
went
to
Mt.
Vernon
lest
residence of Mr?. Phillips, last Friday, for
♦ ♦ ♦ The; Will Hesse Yon ♦ ♦ ♦
He declared “that there is not enough ion is that the women who stay at home lights and cracked the B. A O. safe Stturday to spend a few days with her son, an
all day wood-chopping, and got out a
all the time make the most unpleasant while the operator was fixing them M J Fi>h, and family.
None like them in the city and
lot of wood.
money in circulation” for “the great homes, while those who think about
M ra. Armstrong, of Cleveland, came last nice
There are a great many cases of diph
at prices that will
Jewett planing mill and lumber yard Thursday to visit her daughter, Mrs. John
purchasing mosses’’and that “the single something besides cook stoves, wash
theria and scarlet fevet in and around 1 his
suit you.
burned
to
the
ground.
Safe
was
blown
Keye?.
tubs
and
baby
tlannels
make
the
best
gold standard will not bring prosperity
and the Rabbit Bridge school is
and burglars are thought to have set the
It is said that Dan Purdy is anxiously vicinity,
Lime.
Louisville
and
.
.
mothers.
closed on that account.
to the masses," and it will not, there
waiting lor the postoffire plum to drop in reported
Mr. James Smith, of Esto, has been liv
Mrs. Cannon is very emphatic in her fire.
this place.
fore, “survive another four years.”
ing
alone
since the death of his wifeviews of the relation of women to pub
Portland Cement.
The number of prisoners on parole
Jeffry S'artner is visiting his uncle, Sam
A Large Line of Trunks anc
There is Sunday School every Sunday at
lic office. She doesn’t want her sex to from the penitentiary, who have been Starme-, in Marion county.
the
Butler
Baptist
chutch.
There
will
else
A Vienna dispatch to the London run for unseemly offices, and she thinks dischared by expiration of sentence, iB
Mr*. N. M. Beecher was badly hurt by a be preaching next Sunday night by Rev.
Valises.
chai run which she was standing tipping Crabtree.
Times, alluding to Russia’s efforts to se the gubernatorial chair too mannish al 823.
Hair and Calcined Plaster. Building
over,
causing
her
to
fall
with
her
back
on
---- JoJ-----cure trade in China, says that “Russian together for a woman to occupy. She
Blocks and Slate, Shingles, Lath
Burglars looted Robert Thompson’s the corner of a stair step.
a mannish man as well as a man
silver rubies are being minted in large hates
Born,
t
>Jobu
Keyes
and
wife,
on
the
8th
nish woman, and by mannishness she general store at Zanesville of $1,000
and All Kinds of Dressed Lumber.
EUGENE.
a son.
quantities for circulation in China in means not an inherent quality, but worth of goods. Bloodhounds are after instant,
If they succeed in getting a postoffice at
Mr.
S.
Wiuand
and
family,
of
view of the fact that Chinese confidence something assumed. All of her beet them.
Batemautown, John Cook will be the post Wat-rford, were the guests of relatives at
master.
in the American silver dollar has been men acquaintances are ladylike, she
Indian Mound Farm last Saturday and Sun Leave Orders at ... .
M. Oare, while drunk, tried unsuc
The Delineator of Fashions
Rev. J F. Hastirgs is conducting a series
and all ot her women friends gen
DEVER'S Drug Store or B A 0. Ex
somewhat shaken.” Even half civilized says,
cessfully, to murder John Peterson. W of meeting? in the M. E. church, at Darl day.
tlemanly. Brighan Young once said:
Mr Charles Shroeder, of west of Freder press Office.
In Fine Footwear.
Russia has more commercial sense than
icktown. was visiting relatives at this place
“The day shall come when men and A L. E. bridge gang foreman, at Nor ington.
Mrs. Hattie Hardman, nee Goodwin, re las' Wednesday.
309-311 West Gambler Street,
the poor ignorant Americans who vote women shall walk together Bide by side walk.
turned to her home in Missouri last Mon
No. 3 South MainSL
Kirk block.
Mr. William Scarbrough and Mr. H. Sells,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
to discredit their own money at the dic in the temple.”
doy, after spending several weeks with were the guests of relatives at Newark
Mrs.
Hannah
Powell,
of
Columbus
The first woman Senator in America
friends in this vicinity.
several days ago
tation of England. Even Russia recog
John Sharp arrived home from Rich
thinks that day is dawning now, that who while drunk murdered her daugh
Mr. E. B. McMahon and wife spent Sun
nizes the immense importance of ob electricity is doing away with domestic ter, was sent to the penitentiary for five mond, Mo;on Monday, the 7th. and that day
visiting relatives at Bangs.
years.
asm
night
his
bncher-ia
law.
Jesse
WinJ
taining the trade of China and other sil drudgery, that women are growing wise,
Mr. William Bryant, of Lucerne, was in
ner,
aud
James
Nelson,
were
hung
by
a
ver using countries, covering more than and that men are growing gentle. In
A burglar entered Bryce Bros ’ store mob in Ray county, Mo., for the murder of town on business last Tuesday.
M. E. Sunday School is making arrangeshort, she believes that the millenium is at Columbus, via the roof and fire es Mre. Sharp’d sister, Mrs. Winner, and her
half the globe.
raen s for a Christmas entertainment on
coming sooner than most people hope cape, and took a new outfit of clothing two children
Christmas Eve.
and $15.
—0—
Lett the Republicans keep up their
The Fight Only Begun.
MARTINSBURG.
talk at Washington for an international
Earl Walters, aged 12, of Findlay, is
HOWARD.
National Chairman Campau is en a genuine albino; skin has no color
Rev. G- H. L. Beeman, is holding a pro
monetary conference. They have pre
Mr. Dunnvre moved <> How irJ 1 at w,ek
listed for the war, and does not intend to white hair, pink eyes and can see in tracted nuetingat Mt. Pleasant.
have the p ivil-ge «.f ri»e school here
tended to favor bimetallism by inter
Dr. Coleman, of Howard, was in town to George
lay down his arm until the fight for bi the dark.
Humbert had ■ sile Friday after
national agreement, and by that means
Thursday.
noon.
He mov-d into tl e h<uis f >ni-rly
metallism is won. The boltocrats do
Mr. Coleman Boggs, a former teacher ia owned hv
Edward Conger and his sister, Mrs
Da Lyhirger.
saved their party from utter defeat at
not find much favor at his hands, Delia Deming, of Newark, wereasphyx the Martinsburg schools, was visiting h*re
Mr. Bracfi-dd wi I ni -ve in'o ti e Humthe late election. But they can’t fool the
Saturday.
be t i-ouse ab ut one mile and a half south
iated by gas from a coal stove. Conger
either:
Mrs Jane Horn has been ill for some of
people always, and the time will come
this plate.
time, but is slowly recovering.
New York, Dec. 12.—Daniel J. Cam may die.
rrai.k II ut
hou?e is completed.
when all will see that the talk of inter pau, of Detroit, Chairman of the Demo
Miss Ora Dudgeon, who is attending HeMr
will move in assx> i a? the pi is'eii -g is
Clarence, oldest son of Mayor Sut school here, spent Sunday with her parents
national agreement is meaningless and cratic National Executive committee, is
dry.
ph in, of Van Wert, died suddenly, His
Union Grove.
Mr?. Sew-11 went I-at week fora v sit
devoid of sincerity, and that nothing not very conciliatory to the leaders of father is away and his whereabouts is at An
educational meeting is to be held in with
Mr? J«k*oi Wilker.
the Disciple church next Saturday to which
short of independent action on the part the gold movement. He was asked to unknown.
Tt
ere will he an eii'ertainnwt at 'he
day whether he thought the establish
all
are
invited
of the United States will ever restore to ment of the National Democratic parly
Mr. Elmer Church and Mbs Iva Smith, school hou<e i urin» » hr s m is week.
Everyone expects to be remember
and several members of
silver its function as a money metal. would hurt the Democratic party anil Co.TheF.,officers
of
Tiverton, Coshocton county, Bpent a few
Second Regiment, O. N. G davs
last week wirii Mbs Louie McKee.
— The Supreme Court of Ohio la-t * eek
ed by some kind friend during this
This is the only practical hope for bi said:
Bellefontaine, are thinking of joining
R. H. Bebout and wife, of Pleasant town handed down a decision declaring the me
“Yon mean the gold bolters: the men the Cubans.
metallism.
ship,
were
in
Martinsburg
Sunday.
Mr.
season.
who deserted the Democratic party. The
This
Pebout has just returned from a two weeks chanic’s lien law unronstitu ioinri
leaders of these gold Democrats cannot
Arthur Palmer was drowned
act in so tar a* it give? a iien on th- proper
visit with relatives in Iowa.
Ex Governor Francis, of Missouri, come
back to the Democratic partv ex Lewistown Reservoir near Celina.
A merry party of about thirty young ty of the owner to sub-jomractora. laborers
who was recently given Hoke Smith’s cept as privates in the ranks. They L. Godfrey skated to assist him and
people very pleasantly surprised Mrs. and ih »se who furnish machinery, ma'er
Pumphrey last Thursday evening.
place as Secretary of the Interior, as a bolted and went against their party at a also drowned.
ial or till t*> the c •ntmetor, is uncons itnreward for betraying his party during critical time and they cannot expect to
tional and yii-L All to whom ihe con
C. S. A H. Railway is laying track
return
as
leaders.
CENTERBURG.
the recent campaign, knocked his cotractor bee >mes in icbte 1 iu the perform
“I do not care to go into personalities from Delaware to Stratford* No ship
traitere of Kansas City silly by a letter or speak of any oneby name. We all ping facilities at latter place make big
Dr. W. O. Phillips was in Mt. Vernon ance of his contract, are bound by the terms
last evening to receive the Past Master's de of the c mtrset be-ween him nil 'lie owner
sent to be read at their banquet cele know that the bolters were sustained paper mills idle.
gree.
brating McKinley’s election, in which anti encouraged by President Cleveland.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Grab
Janies T. Cochran, of Jacksontown
He was really the head and front of the
he said:
was brightened by the arrival of a baby Assignee's Sale of Real Estate.
Licking county, has sued Rev. J. N. Life son,
bolters,
and
they
were
merely
as
ad

last week.
While I agree with the advocates of
Methodist minister at Hebron, for $10,
The revival services at Mt Liberty, con
a gold standard in the fight recently juncts. He kept them alive and they 000 for slander.
N pursuance of an order of the Probate
ducted by Rev. Hyde, have closed.
made, there are many principles advo followed him. But for him the bolters
Court of Knox Conuty, Olii«», I , rill offer
Quarterly meeting of the Centerburg
would
have
amounted
to
nothing.
As
it
Is what we like to gi?e our friends.
cated by some of those who nave been
John Brown, a miner, aged 35, and charge will be held al Mt. Liberty Saturday for sa'e at publ c auc’ion, on
is,
they
were
merely
a
drop
in
the
advocates of that cause to which I can
John Kellogg, disputed for the possession and Sunday; preaching by the presiding Thursday, the 21st day
January,
1x97,
bucket,
for
they
polled
only
^l»out
100,not subscribe. If some legislation is
of a car in a mine at Bergholz, and elder.
Dr. Gunsaulus, Lee Jacob?, R A . Barker, at 1 oo'clock
clock p. m., upon the
tbe premise'
premise', one
not enacted to check the growing influ 0»O votes. They never earned a single Brown was murdered.
and D. B. Baiker were in Mt- Vernon last mile North ot Howard, Ohio, the f .Bowing
ence of wealth and circumscribe the state or a single county. It must be re
described
real
esta
’
e,
siiuite
in
the County
Widow of Hon. J. F. Schofield, of
powers of the trusts and monopolies, membered, too, that Mr. Bryan polled
Central Lodge. No 274, I) of IL, elected of Knox and State of Ohio, to wit:
then* will be an uprising of the people just 1,000,000 more votes than President Painesville, bequeaths $50,000 to Lake the following officers to se^ve the ensuiag
Being 'he we-t part of Hot No. 28 in
before the century closes which will en Cleveland did in 1892, when he swept Erie Seminarv. Her son is to have use term: Noble Grand, Clara Hick?; Vice section No. 1. in township 7, range 11.
the
country.
Mr.
Bryan
also
carried
22
of
it
during
bis
lifetime.
danger our institutions.
Grand, Ada Adam?; Recording Secretary, in tbe U.S. Military District, bounded and
out of 45 states. This does not show
F. N. Devraui; Treasurer, Jane Bair.?: described as follow :
Miles Ogle, the famous Cincinnati Permanent Sec eiary, Maggie Sutton.
weakness, but great strength.’
Beginning ai a stone, marked J. R. on the
Governor Hogg, of Texas, in response
west line of said quarter township, or ?ec“Then you do not think the silver counterfeiter, almost made a confession
------- o------to a query, has written to the Chicago cause dead?”
'ion No. Land lot N«>. 28 and runiring
while having a tumor removed in the
MT. LIBERTY.
thence south 160 poles to a stone at tbe
“No, and it will not be dead in 1900. “pen.” Thought he was dying.
Record to say that the names of bis
south
we«» c >rcer of ssid quar'er and the
Wayne Sevire and wife, of Marion, are
children are William, Ima, Mike and The cause of bimetallism cannot be
Steve Kronse, a molder. paid too much visiting friends here They are former res center of lluwaid township, from which
killed. On the contrary, it will grow
point a maple, witness 10 inches in diame
Tom, and that be has not and never and become stronger. Something must attention to Mra John Donelv, at New idt-ms of this place.
J. W. Ratuey, of Mt. Gilead, was here on ter. bears 8. 22 degrees W. 1 and 1-10 pole?,
had children whose names are or were be done to give relief to the people, and Richmond, and in a fight with her hus business
and a dogwood 5 inches in dis meter. N. 74
this week.
Una. Heoa and Shesa. These latter he bimetallism will do it. The Republicans band Krouse was fatally hurt.
Mr?. F. O. Poland, of Mt. Gilead, is visit degrees, E. 1 pole; thence east 100 pole3 to a
stake from which a hickory. 20 inches in
ing
h-r
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
A.
Win

says are the mythical creatures of cam have it in their power to legislate favora
Mrs. E<1. J. Smith, of Grafton, who
diameter, bears N. 70 degrees, E. 13 links;
bly, and if they do not I predict the de was supposed to have eloped with her temute
paigners who failed to beat him for of feat of the party in 1900.
Mra. J. D. Marple, of Newark, has been thence North 160 polas to a dogwood as a
We do not husband’s brother, is hack and says she
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs Stmnel corner from which a white oak two feet in
fice. Of the name of his daughter, propose to give up the fight for bi-nietaldiameter North 85 degraei, E 25-100.poles;
knows nothing of the brother.
Thatcher
Ima, he says: “It was given to her a lism, and four years hence we will be
M O. Bidiop hss accepted a position ■ hence West 100 poles to the place of be
Business associates of Senator Brice with a whole-ale music house in Columbus ginning. Estimated to contain 100 acres
few days after her birth and the singular stronger in numbers than now.”
have incorporated the Dayton Northern and wiil begin his duties in that capacity more or less, and being the same lands
application of it to the old, well-estale
Not only will “3ilver Dick” Bland re Railroad company. Road will run from the first of January. He will be greatly deeded by Jonathan McArtor to Meshac
lished name of her paternal ancestors appear in the next house, but Judge Franklin, Warren county, to Lima.
missed f-om our Community and especially Crilcbfield. See Kcox Oun y Deed Rec
by the church choirs where he has proved ords, Book PP, pages 302 303; also deeded
did not occur to any one until I had en Holman, of Indiana, the “treasury
by Mesbac <’riichtield ail I wife to Rachel
Professor Richard Parsons, professor htmself very useful.
tered political life. It then became a watch dog” will be welcomed back. He
I)r A. V. R ibertson was in Mt. Vernon baw?on. See Dee 1 Records W W, pages 512
of Greek in O. W. U.. at Delaware, Saturday
and 513.
on professional business.
leading issue (in the aesthetic circles of has been elected in the Indiana district would like a consulship to Athens,
Appraised at $4500.
There was preaching services at the A C.
dudes and dudines) in the campaign where he was defeated two years ago, Greece, under McKinley’s administra church S?l>ht»tli morning and evening, con
Terms of sale: —$100 to be paid on day of
sale, and balance of onc-ihird of tbe pur
ducted by Elder Manville, of Sparta
and the people by a large majority set his majority being about 500. This elec tion.
chase price to be paid within thirty days
The M. E revival stiil continues.
tled it in my favor, at east to the effect tion gives Judge llolmau a distinction
W.G Bradtield, of Columbus, was here from day of sale; one-third to be paid in one
K. L. Parker got $600 damages from
year, and one-third in two years frorr. day
that with my children's names the pub possessed by no other American states B. R. Winnable, at Warren, because the on business a couple of days last week.
Mrs Belle Ksmey and Mis3 Emma Rob of sale, and deferred payments to bear G per
farm which the latter sold him con
lic had no substantial interest.”
cent, interest per annum, payable annually.
man, living or dead. It makes his six tained three patches of Canadian this ertson are on the sick list.
Ei.i A. Wolfs.
teenth election to the house, and if he tles.
Assignee of James Dawson.
The Republican papers, and some of lives through his term he will have
L.
B.
H
occk
and
J.
W.
McCakbon,
AMITY.
Mrs. Elmira Croswell, aged SO. died
the interviewed Congressmen, make the
Attorneys for Assignee.
served thirty-two years in the House of at Columbus. She was worth $60,000
Mr. and Mrs.Wm. Loney are convalescent
point that the surplus in the treasury Representatives. During his public ca
a ferious illness of several weeks.
and has vacillated between her home, after
The spelling contest given by the Indies’
over and above the gold reserve of $100,- reer lie has been defeated three times at the courts and the insane asylum for
LEGAL NOTICE.
A
id
Society
was largely attended. Prize
000,000—that is, $125,00,000—now ly the polls and once for the nomination. years.
awarded to Miss Eva Vincent
AND
ing idle in the treasury has some sort of Judge Kelley and Charles O’Neill, of
Whooping cough is prevalent among the
OTICE is hereby given to alt persons
Revolvers, bowie knives and blood children.
sacred character that should prevent its Philadelphia, were each elected to fif hounds failed to keep Thomas Kane
interested in The Home Insurance
Benjamin Porter has been home from
Association, a corporation, that on the 14th
being used for the current expenditures teen terms. It has long lieen a tradi from gaining his liberty near Mt. Gilead. 8helby visiting his family.
day
of
A. D 1896,an application,
Messrs. Edwin Edgar aud Willard O’Bry in due D«c-mber.
of government. This is nonsense. The tion in Washington that no representa Jailers had him out locating stolen
form was tiled in the Court of Com
an have gone io Shelby.
goods.
mon Pleas i f Knox County, Ohi«». sworn to
Cali and see us.
$125,000,000 surplus, as the President tive will live to serve more than thirty
The citizens of Amity are going.to organ by
a majority ol ihe director of said corpo
says, “unless expended for government years. Judge Holman is now 74 years of
John Trainer, of Springfield, insane ize a Free Silver club.
ration,
praying,
amongstothei
things,
fora
L. Fletcher took in the finest lot dissolution of said corporation and for tbe
purposes remains a useless hoard, or if age, of reasonable vigor and lives on the over a whitecap notice sent him in fun, of Martin
hogs of the season.
wandered
around
until
his
hands,
feet
The popular grocerymen, Edgar and Lo appointment of a receiver to take charge » f
not extravagently wasted must, in any old farm of a hundred acres on the
and face are badly fro zen. He may not ney. have employed Mark Deakins and its effects e c-, and that such proceedii gs
event, be perverted from the purpose of banks of the Ohio where he was horn. recover.
bad upon said application as that said
'8<iuiie Reed to gravel Nor|h Newville ave cwere
>nrt ordered, as follow?, to-wit:
its exaction from the people.” It is a He is a poor man—has never made
uue, at their own expense.
•
It
is, Iberefote, ordered by the Court
Kentucky Star, a horse for which J.
Miss Mamie Brown,of Elwood, Ind., was that Hugh
legitimate use of the surplus to meet money out of politics or office, and his
Neal. E-q , be, and be is hereby
8. Coxey paid $5,000 a few years ago, visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Fletcher, last appointed
referee herein, and a'I persons
the deficiencies in revenue. It is not public and private life has been clear and recently sold to E. L. Herring, put week.
interested
in
said c >rporati<>n are hereby re
Rev. Win man filled the appointment of quired to show
at all to be likened to a man living be and pure, and duriug his congressional one foot in a hole on the Main street
causp, if any they have, why
Rev.
Cutler,
at
the
Baptist
church.
Sabbath
said corporation should not be dissolved
yond his means, lor the money is in the career his “I object” has saved many bridge at Massillon, and fell, breaking afternoon at three o’clock.
b-fore said leferee, at his office, in
his leg. The horse was shot.
treasury, and to hoard it implies fresh millions to the taxpayers.
Mount Vernoa Ohio, on the 18th day of
Ma'cii. A. D. 1 m»7 and said Hugh Nealis
burthens must be laid upon the people
Chas. Coleman, Franklin county con
PIPESVILLE.
ordered
to proceed on said day and subse
to meet current expenditures. Il it re
A few years ago a proposition that vict, aud Harmon Hoembcrg, Defiance
quent days to which said hearing may be
•
Geo.
L.
Elev
is
on
the
sick
list.
county
man,
fought
a
duel
in
the
“
pen.
”
mains in the treasury, as the President the government should appropriate $1,Ward Lepley has moved into bis new continued, to hrar the allegations and
Hoemberg used a hoe, Coleman a pitchsays, it will become an invitation to 000,000 for the suppression of the Rus fork. Coleman’s scalp was laid open in l>in«e. lie will delicate it by carving a‘fat proofs of uid par>i«». administer oaths,
take testimony iu relation thereto, if necChristmas.
reckless expenditure. If it is used to sian thistle in the northwest had strong two places, but his cap saved his life. turkey
e?sarv,and with convenie it 8|#*ed rrjmrt ihe
Benson
Ulery
made
a
business
trip
to
same to tbe Court wi ll a staiement of the
pay as we go, this will be averted. The support in Congress, and we believe Hoemberg was uninjured.
Millwood Monday.
•Quite a number from this place aituided pto|>er»y, effect?, debt*, credit* and engage
President’s way of stating things inter passed one branch, but was defeated in
The damage case of Vina Hammond, Ih- funeral of Father Van, a' Deunis, Sun ments of the saiil oorporit O’’, and of all
other matters and things |ertaining to its
feres somewhat with the Republican idea the other. It is stated in a Western administratrix of the estate of Wm day.
Chas. Faucett hss returned from a visit to affairs.’’
of an extra session, a whole summer of paper that a South Dakota mill now Hammond against a railroad was
AH such interested per on?, therefore.will
out of court at Youngstown. Illinois.
tariff rackets, and fresh taxes on an offers $1 50 a ton for the thistle deliver thrown
tak« notice of said < rder and govern them
Hammond was killed in a collision, but
Uncle Van Farmer is better at this writ- selves accordingly.
impoverished |»eople. They are wel ed at the factory. It is said to be as fell asleep at his post: contributor}* neg ing.
•
Dwight E. Sapp,
come tu try it, aud we gu-i-w they will. good as coal for fuel.
legenee. Case had gone to the jury.
Mr. Wilkey 11 c'.oee his bunting fcr the
Attorney for the Petitioners.
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MAX MYERS,

Sr
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CHRISTMAS SALE.

For the Christmas Trade
wejhave put on sale

SCRIBNER &C0.,

200 Dress Patterns at

♦♦
♦
♦♦
A BIG LOT OF DOLLS AT ♦♦
HALF PRICE.

» A SURE THING
Devers

hgs,

JAMES PATTERSON

Drug Store

1U«,

♦♦♦

ks in the City.

♦

♦
One Lot of Wool Blank ♦
ets, Slightly Soiled,
at Half Price.

E‘,:.

: All Our Jackets and Capes $
Must be Sold Regard
less of Price.

A HOUSE

BUMJAIKS II TOWELS, TABLE
LIAESS IM1 SAPKISS.

RIOILT'Si!

DOORS and
MOULDINGS.

SILAS PARR

♦♦♦♦

Eitibli,.'! Wf*

VKAK

JSth

’OF SlOTSSFlt BFS1SKS8 EWFRIEM E! X
TIME-TRIED and reliable agency

I

real
BSTATEt
UIHRHHHH’Hili ii
------

HOLIDAY

TOM

GIFTS.

HiHPES ffl

'I!

FIRE INSURANCE !
JLELL_ EST ATE SOLD. RENTED AAD E\< HAMiED
FIRE INSURANCE A SiPECIALTA.
^OFFICE, MASONIC TEMPLE^

MT.

A

VKBSOH . CSJO.

>4 i

k,

SOMETHING PRETTY,
SOMETHING USEFUL.

SOMETHING GOOD,

GRAND

I

HOLIDAY SALE!

. . WE ARE OVERSTOCKED WITH

. .

Fine Tailor-Made

This is the kind of a selection
we have made this year,
costing you anywhere from
two cents to twenty-five
dollars.

Overcoats and Suits.
. . WE PROPOSE TO INAUGURATE A . .

STOCK RfDUCING Sit!
FOB THE H0LID1T SHOPPER.
OIK GOOItS MUST HE TIRVED 1XT0 CASH

We have suitable presents for

.

.

Honest merchandise sacrificed. Quoting prices does not give
you an idea of the values. Y’ou must come and see to be convinced
that "truth is mighty.” Goods found to be other than represented
may be returned and money will be refunded.

FATHERS,
MOTHERS,
SISTERS,
BROTHERS,
UNCLES,
AUNTS,
COUSINS,
SWEETHEARTS.

FINELINEX-MAS FURNISHING GOODS
With alt the new and late fancy fixings for gentlemen. Buy
your presents now and avoid the rush and push. FREE
coupons for our bronze clocke with every sale.

STADLEB,
THE ON & PRICE CLOTHIER, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Presents for the Little Ones.

N

NIX.ON & Co

w

10
£

H
I MAR

DAV GOODS!

YOU CAN FIND ...

BEAUTIFUL

AAB

USEFUL

„

ARTICLES |

FOR

| Xmas

Presents S
AT

® R.

C. Mitchell, Son & Co., §
THE HATTERS AND FURNISHERS.
----------- H-----------

CIOARMALE WII.L(OYTIMETIIIS WFUK

✓

WUSIDE Wilts

SOCIETY SCtSTlLLATtOSS.
Visitors Here and Elsewhere—Sun
dry Items of Gossip.

IhlLHIDE fBOSFECTUS.

Miss Katherine Monahan ia visiting her What Nlisill I Give For
a
Gathered Together While sister,
Mm. Agaee, of Columbus.
Present?
Passing Along,
Mr J. J Lyon. Traveling Auditor of the

And Wliicli Include Choice
Local Happening*,
Eagle Attacks a Little Girl—Emmett
Crider’s Blacksmith Shop Burglar*
ized—Frank Perrin Bound Over to
Grand Jury for Assaulting Sam.
Thatcher With Iuteut to Kill.

C , A. At C., wa9 in the city Monday.
Miss Mary Logan, of Medina, ia visiting
Mrs C. F. Baldwin, E. Gambier street.
Mr. and Mrs. George T.Carskadon,of Key
ser, W. Va., are visiting friends in the city.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Bair.of E. Hamtramck
street, are the proud parents ot a ten pound
son.
Mr. Jerry Burns, of Mansfield, spent
Sunday in tbe city, the guest of Mr. loahua
Hyde.
Miss Cora Sang, of Meigsvilla, Ohio, is
visiting Mrs. W. E. Dorsey, E. Hamtramck
street.
Mr. Gsorge T. Sperry, of Marbledale.
(Lnn., was the gnest of Ur. Will Sparry,
Sunday
Mr. A. IL While, B. it O. refrigerator car
agent of tbe B. AO at Newark, was in tbe
city Monday.
Mr. Earl Baldwin has returned to hia
home in this city after a week’s business
dip to Mansfield
Mr. L. E. Rain tut), of Cleveland, spent
Sunday in the city, tbeguest of bis brother.
Mr. W. H. Ralston.
Mr. Chandler R. White, of New York
City, was here Tuesday to attend the funer
al of his aunt, Mrs. TurnerMrs. Mary Thurston returned to hi r home
in Chicago Saturday evening after a pleas
ant visit with Mrs Char let Cooper, W. Sugar
street.
Mrs. IL D Critchfield and daughter
Catharine returned Thursday from an ex
tended visit with 8t. Louis and Chicago
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ewalt, Mias Clara
Ewalt and M i»e Tearl Parker, spent Sab
bath in Green Valley, the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. 1 homes. S. Phillips.

Till* Important Question
Agitating Our .Hinds.
Programs of the City
ue of a Chri,
People—Christliirts
in the Stores of the
Users.

Churches—Mettn,''4-v-JEur Six
— |
***»•«
Bann

HOME IHSimmCE to.

Wafd. pastels, paintings and tioVeltiCS 3r£
chief affiong the attractions;
In the Way of shoes, fancy gdi ers and
alippert*, which would make a nice accom
paniment to a smoking jacket, R. 8. Hull Suit Brought to I>i**olve
is ready to show you a nice selection.
tlie Association.
A. IL Sipe's line of furnishings contains
many new things displayed especially to
please the Chistnias purchaser. His line of
I'lieollected
Assessments
overcoatings contain patterns that would
Given as Cause.
gladden any brother or father.
G. R. Baker A 8nn bavea lineof paintings
and artists materials beside a handsome col
Tlie Mi-Gngin-Irviiie Shooting Case
lection of brushes and toilet sets.
Now Occupying Common Pleas Court
Charles A. Dermody, tbe tailor, has
—George Butler Sentenced - Treas
some fai cy vestings that would be the
/'aiidsome thing for a gentleman friend.
urer’s Report—Amy Pugh Brings
Rosenthal! carry a line of useful
Suit for Divorce.
’■art of their stock of clothing
, any friend.

Beers Wm M. Koc-ns and L. Bi liouCk re
leased from bond and administrator ordered
to file new bond.
Second partial account of C. B Jaekaon*
executor of Delilah V. Ron, has b»eu tiled, Naughty <4iris «ive an Ex

IHi

hibition.

common pleas journal.

The indictment against Byron Eggleston
for unlawfully causing the death of Catha Then They Left Town b>
rine Waddell, has been dropped by reason
Mayor’s Orders.
of death of defendant.
Indictment agaiast Jasper Robison for
burning three s’acks of wbea*, has been
The Titrkidi Theater fonipaitj Make
laid away.
a One Night Stand, But Their “Novel
Iudictmen* against Edward Leonard for
ty anti Vaiiderville Entertaiument”
assault with intent to kill has been d.-op|>ed
IHdu’t Go-Left for Bellville, Where
from the docket.
W. C. Cooper appointed to defend Wm.
They Took the Town by Storm.
Edwards, indicted for assault with intent to
kill.
The cooche-cooche dance in Mt. Vernon!
6VIT FOR DISSOLUTION.
John D. Ewing apointed to assist in the
E. E.Cunningham, J. A. Barker. A. Cas- pro6ecution of Marion Bnckmaeter, without Vgb! And right in public in tbe heart of
the city, too! Shiver ns, but this is almost
sil and LeRoy Cunningham, a majority of compensation from the State.
the stockholders of tbe Home Insurance
The indictment against Hoamer C. and more than we can stand and it may yet
Association,organize! under the laws of Robert J. Biggs for resisting an officer has cost us a spasm of virtue before we recover
onr moral equilibrium.
Ohio in February, 1894, aud having head been nollied.
It all came about this way. There were
quarter in this city, imve brought suit for
Indictment against George W. Butler for
dissolution It is represented that the cor selling intoxicstiug liquors to a minor, six of them and they compoeed the Turkish
Theater Co. They arrived in tbe city
poration is unable, owing to reduction in drop(>ed from docket.
assets, to pay all its liable demands. Tbe
John A. Murphy' against Miunie Hart, Thursday noon from Newark and secured a
pe'ition alleges tl a*. there is due the Asso partition; partition ordered and D. F. Ewing room formerly occupied by Art Shafer for a
ciation in assets unpaid the sura of $3367 27. Judson Vincent and Wm. Welsh appiiuted saloon on South Main street; Then they
secured a license from the Mayor to give a
The total amount of as>es*inents levied on commissioners to set off same.
Sept. 30 was $7,681.01, to cover all losses
John D- Ewing secured a judgment by novelty and vaudeville entertainment.
In the afternoon the moral atmosphere of
and expenses for the jcir. The S'ate Ex foreclosure against Ida M. and Harry B,
the city was disturbed to a considerable de
aminer of 1- 9‘irance. O W. Carj^nter, ex Lewis for (395 S3.
amined the affii’s of the comi>any on Oc
Wm. McFadden against We9ley Walters, gree by the distribution of tbe following
plainly worded bills: “The Turkish Thea
tober 19. and f.»nod everything all right, injunction, dismissed by plaintiff.
the as;e s exceeding the liabilities by $*00.
Mary A. Moore secured a divorce from ter Co —Tonight, Tonight, 210 South Main
The neglect of tLe mein’ era to pay the as Lemuel Moore, custody of child and $250 street—Free Show for Men Only—The Cele
brated Turkish Dancing Girls I^ate of tbe
sessments erased the ac.ion which has been alimony.
taken in cou’t.
John D. Ewing secured judgment on note World's Fair—Belle Barra, La Belle Freda,
by foreclose against Isaac Temple et al , for Turkish Queeus—TbeUelebrateJ One Man
GEORGE IRVINE'S TRIAL.
$151.50. Premises orderel appraised and Baud Pla> ing Nine Instruments—The Won
derful Live Cat Orchestra—Edison's X-Rays
The else of George I>-vi«ie. indie'ed for sold.
shooting at Jesae McGu {in, on December
John A. Murphy against Minnie Hart; —Come in and Look Through a Lady's
Body and a Host of Funny Commediaus!”
28, 1895, was begin in Common Pleas John J. Crosbie made party defendant.
When the bills met the public eye, tbe
Court Tuesday, and will probably not be
In tbe case of George F. Pophim, a lmisterminated until the lzst of thie week.
trator of Mary A. Popbam, against John D. “bova” began to wiuk slyly at each other.
Ewing, the Circuit Court overruled the Tbe ‘‘goo-goos” looked aghast, but recon
mo'ion in error and sustained tbe finding ciled tbentaelvee with tbe thought that tbe
EXAMINERS.
Judge Waight on Tuesdiy appjinted of the lower court, in which John D. Ewing show was certainly a fake, as no one would
surely think of producing tbe naughty
Howard Harper anil Henry W. Jennings to wae given a judgment.
examine the aonual repi:t cf the
The Circuit Court has also overruled the coocbe-cocche dance as it was on tbe Mid
petition in error of the 0. & G. Cooper Co. way Plaisance. But they had never seen
Couniy Commissioners.
against the Springfield Malleable Iron Co. the streets of Cairo, and though they knew
COUNTY FUNDS.
and the finding of the lower court sustained a thing, the boys also knew a thing or two.
That evening a little reconnoitering was
Tbe accouats of the Treasurer and Audi
Virgie Wolfe, indicted for assault and
tor west eheaked last seek by ibe Commis battery, entered a plea of nolle contendre done. Several”feelers ' wtresent down to see
aud report on the thow. When they came
sioners
Tks aacounts, warrants issued and was fined (10 and costs.
and p»id, wars fouud to be correct Follow
Chas, F. Colville, executor, agaiast E. W. back aud reported that it was the real thing
ing is a statement of the condition of tbe Bell and W. H. Sellers, verdict for plaintiff with a few improvements, the “gang” soon
hsaded toward tiie “theater.” On the side
funds.
for (756.96.
Overdraft.
Fund.
Balance.
Continuances -E^lzibeth Kaylor against walk a large crowd had collected aud were
County..........
$5,5956# Nelson Kaylor. Aaron Cooper against Alex being held in check by Policeman Wooli
5.007.86
Poor ...........
Silliman. Wm- T. Magars against Mary son. The free part of the show was in the
Bridge......... $13.502.71
426.54
School .........
A. Magers. Mary Birney, administrator, front of the room, which had become grimy
Township....
3 00 against C., A. «t C. R'y. Bella Henry with non usage, and consisted of a mechan
Teachers' Inr
118.47
against Oscar Roberts. Columbus Ewalt, ical contrivance meant to convey the effect
Redemption
13«>
guardian, against Robert Miller. I*aac of the cat orchestra. To proceed farthers
790.88
Dog..............
Soldiers' Rel'f
171-9$
T. Taylor against Ruth A New. L E. Rey fee of ten cents was required, aud you were
60 75 nolds against Robert McClurg. S. 11. Israel admitted behind a Screen where the dance
Liquor.........
was held Seated on a platform of store
(10,667.20 against Charles Martin. Lillie Hissong
Totals....... .$20,137.71
Balance io Treasury......... ......... $9,470 51 against Chas. Hiseong. Jerome McMahon boxes were the one-man-orcheetra and
against Thomas E. Greer. Ohio ex rel Belle Barra and Ia Belle Frefa. Both
Jennie Singery against Corliss Wagner. S. girls wore black sweaters aud bloomers.
CRUELTY CHARGED.
Tbe audience filed to their se*t3 and waited.
Amy E. Pugh on Tueaday filed her peti G. Duwds, treasurer, against D. E. Sapp, While waiting they began to guy tbe per
executor.
Lea
Hanger
against
C.,
A.
A
C.
tion for divorce from Cbarlea M. Pugh.
formers. ‘ Gentlemen, please don’t iuault
The petition avers that they were married R’y. Noah W. Alien against Frank Ash the ladies while they are performing,” said
craft.
Benjamin
Kunkle
against
Stella
July2, 1694. and that one child. Paul R
one of the managers. Then the comedian
Pugh, who will be two years old January Seibert. Christopher Cox against Alva O came forward aud attempted to spring
McKee.
Anthony
While
against
Charles
25, 1697, was born. Pugh ia charged with
something that is credited to Adam in the
cruelty, tlie »pe<ifications being that be S. Sapp, sheriff. Wm. Headington against way of a joke. He was given the grand ha!
R. P. Hall. Rosetta Wolford agaiust Al
beat her on tbe 231 d»y of November, 1896
ha! by tbe audience and subside! with the
He is also charged wiih adultery with un bert Wolford.
Dismissed—John Hardesty agaiust Whit remark that “I’d allow you gujs a turn if I
known lewd women, and with having
was only on tbe right kind of a etage.” He
thereby contracted a con'egious disease. more Higby. Hamilton Bell agaiast Daniel then took up a harmonica and began to
F.
Adams.
Wm.
M.
KoonsagaiDst
Rebecca
Hearing set for December 18. eg to custody
Blakely. Burchfield Conk le against John splutter out a tune to tbe words of
of the child and alimony. F. V. Owen,
“I'll sing you a song,
Heidy.
Aud it won’t be very long.”
attorney for plaintiff.

— Retail price: Butter, 15; eggs, 20.
So much has been said and written con— The Baxnkb's prize distribution. 8ee
cerning Cbristmis and its origin that iiitle
N.
last page.
remains to be explained. However, with
— Our dster city of Newark sustained an
II its tradition it bring* a spavin of good Iustituteu
Newark
$£0,000 tire Monday evening.
ill and peace on earth tbit the lemainder
— One fare for the round trip to Colum
of the year lacks.
Kokosing Division, N l.»i,..
this city,
bus via C-. A. At 0., Dec. 18th
The city churches have arrange 1 for ap attended the institution of a new Division,
— Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ixiroy Cunulngpropriate exerciies, the programs of which consisting of 29 members, at Newark last
ham. of Wooster avenue, a son, Sunday.
are given below.
week. The c*ren»ony was »>erformed by
— Don’t fail to read the Banner's grai d
In order to acq 11» it/nir re a lers with the Col. L. G. Hunt, at er which the officers of
prize distribution fchente on the last page.
line offered by its advertisers a trip was the osw Division, whi-h will be known 09
— Another severe case cf scat let fever is
made among them, and the directory given Licking Division, were installed by Col.
reported from Hanford, in Lickiug county.
below.
Moody, of Zanesville, as follows: Captain,
— The infant child of W. H Sumo, teJ. B Thomas; Fitst Lieutenant, W. C. Mil
aiding ou East Chestnut street died Monday
A menu for a Christmas dinner is also ler; Secend Lieutenant. Harry Richardson;
evening and was buried on Wednesday.
suhmittel. It has seven courses. It will Seatine', John Collins; Guard, Will Staucb;
cost $7 62. It is dtiuty and wholesome. It Recorder, T. V- Rutledge; Treasurer, Ernest
— The Banner's prize distribution will
is not too elaborate for a home cook to Johnson.
positively close on January 20. Find out all
manage, and it is as fine a dinner as any
about the plan, as revealed iu the notice ou
In speaking of the exercises the Advocate
American family will care to eat on Christ says: “The program of the evening was
the last page.
mas day or any other day.
— The Mt. Vernon Telephone Company
begun with a grand drill by Koko9ing Di
If you want to have a plain family din vision No. 71. of Mt. Vernon, under the di
thls week put telephone No. 275 in Itiogner on Christmas day, you cau get right rection of Col. Hunt. It was one of the
walt's dry goods store. and No 286 tn the
down to the soup, roast and desert that finest drills ever witnessed in Newark, and
residence of. W. H. Phelps.
make up the dinner in the great majority of each movement was executed with rare
— The prize distribution of the B \mskb i
American families.
skill and precision. Not a single break oc
something that every citizen of Knox coun
Such a dinner as that can be made from curred during the entire drill. It bad been
ty can participate in. Read the notice on
this menu, and it will cost $3 25 for six peo advertised that the Zsnesvile Division
the last pace for i>articulars.
ple It will be a good appetizing dinner, would give a ‘ S.lent Drill.” but owing to
— One of the prettiest displays of holiday
The Gambier street card club was enter
novelties in thia city is that contained iu tained Tuesday evening by Mrs. Wm. H. too.
circumstances over which they had no con
Here is the ingredients for a Christmas trol, were unable to be present and tbe drill
the window of the Palace pharmacy. The Pratt. Pr ies were awarded to Mrs. John E
dinner
for
six
people:
did not take place, to tlie great disappoint
arrangement ia the handiwork ot * Ticky ’ Russell and Mr. Harry Devin.
Oysters...............................
........ $
ment of those present. The members of
Taugher.
Rev. A. B. Williams has retnrned from Consomme......... ........ ..
Kokosing Division K. of P. can congratu
— If you like the Banner well enough to a very interesting meeting which he held Fish and sauce...............
late themselves that they have one of tbe
borrow it from your neighbor, you should at Weston, Wood connly, in which a num" renderloiu of bet f..............
Asparagus..........................
best drilled Divisions in this part of the
subscritie yourself. If there were a few her of persons were added to (he church.
Spondago ..........................
country. As soon as they had broken rank,
more borrowers of newspapers there would
A cantata entitled “A Visit to Grandpa," Duck........................... .......
dancing was commenced and kept up until
not beany newspapers published to borrow. will be given at tbe M. E. church next Fri- Applej.................................
a late hour in the night.”
— The tire department made a run to tbe lav ni<ht at 7:30 p nt. About forty Celery and mayonaise......
Potatoes.............................
George building, on 8. Main etree*, shortly children in the chorus
Brussels sprouts.................
before four o'clock Saturday morning,wl»«-re
It is quietly rumored that a prominent Plum pudding...................
THE NEWARK “BIRDS”
a Hue was burning out. The. alarm was young j mraalist of thia city is open to con Ice cream...................
Coffee
...............
................
Claim
Mt Vernon Newspapers Have
sent in by Officers Woolison and Liuder- gratulations over hia engagement to a pop
batighMisrepresented
Them.
ular young lady now attending one of
$7 62
— St Luka’s church, at Danville, will Ohio’s nniverritfs.
Concerning the troubles which befell
give a holiday concert on Tuesday evening,
Mira Ella Porter accompanied Mrs.
In commemoration of tbe Christian natal Mrs. Cora Samuels and Miss Nellie Deering,
December 29, in Lybarger’s ball at Dan Charles P. Peterman as far as Newark on day, our city churches will hold exercises of Newark, while in this city last week.
ville. Miss Maude Brent, formerly of this her return to Brooklyn. Thursday. Miss appropriate and fitting. ILdow is given a Mrs. Samuels has made the following state
city, will participate. Misa Eva Manley will Porter will remain in Newark a abort time synopsis of the service to be held in each ment to an Advocate reporter,of that city:
deliver a recitation.
‘I in company with my sister went up
visiting Mrs El Thomas.
church:
— On December 24th, 25th and 31st, 189),
to Mt. Vernon on Thursday of last week
Mr. Gorge Sanderson, who has been
CATUOLIC.
and January 1st, 1897, the the Baltimore A spending the past three years in the west,
for the purpose of collecting some money
5, a. m.—High Mass, Concone’a in E.
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets t<> arrived in the city Fiiday, for a visit with
due me from a gentleman in that city.
Offertory, J Ave Maria—LnczL
points in Central Passenger Committee ter his parents.
He informed me that he could let me have
Before
coming east,
8. a. m.— High Mass. Bordese s in F.
ritory at very low rates Tickets will he he witnessed the mill between Fitz and
the raonry in a day or two, and on Satur
10. a. m.—High Mats, with the same day he paid me $50. We had been stop
good for return until Jauuary 4th, 1897.
Sharkey.
— Game Warden Grant Phillips on Mon
ping at the St. James Hotel, of which Mr.
At the last meeting < f the Moral iv Clnb musical program as the 5 o’cbxik service.
The music at 5 and 10 o’cl ock will be by John 8carbrough, formerly of tha Hotel
day released a number of Mongolian pheas Thomas Campbell was the mbject ot Mrs.
the
regular
choir.
Mi«s
Ella
Porter,
organist.
ants which he received from Wyandot Frank Hat pet's joprr which was te'd by
Fulton, this city, is the proprietor. After
The muaic at 8 o'clock will be by the collec ing the money on Saturday 1 went to
county, and whioh he has been keeping at Miea Grant. Miss Mffluatie told about
I.ske Hiawatha Park. There is a p*nalty Leigh Hunt, an 1 Mrs. Frank Alfred reid a school choir. Miss Geriru le D'Arcey, Mr Scarbrough and asked him what roy
of (ICO fine for killing or annoying them. paper iu Waller Savage Land<>r, while the organist, assisted by tbe school orchestra.
bill was, as I intended returning home on
Sermons at all the morning servii.es.
— Ben Hope Lee, tbe 8. Maia street subject cf Miss Jennie Curtis’ ptper was
that day. Mr. Scarbrough informed me
7:30 p. tn.—Vespers and benediction.
*"wat>l te” man, attached a quantity of Thomas Hood.
that it w»* $13 50 for the two days board.
KP1SC0PAL.
goods belonging to Bert Davis, of tbe Davis
This was an outrageous bill and I promptly
The Social Science Club met at the home
There will be two services at St. Paul’s refused to pay it. I then told Miss Deering
laundry, Thursday, to satisfy a bill for un of the Misses Rogers, E. Gambier street,
paid room rent. Tbe goods had been hauled Monday evening. Tbe Club was taken by Episcopal church on Christmas day, one at to take tbe next train for home and that 1
6:30 a. m., and tbe other at 9:30. Tbe latter would remain and settle tbe bill. Miss
to tbeC., A AC. depot for shipment.
Miss Bishop, for a dying visit in an air ship
— Mr. O. M Arnold contemplates Ibe around the world, to visit England and her service will be accompanied with special Deering then left for the depot, when Mr.
erection of a tine three story building be possessions. Mr.Ewalt gave a history of service of music. Tbe annual Sunday Scarbrough caused warrants to bs sworn
tween Craft At Taughers drug s'ore and the Ireland and her industries. Mrs. Ewalt to!, school entertainment will be given during out for our arres\ on the charge of refusing
Palace Livery barn, nfxt spring. Tbe lowed with an interesting account of Ire New Year’s week.
to pay onr biard bill. He however, com
«BO w butler’s sentence.
METHODIST KPI9COPAL.
building will be a handsome structure, land, the country and the people. Etch
promised ths matter, when he fouud I was
Geo. W. Butler, indicted for unlawfully
At
the
Gay
street
M.
E
church,
the
an

provided with modern conveniences, and number was followed by a short discussion.
going to fight it, by reducing bis bill to $8, keeping a place for tbe sale of cider in But
divided into sui’es for business offices
At the conclusion of the program dainty nual Sunday school entertainment will oc which was reasonable, and I paid it out of ler township, entered a plea of nolle eontencur ou Christmas night. Tbe special services my own psskst. As to our sending for dre and was given a tine of $50 and sentenced
— Mrs 8. C. Bony, residing on E. Chest refreshments were served.
will take place on the Suudaj' following any gentlemen friends and allowing them to jail for ten days. Jail lenience was sus
nut street, met wilt a painful accident Fri
day afternoon While about her household
Christmas.
to pay our bills, that is wholly a misrepre pended while he refrains from the unlawful
In Need of Fundi.
PRESBYTBBItX.
duties she stepped on a board, on tbe rear
sentation on the part of (lie Mt. Vernon tale of cider. Tbe indictment for selling
The Men’s Christian League is in need
The regular Christmas service of the Pres newspapers.'*
porth, which slipped and precipitated her of funds. It finds it impossible to carry
intoxicating liquore unlawfully was drop
to the ground, badly spraining her ankle. on its work with aa empty treasury. The byterian church will ociur on the Sunday
ped.
8he in confined tn her room with her in- following appeal haa been issued by the preceding Christmas. On Monday afternoon
NOTES OF THE LODGES.
a Christmas entertainment will be given for
v^juriea.
several ministers of the city:
MBW CASES.
— Dick Houck, of Gambier, met with an
“We, the undersigned, pastors of the tbe little folks followed by a social for the
KNIGHTS OF HONOR.
W.
R.
llerenden
took cognovit judgment
unfortunate accident while out hunting Protestant churches of Mt. Vernon, being members of the church iu the evening.
The Knights of Honor last week elected Thursday against E. L. Grant and J. M.
BAPTIST.
Monday. In climbing over a fence, tbe informed that tbe Men’s Christian league
the following officer.-:
Trowbridge for $880.94. F. V. Owen for
The Christmas sermon will be delivered
gun be carried was discharged, the load is in need of funds for carrying on its work,
Past Dictator—James H. Beach.
plaintiff and F. O. Levering for defendant.
entering the fleshy part of the arm. Sur take | leasuie in commending to alt givers on the Sunday morning preceding Christ
Dictator—Monroe H. Kauffman.
Nim Darling has brought partition proceed
Vice Dictator—R. W. Johnson
geons removed a number of tbe shot and the Men s Christian L'ague as a oause mas. In the evening the choir will give a
ings against Ellen Hoes, Belle Elliott, An
Assistant Dictator—C. > Quedore.
it is thought nothing erioua will develop, worthy of their support. Wc value highly sacred concert. On Christmas eve., the
Guide-J.H. Branvan.
drew Elliott, and S. C. Horn, assignee of
as there were no bones broken.
the fact that the League offers an open Sunday school entertainment will be given.
Chaplain—R. G. White.
Andrew Elliott. The petitioner avers that
COXGRKOATIOXAL— Thieves gained entrance to tbe black door and a warm Christian welcome to all,
Reporter—Frank Brent an.
she i9 seized of the undivided one half of
Financial Reporter— W. F. GattL
The Christmas sermon will be preached
smith shop of Emmett Crider, near Dettra’s every week day and night.
one half acre, in Miller township; also tbe
Treasurer—W. H. Fink.
livery stable, Friday night and got away
“The Boys’ Club, conducted by M Nixon on the 8unday morning preceding Christ
Guardian —Alfred Upfeld.
water | rivileges secured by tbe construction
with a number of valuable steel drills and and M. M. Murphy, is well attended and mas. The entertainment for the Sunday
Sentinel—John R. Lane
of
a mill race and dam. Greer iV Greer, at
Trustees—Max Meyers, Silas Coe, J. W
tools. The stolen articles were valued at must be productive of good in character school will be given on Cbristmis evening.
torneys for plaintiff.
$35. Mr. Crider stated that he had no posi building, as it is an example of earnest A service of song will beheld on New Year's Johnson.
Cnrtis McKee took cognovit judgment
tive evidence of the identity of the guilty Christian service.
eve.
against
Elizabeth Bjker.Tueulay,for (119.20
MASONIC.
METHODIST PROTXSTAJIT.
parties though be bad well defined suspi
“The Sunday school conducted by the
Clinton Chspter, No. 26, R. A. M. he'd and costs J. B Graham represents plain
cions.
A
Christmas
treat,
together
with
a
Christ

Rescue Club, supplies a service in a neg
tiff. H. J. 8auderaon for defendant.
— John B Romans, cf Columbus, Right lected field.
mas entertainment and concert will be giv their annual election of officers Friday even
A- W. Tims, through his attorney, Co
ing,
which
resulted
as
follows.
Illustrious Deputy Grand Master of the
* The Sunday afternoon meeting and other en on Christmas eve.
lumbus Ewalt, baa instituted proceedincs
High Priest —H. H. Caaail.
Grand Council ofOhlQ, Royal and Select evangelical services, speak for themselves
DISCIPLE.
King—Harry C. Devin.
against Peter Bricker et al. to recover $656,
Masters, will be here Friday evening to in We therefore unitedly commend the Men's
At tbe Christian church, on Friday eve
Scribe—Dennis Quaid
due on promissory note secured by mort
spect the Masonic Council, on which occa Christian League to tbe generous support ning, a Christmas concert exercise will be
Captain of the Host—Charles C. lams.
gage on land in the western part of the
sion tbe annual election of officers will take of all. Signed bf George F.8n?ythe, W.C given, entitled “Glory in the Highest,” con
Principal Sojourner—Russell J. Asb.
county.
Royal Arch Captain—Will E. Grant.
place. The degrees will be conferred, and Endly, C. J. Rose, F. A. Wilbur, E. W sisting of bright, sparkling sougs with bell
Grand Master of Third Veil—B.M. Critch
Fred 9perry et al. »g«inst George Hughes,
a social session will be held, concluding Bradley, W. J. Turner.’’
accompaniment, recitations etc. A treat field.
suit
to recover (2 736 90. D. E. Sapp for
with a banquet.
Grand Master of Second Veil—C H plaintiff; Critcbtield A Devin and Wm. M.
for the school will also be an interesting
— Frank Perrin, of near Brandon, was
Grant.
feature of the evening.
COXCEUSING MAIL.
Grand Master of First Veil—C.L Stevens. Koors for defendant
arrested Monday on a warrent issued at the
Secretary—8. H. Peterman.
request ofSsmusl Thatcher, Jr., of Mt. Lib
Treasurer —A D. Bunn.
A
Word
of
Caution
to
Those
Seailing
It
ia
conceded
that
tbe
custom
of
giving
COMMIS8IOXER8 JOVNAL.
erty, charging him with assault with intent
Guard—Jano-s R. Wallaco.
Christ man Paekajces.
presents dates back to the time of Shakes
B. M. Critchfield, Probate Judge, w is al
Trustees anil Directors of the Masonic
to kill. The men got into an altercation and
In order to caution the public In sending peare, f >r that gentleman is credited with Temple company--D. B. Kirk, A. D. Bunn, lowed $54.40, fees due in lunacy esses.
Perriu struck Thatcher over the head with
valuable
second class mall during Christ saying in one of his works, “Now I am in Wm. M. Koons.
By msn’tmus vote it was decide 1 to re
a club, indicting an ugly cut above bis left
mas
week,
the department at Washington holiday attire.” He psrbapa had reference
quire Justices of tbe Peace to security for
eye, which was stitched up by Dr Blair.
NATIONAL TNION.
to the tempting display of the shops of that
coste in mis lemeanor casesPerrin waived (xamination before '8quire has caused the following to be sent ou*:
Friday evening, Owl Creek Council, Nc;
Don’t mail yeur letter or valuable pack period. The Barker has made a visit
Tbs viewers’ report on ths county road in
Blair and was bound over to the grand jury
age without having your your own address among its advertiasra and found them well *299, National I’uion, chose tlie following Union township, petitioned for by S. L.
in the sum of (100
Thompson, was tabled for furrber action
; - — A'small audience was present at the written or printed upon the upper left-hand prepared for all manner of holiday trade. It officers:
President—Win. H. Thompson.
takes thia occasion to call the aitentioa of
until Dec. 30.
' concert given by Gilmore’s Band at the corner.
Vice
President
—
Jethro
Mill.
This will insure its return to you if not the readers to the list given below.
Tbe viewers ?eg—l ew Mie T. N. Taylor
WoodwarJ Monday afternoon. It was.
Speaker—J. Q- Porter.
A most beautiful display is that of Nixon
road in Monroe K^nahip war ecrepted,
Ex-President-H. W. Brown.
however, an enthusiastic audience, and delivered, and will prevent iia being tent
&Co. Almost any article dear to a fem
Chaplain —W. W. Ransom.
d images awanled and the road ordered
heartily applauded each number on the to and opened at the dead letter office.
Financial Secretary —Harry Gotshall.
Post masters—Post tills car^ in your inine friend can bs found there- They
opened according to law.
program. The entertainment was fully up
Recording
Secretary
—
W.
8.
Craig.
F.V. Owen was allowed $15 f >r defending
to tbe high standard of excellence of the office and call the attention of your patron have a tasty line of handkerchiefs.
Treaamer- F. O. levering.
What could bs nicer than a number of
Usher—H. C. Smith.
Ellis Chapin.
former appearance of this famous organiza to it. It is not obligatory upon them to
Sergeant—D. W. Medcalf.
D. F Ewing was allowed (390 for legal
tion in this city four years ago under the comply with this request, but it is to their music for some music-loving friead? A rare
Doorkeeper—F. Farriwm.
selection can bs found at L C. Penn'sdirection of Mr. Gilmore. Victor Herbert interest to do so.
Trusiees—L. G. Hunt, Wm. Welsh, M C. advice to c uuty officials for tbe year ending
Fmxkc II. Joxxs,
Max Meyers has a fine liDO of range;, any Stover.
December 31, 1696
is a worthy successor of Mr. Gilmore.
First As»is‘ant Postmaster General.
one of which would make an appropriate
— W. L. Carey, Jr , assignee for the Bal
Second-alass matter cannot be forwarded gift for a householdmer Sanitarium, near this city, caused the
W. R C.
PROBATE NEWS.
Rarest perfumes, in cut glass, or a box of
The Women'• Relief Corps of Joe Hooker
arrest of Dr. Charles M. Mnhafley, Thurs to tbe tbe person to whom it is addressed
Cli don M. Rice, asssig tee of John R.
day afternoon, on the charge of concealing if it hapjwnsto be lacking io postage, in Lowney’s candies, either of which would be Post, have chosen the following officers:
Bailey, has been ordered to sell land.
property bearing a chattel mortgage. The which case it is aent to the dead letter office appreciated, at Dever's drugstore.
President—Mrs. L. G. Hunt.
First partial account of S. L. Thompson,
and
opened
imlesa
the
name
of
the
sender
Pastels
and
rare
bric-a-brac,
all
the
new

8
V.
Presiden*.
—
Mrs
J.
P
Dettra.
mortgage was given about a year ago to
J. V. President -Miss Trimbie.
aiipiini9trator of Tbos. W. Thompson, has
est out at E. 0 Arnold’s
satisfy a claim held by Mr.Cary.as assignee, appears on the outside.
Treasurer—Mrs Callie Waddell.
been filed.
McGough A Dermody have a handsome
and covered a buggy, book*, sugical instru
Chaplain—Mrs. L L. Hyatt.
John D. Ewing, administrator of Char
line
of
holiday
millinery.
Conductor
—
Mrs.
Bell
Mitchell.
SILENT
MAJORITY.
ments, and jewelry. When Constable
lotte B. Curtis, has filed account of ap
Brushes and combs and other little nov
’Guard—Mrs Jennie Andrews.
Walters went after tbe goods on a writ of
Delegate—Mra Nettie Ciough.
praisement.
eltiee, a line in which any want might be
replevin, he was nnable to find anyttiirg
l. w. srausox.
Alternate—Mrs Elizabeth White.
James S. Vance has been appointed
but tbe buggy. Trial is set for this (Wed
The funeral of L. W. Slauson took place satisfied, at Scribner's drug store
Organist—Mrs. Mattie Hall.
trustee
of George and Hugh Ulery, minors
Silas
Parr
has
a
nue
d
isplay
of
holiday
last Tburaday morning from tbe residence
nesday) afternoon.
and legatees under tbe will af George
— The s?cred concert given in tbe M. E of Mr. Jimes B- Stanton, No. 403 North slippers.
REQUIRED TO ERECT RAILS.
Hughes, deceased. Bond $150 with Alex
Ringwalt, as usua1, has a fine stock of
Church Friday evening by ibe choir and West street. Rev. J. H. Hamiton officiating,
Deholt end F. 11 Vance as sureties.
almost
everything.
His
line
of
ladies
An
Important
Decision
Affecting
the Wesleyan Sacred Orchestra was a most and was in charge of the Maccabees. Inter
James S. Vanes appointed guardian of
County Cotnn^esioners.
pleasant affair. The entire program was ment was in Monnd View cemetery. De gloves is complete.
For a useful present, almost anything in
A special from Wilmington, Ohio, dated Thomas 8. Vance, aged 17, upon choice,
made np of high class selections and ceased came to his death at Lima the pre
the shoe
line can be found at Saturday, seyr: A decision «f vital im giving $50 bond, with Alex Debolt and F.
rendered iu a highly satisfactory manner. ceding Saturday, having been struck by
Vannatta's shoe store.
portance to County Commissioners was H Vance as sureties.
The vocal solos by Mies Rowena Fowler, switch engine in the C., H. A D. yards.
James S. Vance, guardian of Thomas S.
Browning A Sperry have an excellent handed down by the Circuit Court today
Misa Mabel Mitchell and Miss Pauline
line of fancy silk hose and fancy silk goods In 1892 a statute was passed by the I^giela Vance, has filed his petition to sell land.
Tcaxas.
Johnson, are worthy of high praiie. Miss
Belle C- Johnson, executrix of Isaac
A most complete display is that of R. C ture, making it compulsory on. the Com
Della Coup rendered an organ solo that was Mrs. Harriet M. Turner, well remembered
fine Miss Seiler's piano solo was finely in this city, died at the Sheuard sanitarium Mitchell A 8on. Tbeir gentlemen’s furn missioners to erect guard rails to all bridges Johnson, has filed her first partial account.
L. B. Houck, adminis rator of Susannah
rendered, as was also the violin solo by Mr. near Columbus, Friday, where she was re ishing department is complete, containing five feet high, and to all approaches of six
Horn,
has filed his report of appraisementhandsome
ties,
suspenders,
etc.
Tbeir
ceiving
treatment,
and
the
remains
brought
feet.
I^irue Martiu, to whom much credit is due
George Hughes, one of tlie executors of
to this city Tuesday noon and interred in ladies' furnishing department gives the
Last May while James A. Craig was pass
for the success of entertainment.
Monnd View. She was tlie wife of Judge other side au excellent opportunity to re ing over a bridge hia horse became fright John Hughes, has filed his first partial ac
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
W. F. Turner, of New Mexlo. ' Her father ciprocate.
ened and jumped off tbe end of the bridge. count.
Eli Wolfe, assignee of James Dawioo.has
Clough's line of sterling novelties is un It was seven or eight feet high and Craig
Following is tbe list of unclaimed mail was tbe late Judge Eli Miller. She was also
matter remaining iu the Mt. Vernon Post aaisterofT. Ewing Miller, of Columbus surpassed- His line of rings is beautiful.
was seriously injured. He instituted a biea empowered to sell land.
Anna Maria Corcoran, exemtrix of Den
Craft <t Taugher have not been laggards. damage suit in the Common Picas Court,
office foi the week ending last Monday :
nis
Corcoran, has filed her first partial ac
They
have
a
line
of
high
class
candies
Amos Bricker. Miss Maine Brown, Miss
and was given a verdict. The defense re
Daughters of the King
Leo Bowman, Mrs. Harriet Cunningham,
that cannot be surpassed. A handsome lied principal'y on the fact that the county count.
An
event
of
Christmas
week
will
he
tbe
II. A. Crosby, C. Echteneack, Mrs. F. A.
Lewis B. Houck, administrator of Supresent would be an engraved plate and had not sufficient funds to provide all tbe
Fisher. Joe Fa’qubar, Mrs- Sarah Harris, Holiday Sale at tlie St. Paul's Pariah House calling cards.
annah
Horn, against Mary Earley wine: pe
bridges
and
approaches
with
rails,
and
took
Frank Hildora Mrs. Ada B. Kirkpatrick, Tuesday evening and Wednesday afternoon
Almost any gentleman friend would ap the ctse to the Circuit Court. The Circuit tition filed to sell hrod.
Miss Mary Myers, E- 8. Mickey. Morris and evening, given by the Daughters of the
Moxlev, Misa Josie Miller. John Metaker,
W. C- Colville, executor of Sylvester Be
predate a box of cigars. No better in the Court affirmed the lower Court, and held
Mrs. Fannie Parkes, Mrs Henry Reed, Mrs. King. Mistletoe, bollv and all kinds
dell, has filed report of appraisement.
world
than
at
Harry
M.
Green's
drug
store
tbe
Commiseioners
were
required
to
erect
SadteRavtuond, Mrs. Kale Sheaffer, Mrs. Christmas greens will be sold, shipped di
Sallis Lifer, administrator of George
Winyani Wilson, Miis Ixju War man, Mis. rectly from the South to the society. Cakes, He has some handsome perfume cases and the rails, or be liable in damages.
brushes for the ladies.
Hipley WoflGtonn, Mrs. J. B. Wilkinson.
Ia many counties it wilt add hundreds of Lifer, has filed her second partial account.
pies,
doughnuts
and
all
kinds
of
good
things
Chas. E. Cbitchkielo, P.
" M.
**
First and final account of Dora Cochran,
Appropriate for either a sweetheart or dollars expense on the county, or submit
for Christmas dinners will also be on sale.
executor
of M. W. Cochran, who was ad
friend
would
be
a
magazine
or
a
book.
Toys
the county to damage suits.
The Dutch Kitchen will be presided over
Public Idbrssry Mot-ee.
ministrator of B. W. Cochrau. has been
by Dutch lassies. There will be the usual for the youngsters. At R I. Arnold <& Co.
filed.
Sterling ware, of the colonial pattern, the
One thousand seveu hundred and a’ghty- fancy work and candy booths and .the in the newest thing, in spoons. Paper knives The Banner’e Christ mas Supplement.
Will E. Grant, administrator of Emma P.
five books were loaned in November, an evitable gypey.
With this issue of the Banner is present Harnwell, has filed bis first aud final ac
and other novelties, at Young <fe Clark's.
Au
enter
a'uing
musical
program
will
be
average of seventy-four per day.
Warner W. Miller’s line of fruits and ed a two-paze supplement containing much count.
The books in the Chautauqua course for rendered each evening, and a male quartette crfndiee is first class Give him your order for entertaining and inteiestiug matter appro
In ihematterof tbe assignment of F. J.
priate to the Christmas season—two good D'Arcey, tubpoena returned and filed and
1896 are now in the librn-y: Adam’s which has recently been organized will tbe Christmas dinner.
make
their
debut.
Growth of the French Nation, Howes
Stadler's line of neckties, fancy gentle storiee, p-etic and prose selections, aud hearing continued by consent of parties.
Study of the Sky, Brownell’s French
Comtnitsiin issued to Clinton M. Ries to
men’s wear and collars, affords eorae sister embellished with pictures, the reading of
— In this issue of lhe Banxrr, Bogard us an excellent opportunity to rememtier some which will furnish a most pleasant hour or take the election of Harriet Cooper.
Tiaite, Mahafly’a Survey of Greek Civiliza
it Co. make a timely suggestion ou the other person’s brother.
two’s occupation for all whose hear s re
tion. Turbell’s History of Greek Art.
Second partial account of James M. Dur
Mrs. Dr. G. D. Arndt has donated John subject of Christmas articles that would be
A bower of beautp is the
best applied spond to the good cheer of the important bin, executorof James Durbin, filed.
to the advantage of purchaser* to look up.
Kendrick Bang’s Bicyclers.
In the matter of the estate of Cynthia
to Beam -*'ore. Beautiful 6nt glass, fancy anniversary.

SILLY CflAttGES

MARRIAGE LICENSES.

Clyde Parsons and Clara L. Gaines.
Otis H. Yarger and Sadie J. Pesler.
Samuel R Barton to Marj‘ E. Ebersole.
Floyd Gaumer to Nellie Ralston

“JOHN ANDERSON, MY JO.”
Third Verse of thia Famous Poem in
Possession of W. L. McElroy.

MID HOG Hi

Of O. S. U. Refuted by Preaklent
Pierce, of Kenyon Oolleije.

The following item, which is self-explan
atory'. api*-ared in the sporting columns of
the Ohio State Journal last week
"A prominent member of the Atblectic as
sociation of O. S. U. was heard to remark
that the State University team had played
its last game with Kenyon, giving as tbe
reason that the Gambier team was not com
posed of representative college men, and as
O. S. U. conducts its team on purely arua*
teut lines,they do not propose to meet aggre
gations which rely upon semi-pnffe-taionals
in Ibe important positions. Tbe Thanks
giving game is past. Kenyon won and is
given credit, but it is tbe last time such a
b each of the tacit agreement made by tbe
presi tents of the Ohio colleges in regard to
athletic contests will be overlooked, and in
the future when O. 8. U. meets a college
team it must be c imposed strictly of college
stndriis, regularly entered and known
positively to he amateurs in Ihe t'tie seas
of the ra;a ting.
In the Onio State Journal of D-c. 7 a
charge of professionalism is made agaiust
the Kenyon football team Although this
charge is complimentary to the plaj iingof
a team, e;ght of whom had never played in
a college game until this year, it seems un
necessary to contra lict it, inasmuch as the
team professes to be conducted on purely
amateur lines, and the list of players was
certified by the President of Kenyon * to
contain none but legitimate students It
seems neceasary to repeat that the teiru was
composed strictly of college students, “reg
ularly entered and known to be amateurs
in tbe true sense of (be meaning.” It con
sisted of 1 serior. 2 juniors, 3 sophomores.
4 freshmen and 1 special, no one of whom
recaivsd, directly or indirectly, any compensa’ion whatsoever for playing. The
team was thus strictly representative of a
college containing 65 undergraduates. In
justice to Captain Sawyer, against whom
many insinuations have been cast, it
should be said that this is only bis fourth
year at Kenyon, and that he neither re
ceives, nor has ever received, any remuner
ation for services in any athletic contest.
William F. Pierck,
President of Kenyon College.
H. 8cottStewart, Coach of the Football
Team.
Correspondents

Wanted

For

The

Banner.

Tbe Banner wishes a reliable correspond
ent, either lady or gentleman, at each Post
Office in Knox ounty to furnish the items
of news in their respective neighborhoods.
Persons whose services in tbe capacity men
tioned are accepted will be furnished with a
copy of the Banner and all necessary sup
plies.

One of the dancera arose and gave a vul
gar and reciting imitation of the famous
dance. Its auggeativeuess was sickening
and would have put to shame even the den
izens of the tenderloin. Afer she had fin
ished, the other dancer arose and went
through the same performance. They were
guyed unmercifully by the audience with
no apparent effect. Uue of the girls shrug
ged beraelf and aome one asked her what
she was shaking for. “For the drinks,” she
replied. “ Who are they on?” And then
she pointed to a handsome young fellow,
well known for his enticing ways. 'I he
manager announced that tbe performance
was over, but would be repeated in fifteen
minutes. Most of tbe auditors went out,
but a few remained to see the same thing
over again.
The next morning complaiuts began to
come to the Mayor and be informed Mar
shal Bell to make an investigation which
that official did. In the afternoon the
manager went up to tbe Mayor’s aud ten
dered payment for the day's license to the
Marshal.
“Nil,” said the Marshal.
“Aber nit," said the Mayor.
“But---- interposed the manager.
“Don't make any kick around here or I'll
arrest you for conducting an immoral
show," said his Honor. And the manager
didn’t. He hurried back to hia rendez
vous. packed their cat orchestra carefully
into a soap box. the one-man-band disband
ed, the Turkish darn ers got down off their
platform, and ihe whole thing left for Bell
ville on the evening train.

Ou

Gored Au Aged C'i(iz?:i
Perhaps Fatally.
Filially Driven to Bay But Not Until It
llflti Almost Accomplished a Death—
Mr. Shrake the Injured Person in
the Case—The Animal Still at
Large.
The village of Howard is in the throes ot
a strange excitement owing to the appear
ance of a msd hog in their midst Sunday
ni rnittg. Tlie aninivl broke trom its c »ntintsaud before they touted it, lied succeed
ed iu wotrading and frightfully goring a
number of people, o*ie at least s-riously and
pertiajH fdally.
Tbe animat, a vlci-itu lraar, is the proper
ty »-f Anthony White, and for some time
has bee i confined within a strong enclos
ure. This was done for reasons of safety,
for it was well known that if the animal
gained its freedom, human life would per
haps pay the penalty. Had it not been
Sunday when the streets were practically
deserted, the result might have been sppalliog.
The animal broke from its confinement
early Sunday nt )rning and starting down
street, madly charged everything in i’s way.
Tbe first person attacked was a Mr. Sbrsk»,
an aged aod infirm citizi n. He was knock
ed down and sustained several injuries. A
gash nine inches in length was torn in his
thigh. He was finally rescusd and carried
into the house.
Dr. Goletnau wa^ sum
moned and dressed the wounds.
John Humbert, in attempting to arrest
the bog’s progress, was driven into the
house and his son Ira was chased to the
stable by the brute where he took refuge in
the hay mow.
Tne animal then made its way to Con
stable Penhorwood’s blacksmith shop. Mr.
Penhorwood. in attempting to drive the an
imal away was knocked down and severely
iojured about the head.
The hog’s fury was somewhat spent
when Frank McKenzie came along and
seizing a club, drove the animal back across
tbe creek At this writing the animal is
still hiding somewhere along the Kokosicg
river.

— LUile Nellie, the eight-year old daugh
ter of Thomas Barker, who resides on the
Banning farm, a short distance north of the
city, bad an experience Friday afternoon
which she will perhaps remember for many
a day. While romping in a field adjoin ing
their home she was attacked by a large and
vicious eagle. Tbe child had been amusing
herself unconscious of any danger and tbe
attack was entirely unsuspected. The des
perate bird was fought off aa long as possi
ble. but finally the li’tle airl began to
scream, which attrac’el a neighbor’s dog.
The canine rushed to her rescue and suc
ceeded in vanquishing the eagle, but not
until the child was badly scratched aud
torn by tlie talons of the bird.
— Greatest otler ever made! Read the
Banker’s prize distribution scheme, on tbe
last page. Outside of tbe opportunity to get
a pr ize, tbe plan affords entertainment aud
instruction.
— Those who intend to participate in tbe
Banner's prize distribution should lead
tbe rules carefully, as there will positively
be no deviation from them.

LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

era Elevator A Mi 11 Go.
Wheat ................................
85
Corn.....................................
17
Oats......................................
12|
Taylor’eDiadem Flour.......
$1 40
130
“
Best Flour...........
Bran, per ton........... .....................$ y.oo
Shorts, per ton.........
o.co
Cash paid for wheat.
Do not fail to call and sec our line
before you buy your Holiday presents.
Ciough &. Co.
A new line put on Mouldin& at
Beam’s. You always get First
ass
Frames and Mate at his store.

Have you seen tlie Napoleon Ware
at Clough it Co.’s?

New buckwheat
Parner W. Milfor breakfast cakes at 1 Wa
ler’s.

Hon. W. L McElroy has in his posses
sion a rare literary treasure, it being none
Sterling Silver Spoons and Forks at
other than tbe third verse or sequel to
Young A- Clark’s.
Burns’‘ John Anderson, My Jo.” It was
the property of the late Judge Gilmore, of
Beam’s 10c Counter seems to catch
the people who are looking for Bargains.
Columbus, written by a friend of his, and
Have you seen the new things in China
secured by Mr. McElroy last March. At a
tor 10c?
meeting of the Bar Association in Put-inBay three years ago. the poem was read by
If You need Wall Paper see Beam’s
Judge Gilmore
Tbe original poem of
stock and get hia prices.
Burns is as follows:
Sterling Silver Spoons at Clough’s.
“John Anderson, my jo, John,
When we were first sequent,
Your locks were like the raven,
Your bonie brow was brent;
But now your brow is beld, John,
Your locks are like tbe snow;
But blessings on your frosty pow,
_ +♦ _ 4-4-_-- ♦♦--John Anderson* my jo.
•‘John Anderson, my jo, John
We have the latest styles in
We clarab tbe hill tbegither;
And monie a canty day, John,
PIANOS ...
We've had wi' ane auithe::
Now we maun totter down, John,
But hand in hand we'll go.
And sleep together at the foot,
John Anderson my jo.”
The third verse, now in the possession of
Mr. McElroy, reads:
“John Anderson, my jo, John,
Also the largest stock of
We win’ no min' that sleep.
The grave's so cauld and etill, John,
OUITABS,
MANDOLOCAL NOTICES.
Our spirits canna keep.
But we will wake in heaven. John,
LINS, VIOI.IXg,ete.,
Where young again we’ll grow.
Sterling Silver, Celluloid and Ebony
And ever live in blissful luve
Combs and Brushes for Xmas, at Young Ever shown in NIL Vernon.
John Anderson, my jo.”

Xmas

a Kainpo^e in That
Village. Hiintlaj .

Necessities.

ORGANS,
SEWING MACHINES

Preeminently
Popular

Perfumes.
Pinaud’s Violet—Imported.
Baldwin's Queen Bess—American, at
HARRY M. GREEN’S DRUG STORE,
Roger it Gallett’s Violet—Imported,
Roger <t Gallett’s l’eau D’ Espngue—
Imported, at
HARRY M. GREEN’S DRUG STOKEs
Woodworth's VioletofSicily—Am’r’n,
Woodworth's Crab Apple—Am’r’n, at
HARRY M. GREEN’S DRUG STORE.
L. D. «t Co. Persian Boquet—Aw’i’n,
Freeman's Wild Rose, American, and
complete line of all standard odors
in hulk and bottle at

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store

IUS &
CHRISTMAS 1896.

When
making
your
Christinas purchases always
keep tbe firm of Browning &
Sperry in your mind.

ifc Clark’s.

We call special attention to our
Candy. Candy.
MUSICCABINEfS and MUSIC WRAP
Don’t buy your Christmas Candy until PERS.
you see the low prices at Warner W.
Call and examine our stock and get
Of Crestline,
Ohio, Recommends Miller’s.
prices.
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
Carring Knives and Forks for Thanks
"Crestline, O., Apr. 23,1S96.
giving at Frank I.. Beom’s.
To The Wright Medr:al Co.,
The fitting of Glasses a specialty at
Columbus, O.
No. 6 E. Vine Street.
Gents—I have purchased a box of Young <k Clark’s.
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Albert
line of Sterling Silver Novel
H. Kinsey, Druggist, and used them for tiesLargest
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
at
Clough it Co.’s.
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can
truly say that one box of your Capsules
Holly and Wreathing for the Holidays
CHRISTMAS
have done me more good’than anything at Warner W. Miller's.
else I have ever tried. Yours very truly
PRESENTS.
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.
Beam is getting in bis holiday line
We are prepared to give
now, which surpasses all previous years
you what you want and to
Toys, Games,
for low prices.
*
please you.
All kinds, and at the lowest prices. $1
FINE PERFUMES for the
games for 75c. 75c. games sold at 50c.
Gold filled watches warranted, from
ladies.
15c. and 25c. games at 10c. Save money $12 up, at Clough it Co.’s.
All the Popular Odors in
in games at E. O. Arnold’s China Store.
bulk, and in CUT GLASS
Sterling Silver Novelties fur Xmas
BOTTLES.
Pocket Knives, Razors and Pocket presents at Young it Clark’s.
Atomizers and Celluloid
Books at Beam’s.
Decorated Toilet sets at Beams.
Goods too numerous to men
tion.
Have you seen Beam’s store?
Now for the men.
Gold Aluminum Table Ware
Y'ou could not please them
Given for rebate coupon tickets at War
Everybody concedes that fur variety
better than by giving them a
ner W. Miller’s until Jan. 1, 1807.
and best values that Arnold’s China
box of our FINE CIGARS.
Store leads all. More nice presents at
The C. «t T. or PALACE are
moderate prices, just suited to prenot
known by all smokers as lteing
Farm for Sale.
times. If you don’t visit their store
the best.
Desiring to quit farm life, I will sell often you will waste your money, as
Give us a call and he con-’
everything
is
cheaper
than
elsewhere.
my farm, situated one and a half miles
vinced.
east of Chesterville, on the Frederick
Apples! Apples!
town road. #It contains one hundred
Farmers, dry your apples, whether
and eleven acres, free from any encum
brance. For particulars, call at my wind fallen or picked, and we will pay
you a fair price for them in cat-h.
E. Side Public Square.
residence.
Jacob Struble.
A. D. Bunn it Co.
Telephone 36.
«
300 S. Main st.
MRS. C. H. REYNOLDS

Iu. C. ZeEITIT

CRAFT & TAUGHER,

IT IS CHRISTMAS TIME

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

See the New China Dinner Sets at
Frank L. Beam’s. Old Price $-35.00;
New Price $17.50.

And ifc will do you lofcs of
Fresh Oysters
good to make some one Received daily. Everything else
happy by remembering season at Warner W. Miller’s.
them. For the wife bow See that you get a rebate coupon
would
ticket for the amount of every cash

A PAIR OF SBW SHEARS

purchase of groceries at Warner W.
Miller’s, until Jan. 1,1897.

The r isplay of Lamps to he seen at
do?—an article that is Frank
L. Beam's will surprise you. Take
very useful and would be a peep through his store.
appreciated.

SKATES, OR SLED OR KNIFE

Money.
If you nave money to invest I can
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
county real estate, not only as safe as
Government bonds, hut at double their
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.

Will surely please the
boy- We
re have a great
variety of tbe articles
The Large 4
mentioned and at prices And most complete stock of Xmas
novelties ever in Mt. Vernon is at E. O.
that are right.
Arnold's China Store. You are certain

BOGAMUS £ CO.,
West Side Public Square.

to see something just to suit and prices
are within reach of every purse. Re
member you are always welcome to
look as oftiten as you can.
E. 0. Arnold.

HOLIDAY OPENING!

R. I. ARNOLD A: CO.
We cordially invite the public tn
our annual Holiday Ojtentng ....

Thursday, December 10
From two to eight o’clock, p. m.
We will make a special display of.. . .

BOOKS, Stitionery,
BIBI.ES, ALBUMS. GAMES and
FANCY GOODS- Chocolate and
wafera served to the ladies and a
heartv welcome to all.......................

R. I. ARNOLD 4 CO.

Below we give a list of
articles from which you can
select a useful present:

Fur Cape.
Cloth CapeCloak.
Black Silk Dress Pattern.
Fancy Silk WaBt.
White Apron.
Antique Tidy.
Brussels Tidy.
Stamped Tray Cloths.
Stamped Center Pieces.
Stamped Doilies.
Finished Doilies.
Linen Glove Cases.
Linen Cravat Cases.
Linen Veil Cases.
Laundry Bags.
Linen P h o t o g r ap h
Frames.
Clipping Book.
Night gowns.
Hoods.
Fascinators.
Silk Mittens.
Wool Mittens.
Wristlets.
Kid Gloves.
Ladies’ Garters.
Stick Pins.
Ear Bings.
Fancy Hair Pins.
Black Combs.
Ties.
Shopping Bags.
Purses.
Wallets.
Sofa Pillows.
Pillow Covers.
Stand Covers.
Fur Boas.
We also have hundreds of
things we cannot name.

Of course we have an
endless variety
of the
GREAT AMERICAN
CHRISTMAS GIFT—THE

HIWkKRCIlSEF.

wiling i% Sprny.

4

A

qbcen t» only a
Woman after all, and
every woman is a
queen if she be a
p e r f e c t woman.
The crown of womanhood is mother
hood. There is no
higher thing than
this. There is no
better thing that
any woman can do
than to be a mother
of bright and happy
children. That is
the best and highest
thing that anybody
can do in this world.
It cannot be achiev
ed by a woman who
isn’t healthy, who
. suffers from any of
I tlie weaknesses or
lisorders peculiar to
'her sex. A false
idea of modesty
which prevents the acquisition of know
ledge, and the carelessness which pre
vents an application of knowledge are
the most prolific causes of this kind
of sickness. Thirty years ago, knowledge
of the prevalence of such disorders in
duced Dr. R. V. Pierce, than as now,
chief consulting physician of the Invalid’s
Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo,
N. Y., to devote a great amount of t 3ie
and study to the preparation of a remedy
that would invigorate and strengthen the
womanly organism — that would cure
perfectly and positively all forms of fe
male weakness — that would take the
danger away froip childbirth, and greatly
lessen the pains of labor. This remedy is
called Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
That it accomplished the object for which
it was intended is proven by its remark
able and continued success for to years.
Women will gain much knowledge by
readiug Dr. Pierce’s great thousand page
“Common Sense Medical Adviser.’’ A
free copy will be sent on receipt of 21 onecent stamps to cover cost of mailing only.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

52he Shadow

oh

the

'Xanix.

Columbia Calendar fofr 1H«?.
I
Tho twtlth annual issue of the Colum
bia Pad Calendar has made its nppeaiance in more pleasing form than ever
before, having scattered through its daily
leaves many charming illustrations,with
an appropriate thought or verse for each
day in the year. Among the topics ar© Tls
bicycling, outdoor life, and good roads.
The cycling fraternity, to say nothing
of the general public, has acquired a
decidedly friendly feeling fur the Colum
bia Calendar, and its annual advent is
always looked forward to with interest
and pleasure.
The 1897 calendar contains a unique
arrangement of dntes that will prove
very helpful and convenient to busy
men, and plenty of space is allowed for
memoranda, so that the block may be
used as a diary, or in any event will
become a storehouse of the many little
things one desires to be reminded of
day by day.
One feature of the calendar is its r.eat
stand, so arranged that the block can
either be used upon the desk or hung
upon the wall.,
The calendar can be obtained for five
two-ccnt stamps by addressing the
Calendar Department of the Pope Man
ufacturing Company at Hartford, Conn.

“NOW WILLING TO LIVE,"
WbI

Notled of Appoldtnletit of Assignee.
rpiIE underalgnad ba* been duly appointed and qualified as assignee in trust
fur the benefit of the creditor* of
CATHARINE MAPES SCHUMAN
All psraona knowing themselves to be iodeb led to said assignor will make imme
dia’e paviueat, and creditors will present
their claims, duly authenticated, to the un
dersigned for allowance.
November lO'.li, IMMi.
I. B. Hovck,
ELI A WOLFE
All y fur Assignee.
Assignee.

EE
BUTTONS!

Carroll Jones was prospecting for had appeared to him. Just then a slight
gold in the Big Horn mountains, in scratching sound near the hearthstone
Wyoming. He was tall, lithe and arrested his uncomfortable cogitations
strong, but after tramping for days with What could it be? Perhaps a field
Admlntatrator’a Notice.
OTICE is hereby given that the under
out the faintest sign of success, he be mouse had air ?adv “snufftd entertain
signed has been appointed and qualicame heartsick and weary, and deter ment,” and it passed out of his mind for
neu‘ as*
of the estate of
mined to seek some resting place for the a moment, as he hurried his prepara
3UEKMAN BAKER,
night, and return to camp the following tions for his departure.
late or
county, Ohio, deceased, by the
morning.
But there it was again. Scratch!
,,rz-’vJate court of said county.
November 21. 1896.
When he arrived at this conclusion scratch! scratch! And with all the
W. W. WALKEY,
he was in an exquisitely lovely valley bravery which sunshine gives to most
Adminietrator.
between mountain peaks that seemed people he became annoyed with this
to touch the sky. The autumnal color rasping sound. Curious to learn what
LEGALJiOTlCE.
ing of the foliage, the brilliant wild caused it, he got down to examine the
flowers, the babbling of a noisy brook floor in the direction from which it
HE creditors of Alfred E Rawlinuon
and the clear atmosphere seemed to came, when a flood of light through tho
will lake notice that oujbe21stday
of November, A. D. 1896. tbs undeisigned
render this desolate place a Veritable open door revealed a half effaced and
c-editors filed a petition in the court of
paradise to the wanderer. It was in dried spot ofhutnan blood. He started
(Joiniuon Pieas of Knox county, Ohio,
against said Kawlinaou and Alice A. Rawthe gloaming that Carroll Jones hur aud got up, but the scratching seemed
linsou, his wife, and otberr, the object and
riedly noticed these beauties of nature, more audible, and from under the blood
prayer of which petition is to procures de
as he anxiously surveyed the valley for stain on the worm eaten planks.
cree of court declaring an assignment of a
certain stock of millinery, fixtures, and
“Thunderation, but I’ll see what
place of shelter. Its loneliness
other articles by said Alfred E Rawlinaon
seemed excessive and very undesirable makes that noise!” said the prospector,
to said Alice A. Rawlineon on Dec. 26th,
1895. to have been made with intent to de
for many reasons in a mining region at and he fairly tore np the boaids
fraud creditore, aud ordering said property
onco so wild and desolate, and open to and commenced to dig in the
so assigned to be sdmiuisterad fur tbe ben»HOW
GVNPOWBER
IS
MADE.
fit of all other creditors who may come in
the observation of the reckless charac earth close under the right side of the
and
become entitled to share in tbe proceeds
ters whom he believed might be pros hearth-stone, remembering suddenly Tlie Part That Each of the Three
thereof.
pecting in that direction as well as him how the figure in his horrible dream
THOMAS H. OSBORNE.
■Z z/ e eS
Ingredients Plays.
ELIZABETH E. HUTCH I NS,
self. Besides, with his experiences of had pointed to that very spot Unutter
Gunpowder then steadily developed
HENRY W. HUNT.
atmospheric changes in the Big Horn able was his astonishment when the as mechanical skill constructed better
John Adams, attorney.
stick
with
which
he
was
digging
struck
Mountains, however soft and balmy the
and better weapons iu which to use it.
evening air might be for the moment, he a hard object, and then uncovered the until today it has reached a perfection
felt sure that a sudden and violent storm top of a powder keg, which was con of manufacture for various purposes,
KNOX COUNTY
us impending, so he hurried on nected with a broken fuse. The scratch which allows its effects to be fcrretold in
TEACHERS'
There are 240,(XX),000 Catholics in the crossed the brook, and discovered ing sound had now ceased, but he was any weapon, even to the time it takes n
world, according to acom putation made that what in the distance he had suppos too startled to notice it. The keg look grain to burn and the distance it will
from carefully collected statistics by the ed to be some rocks covered with gayly ed intact, as much as he saw of it. JSup- drive a shot.
EXAMIXATIOXS
Civilta Cattolica.
hued, trailing vines was in truth a very pose he dug it up—there might he an
Roger Bacon’s gunpowder was made
1896-97.
small, dilapidated, tumble-down cabin— explosion. Some demon had lured him of saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal.
Meetings
for
the Examination of
a miner’s cabin he at once pronounced there for his destruction. Then, by one Saltpeter is chemically called niter, and
of those mysterious movements of the is a natural product found imbedded in
Teachers will be held at the
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
it.
With the return of cool weather hosts enable the body to convert the food into School Room,
mind
which
are
unaccountable
to
us,
a
The
sky,
so
clear
and
blue
a
few
mo

the
earth
in
different
parts
of
the
world,
V ictiins of this most painful disease
of men and women who relied on their solid flesh and blood.
will be glad to learn that there is a pos ments before, was already becoming story he had long since heard told over chiefly India and China. Sulphur, too,
Of all the means that medical skill Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
summer vacation to make them strong
camp
fires
returned
to
him,
of
one
Dick
overcast,
and
examining
(belittle
house
is
found
in
a
natural
state
in
many
vol

itive cure for it. Fred Graff, of Green,
has
ever discovered for recruiting the
and
well
came
home
still
tired,
with
WITHOUT COST.
v.lle, N. Y., writes: “I suffered awfully he found that it had one very small Brent, who had livetl somewhere in canic countries, like Sicily, while, as is
poor appetites and depressed by the exhausted energy of the worn-out sys
The Seesid Satirday sf Every Isith,
these
very
Big
Horn
Mountains,
in
window
and
a
door
that
seemed
securely
well known, charcoal is made from
with rheumatism for five years, and
bought of the months of hard work tem, Paine’s celery compound is far in
EXCEPT JAXCABT AMD JCLY
could find no relief from the various fastened. Yet there was not the faint cabin with other miners; that they had wood or woody substances by heating
advance. The pallic face, the pinched
ahead.
great
treasures
of
gold;
had
quarreled
them almost to a burning heat in an
medicines I took until James Elston rec est evidence that tliis rude abode had
Their overwrought nerves and lodies features, the growing thinness and the
been occupied in many years, the vines over its division, and then went away— airtight vessel, thus driving oil every
ommended
today
demand something more than a nerveless movements that tell the story
having everywhere so completely inter all but Brent, who was never seen after thing in them but carbon
mere rest. Their blood needs to be, of badly impoverished nerves and brain Pupils’ Examinations
laced themselves over it that at any a certain time years before.
Saltpeter, sulphur and charcoal are
swept of its impurities and their entire
all these forebodings ot approaching
other time he would have passed it un
It was believed that he was killed by still the only ingredients of the gunpow
e first Batnrday of April and May. Finm
nervous
organization
reinforced
and
disease
disappear with the profound ions
will commence at fc:30 o'clock a. m
observed.
his comrades, who closed the cabin and der in cemmou use, although a new
as all communications to the C'Icik
iiiilt
up
by
a
genuine
iuvigorator
before
1
nourishing
that
1
aine
s
celery
coinDuring
this
investigation
of
the
prem

ard
ot Examiners.
gunpowder
made
ot
different
materials
spread
tho
report
that
it
contained
gun
which I used and after taking live bot
good appetite will wait on digestion and pound always provides throughout the
tles, it cured me. It is a great medicine ises a rushing, roaring wind came from powder, and any one opening the door s undergoing successful experiment A Health ou both.
E. D.' Bonebrake, Proet.,
body, even to the minutest nerve filaand works as sure as coal does in a lo the gorge through which he had entered would come to immediate grief. These mixture of saltpeter and charcoal alone
Mt. Vartion,Ohio.
The bracing weather of November, ments and blood capillaries.
comotive. This medicine has done the valley. He recognized it as the miners never returned, so the legend would form an explosive, and sulphur is with debilitating summer past, and the
Is. B. Houck, Clerk,
David
Hirseh,
the
well-known
Broadfirst indication of the approaching went, and now no one could tell exactly j added chiefly to make it plastic, or capmuch for me.”
Mt. Vsrno o. Chit.
severity of winter not yet arrived, is the way merchant, New \ ork City, writes
able of being pressed into cakes and
It is a never failing specific in diseases storm, and it seemed like the moan of where they had lived.
best time for recruiting the strength ,
follows to W ells, Richardson & Co.:
a
human
voice
as
it
shook
the
vines
and
of the skin, liver, kidneys and blood, and
When Carroll Jones had recalled all shapes. Al[ three ingredients have to
“I ani advocating Paine's celery comrattled the door. He could not break this his superstitious fears were gone in he purified by the most careful chemi- and getting rid of disease. Contrast the
cures when all other remedies fail.
healthv,
well
nourished
appearance
of
pound
Among my many friends, because
open that abandoned house. It was too a trice. He jumped to his feet. Why, cal skill before they are combined.
utterly forsaken and lonely, and a this might have been Dick Brent’s very Then an exact proportion of each has to persons who have taken Paine’s celery it has done me so much good in a very
SAVE YOUR STOCK
superstitious dread of being detained j pfth;n’ Why not? And the keg was be measured out according to the kind compound with their former bloodless, short space of time. I have been sufBY USING THE
nerveless, drowsy condition! Men and fering for years from indigestion and all
S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap contains there induced him to quit its threshold full of something which it made the o powder to be made.
CELEBRATED
the latest and most perfect discovery and hurry on, whither he knew not.
women getting along in years find a!
consequent ills, sleeplessness includFor the gunpowder generally used
palms of his hands itch to touch. He
in antiseptics. This antiseptic is noned. I had lost about 30 pounds in Morris’ English Stable Powder
A_.
Before he had proceeded a dozen steps a ran out of the house to see if by any you would find iu every hundred pounds remarkable increase in vigor and a
poisonous and possesses soothing and
For I.oa of Appetlle.Con»li|>*llo«. Bongh Hair,
weight, and was getting weaker and
Hide
Bound,
tod
all
I
mm
-****
of
the
Blood.
brighter,
more
cheerful
state
of
mind
"healing properties in a wonderful de terribly suddeu and awful flash of light* possible chance there was a living being if you could separate the ingredients, 75
more nervous every day. I was unable
gree. It is combined with pure vege ning, followed by a torrent of ruin, made
pounds of saltpetre, 15 pounds of char from the use of this great remedy.
’ English Stable Liniment
—Merchant Tailor and Gents’ F urnisher—
to 6taud exertions of any kind, and I Morris
table oils, the product being the abso him realize his folly in abandoning any near it. The valley was not now too
Don
’
t
mope
along
and
submit
to
in

Cura L.tnekea. CuU. Brulaa. Screteha.
desolate for him; the brook and the coal and 10 pounds of sulphur, but it
lutely pure medicinal and toilet soap
Galls.
Sweeney.
used
conveyances
for
every
short
dis

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
digestion, liver disorder, continual
known as S-A-N-A-D-O-R. This soap sort of shelter from the elements. As birds were only too noisy. And would be almoet impossible to separate
tance
Morris’ English Worm Powder
ia of unsurpassed excellence for the he retraced his steps the wind or some he laughed when he remembered, how the ingredients, lor they are not merely headaches or rheumatism. Paine’s
Warranted to cure an; raae of Worm, in Horaea
“After taking two bottles of Paine's
complexion, hands, nursery, hair and thing opened the door, and he saw the
Cattle. Sheep or Doga, alao Pin W’orms in Colta
thoroughly mixed together, as you celery compound will make you strong j
Price, SOe. per box.
ecalp. Its antiseptic properties keep interior of the cabin when it was lighted ever vocal they might he, they could
and
keep
you so. Its nourishing, celery compound I feel in every respect
might
mix
pepper
and
salt,
but
they
are
not
tattle
of
his
present
or
quickly
in

the skin tissues soft, pliable and in a
Craft
’
s
Distemper
and
Cough Cure
health-making
\irtues
have
been
so
carebetter,
stranger,
more
cheerful
and
A Spwcifle for Distemper, Cougha. Colda. Heavea.
healthy condition. It is always sooth up by an electric flash.
tended occupation. Running to the ground and rolled and stirred and
fully
considered,
and
so
exactly
fitted
to
m
°re
willing
to
live.
I
will
certainly
Pink Eye. and all Catarrhal disease, of boros.
There
was
a
fireplace
with
a
large
ing and refreshing. Price 25c. per
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Price, SOe. »1.*« per boUlo.
brook with his cooking ^ensils,he filled pressed together by machines until tboy
cake.
Prepared oy S-A-N-A-D-O-R hearthstone, damp, nioldv walls and a them with water, which he poured over are almost sufficiently united to form a the needs of the tired, exhausted body, ne'er forget the effects of Paine’s celery Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
A COMPLETE LINE OF
MEDICAL CO., 10 and 12 Vande- broken floor. He entered with a shud
that its work dees not have to be done compound upon my system, and I wish
Makes Bena La;, core. Cholera, Gapes and
single
new
substance.
the
keg
and
the
fuse.
Then
he
dared
to
Roup, aad keeps poultry bjwlthy.
_
water St., New York City.
state that I am now 68 years of age.
See. XSe. ^er ^yoeagoge.
der, and a chill seemed to penetrate his unearth the keg and open it a trifle.
This mixing process is called “tritura after it. It cures heart palpitation and
heart
weakness,
feeds
the
nervous
orhave
traveled
most
all
over
the
world,
Ever;
recaedv
guarantied
satisfactory
or
money
very marrow bones as he stepped over Oh! the rapture which filled his recently tion,” aud the powder is thus made into
Our new book, ” Tbe Horo: Hie Diseases
The Bridge of Sighs at Venice, over
so sleep beeon.ee nourishing en.1
kwp on doi“8 il- refunded.
and Treatment."-mailed tree.
the
broken
doorsill.
Pausing
for
a
mo
which condemned prisoners were trans
Wells Sedlriic (a.. LafajeUe,
tortured heart! For, when he had the form of big fiat cakes called pressPaine’s celery compound has done as
ported from the judgment hall to the ment he felt rather than saw that a heap made a hole with his jackknife big cake, aiyl then broken up and screened refreshing, promotes an increased appeFor aale by, E D. Taylor A Co., Eagle
tite, and furnishes the nervous force to much for thousands of others.
place of their execution, was built in of duet in the middle of this wretched
Pharmacy.
enough to peep into it, there was gold! into grains of special sizes or ground to
the Armada year, 1588.
room had gone up in a whirl to the And now he dashed open this wooden the fine powder used for shot guns or re
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
ceiling and fallen in a wider circumfer covering to find a mass of yellow nug volvers. The large-grained powders are
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
UTEVEAS
A
CO.,
a
tojs.
ence than it had previously occupied.
gets and a handful of uncut gems, dia still further stirred together until the
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne \ariety of
He understood what that indescrib monds, emeralds and rubies, “of p"rest grains become highly glazed, and these
DEALERFIN
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqentable
and
awful
whirl
of
dust
in
the
Such as Cuts, Burns, Bruises, Scratch
ray serene.” Oh, the beauties! _uu- are called cannon powders. A lighted
iv we cannot fail u» pieyou with something both STYLISH
H igheat market
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry
prices paid Hones, and the Bites of Animals, Which abandoned cabin of miners indicated. vinced of the great value of these stones niatch may be held to a grain of cannon
AND DESIRABLE.
It was the ashes of some human being and their purity, he danced and leaped I powder and it will be found almost imz, . rr,
.
.
Mt assortment gua raneed. 8end for Price
are Common Things. But Always who had perished there.
C’irtiB h are house, Lower Main street Current.
aboutthe room, stirring up the dust possible to set it on fire, but once ignitMt. Verufn.Ohio.
Telephone 89.
1 the a. E. Burkhardt fur a hat co.,
Painful and Often Dangerous.
The rain, the bewildering lightning, thathad so excited his superstitions the .
flashes off very suddenly and vio« West 4th Street, Claelaaail, O.
the peals and crashes of the reverberat previous evening. Here was joy, life, | leQfly- “Gunpowder, by Lieutenant
And very few people escape their full ing thunder were nothing in comparison
luxury, orthe means of getting them, John
T 1 ” M.
Ar Ellicott in July St. Nicholas.
share of such wounds. Indeed, cuts to the horror which came over him in
and
he stored away the precious geni9
burns and bruises are of almost weekly this reflection. He would, in spite of
and shining gold exultingly. In the
Few’ of the brave men who particip a
occurrence in nearly all families, for the tempest, flee from this tomb of some
very bottom of the keg he found a ted in the fateful charge of Balaklava
“accidents will happen,” you know, and brother miner. But just then the wind
OLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS
scrap of paper, a part of the back of a- now r. main in England. Death has
what's more, do happen, at home, on shut the door, and in his nervous haste
—roa—
letter, whereon, in faded, almost illeg yearly thinned the ranks attenuated
the farm and in tho shop. Ordinarily he could not open it After a few min
remnant of “The Six Hundred,” but
Tlie only safe, sure and
Q. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
$750 Given Away
A Prize for Every
if inflammation is kept down, and the utes he recovered from what he mentally ible writing, was an address. He car here and there are to be found aged vet
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poison neutralized, the hurt heals quick termed a womanish and absurd coward
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read the words, “Richard Brent, Esq.”
cially’ recommended to
ly.
.
ice, and he resolved to 6tay there over
flict.
married Ladies. Ask for
The rest of the superscription was gone.
BURRIDGE A CO.,
Lightning Hot Drops heals any kind night if it killed him.
DTI. TWIOTT’Gl
We have arranged to give every subscriber to the Banner an
om( w*v
« » «aa solo
Max Muller taachee the imitative the
So he, Carroll Jones, was heir to Dick
o! flesh wound, and it reduces the dan
127
8
upxrior
Street
opposite
American.
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Suppose his comrades, if he ever re-' Brent, he mused, and with a little shiver, ory of language, that all language is an
opportunity to compete for a list of valuable prizes. The con |3
ger of blood poison to the minimum.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
and take no other. Sf.xd for circvlar.
turned to them, he whispered half for he thought it was Dick who had imitation 01 natural sounds, a theory
test
is a simple one, but one that eannot fail to be of interest aud
Relieves neuralgia, sciatica, rheu aloud, should learn that he, Carroll J
Price 81.00 per box, 6 boxes for 85.00.
which iu derision, has sometimes been
from
ovcr T
With Associated offices in Washingtor
stood behind him in the night. At called the “bow-wow theory.”
benefit, other than the opportunity given to etrn a valuable prize.
matic pains.
DR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
and Foreign CotintrieJones, a strapping, great fellow, who had evening he left the valley. He had
How many words can you form with the nine letters in the word
Sold by Ed. Dever Went Side Public Square.
Sold by all druggists and dealers in
Stamped
envelopes
that
have
l>een
hunted for weeks alone, and in their been fortunate there, but did not care
“WOMANKIND”? Try it, following the rules given below, and
medicine at 25 and 50c per bottle. No
misdirected
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company, through the wilds of the for-' to remain another night.
plication to the postofiice department.
relief. No pay.
win one of these handsome gifts, that are given absolutely freeests, and had his experiences with
"HE THAT WORKS EASILY, WORKS
With all his reticence, a rumor that
In cases where the pain is severe, or
Read the ruks carefully so that there may he no misunderstanding
The
English
liberals
are
getting
up
a
the red men and wild animals—should
LOU 1 SVlLIB A MA1MVILLI
i Carroll Jones had found gold seemed to party agitation against the government
the loss of blood has induced faintness
of the conditions of the contest.
SUCCESSFULLY.” CLEAN HOUSE WITH
learn that he was afraid to remaiu ,D become a certainty when he suddenly on the Armenian question.
To individuals on the First Tueaday. and
a dose or two of Lightning Hot Drops
to parties of seven or more on the Third
an old deserted cabin for a few hours.
Tuesday of each month, to nearly all
bade his friends in camp goodbye for
taken internally will he found of great
points in the South; and on special dates
Bah! He would make a fire, cook his
Sun spots are believed to be opinings
his home in the East. It has also been
service. Made only by Herb Medicine
Excursion Tickets are sold at a little
in the Sun’s photosphere, or luminous
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THE SKATING LESSON.

A CHRISTMAS BALL.
'Way out io western Texas,
where the Clear Forks
waters flow;
WhTre the cattle are a-browsin
an the Spanish ponies
grow;
Where the northers come awhistlin from beyond the
“neutral strip,'*
An the prairie <lo;js are sneedn
cz if they had the grip;
Where the coyotes come ahowlin round the ranches
after dark.
An the mocking birds are aiugin tu the lively
ni editor lark;

4<>w Thornley Fulfilled His Rash ChrisO-mas Promise.
/

Where the ppnuum, an tho badger, an rattle
snakes wund.

An the monatroos stars are wlnkin o'er a
wilderness profound;
Where lonesome, tawny prairies melt into airy
streams.
While the Double mountains slumber with
heavenly kind in dreams;
Where the antelope is grazin an the lonely

“There most be almonds in it Goodby,
mother, and give my best regards to the
Ohrist Kindi, if you meet him on the
way!”
lovers call—
X there that I attended the Cowboys’ Then Jakob went to his tree, gazed
Christmas boll.
on it rapturously, and from time to
The town wuz Anson City, ole Jones’ county time clapped £is hands, for in anticipa
tion he already saw all the branches
seaK
Where they raise Polangus cattle an wavin. and twigs hnng with apples and nuts.
whiskered wheat;
Where the sir is soft an bammy, an dry an Though the mother oould not return be
fore 6 o'clock* and the clock was now
full uv health.
An the prairies Is explodln with agricultural striking only 4, Jacob nevertheless every
wealth:
little while went out doors to see whether
When- they print The Texas Western, that Alec
McCann supplies
With news an yarns an stories uv most amazln
stae;
WbertfWrank Smith pulls the badger on knowin tendorfet t.
An Democracy's triumphant an powerful hard
to beat;
Where lives that good old hunter, John Milsap,
from Lssmar,
Who "need ter be the sheriff back t^st in
PorU. Hah"—
Twas there, 1 say, at Anson, with the lively
Widder Wall.
That I went to that recepehun, the Cowboys’
Christmas ball.
The boys bad left the ranches an cum to town
In piles;
The ladies, kinder scatterin, bed gathered in
for miles.

An yet tho place wuz crowded, es I remember
well—
Twuz got fur the oocasbun at the Morning
Star hotel.
The music wuz a fiddle an s lively tambourine,
An u viol “cum imported,” by the stage from
Abilene.
The room wuz togged out gorgeous with mis
tletoe an Hhawls,
An candles flickered frescoes around the airy
walls.
The wlromin folks looked lovely. Tho boys
looked kindor treed
“Till the leador commenced yellin: “Whoa,
fellers! Let's stampedel”
Aa the music started, sighin an a-wailin
through the hall, Ez kiu’i uv introduction to the Cowboys’
C.“ jistnias ball.

OFF FOR THE VILLAGE,

she was not coming, returning every
time with his head fall of snowflakes.
Then he would plant himself with great
conscientiousness in front of the old
clock, watching tho swinging of the
pendulum.
At lost. There was no mistake, the
I
Ur’ntoA Frt i- born *X«
. •
SI—
Aaaaaa az^
« * ~Uf
Man 'a Branch.
shoulders and cried into his ears, “Fa
SigjRn kinder lnerle
big spurs on high
ther, the train!”
hsWli-d bn >i .
Tho man lay in a deep sleep. After
He bed the reputation thet comes when fellers
■hoots.
i drinking tho tea a sweat had broken
His voice wuz like a bugle upon tho moun j out, and a heavy dream seemed to op
tain's height.
His feet were animated on a mighty roovin press him, for when the child bent over
I him he struck at him. But Jakob could
sight.
Then ho commenced to holler: "Neow, fellers, , not bo deterred. He knew what was at
stake yer pen I
Lock horns tu till them heifers on russlo 'em stake if his father missed his duty. He
Igot tho flag and put it in bis father's
like men!
Salute yer luvly critters! Neow swing an let hand. He dragged the heavy overcoat to
'em go!
the bedside. He yelled, he tugged and
Climb the grapevine round 'em—all bands dopalled at the sleeping man—bat in
■edot
Ye mavericks jine the round up—jest skip her vain. The train signal could now be
waterfall!’
heard outside.
Huh, hit wuz gettln active—the Cowboys*
“Quick!” the boy cried. “The train,
Christmas ball.
father! Get up! Listen, dear father!
—Larry Chittenden, Poet-Ranchman.
Do listen to me!”
“Yes, yes,” the man murmured. “I
am there already.” And he turned to
the wall again.
“There is nothing left but for me to
TRANSLATED BY JOSEPH SCUM.
go out, “ the boy said to himself, “for
somebody most be out there. ”
[Copyright. 1806.]
With qnick decision he slipped into
It was in the afternoon. his father’s heavy overcoat, drew the
High np in the mountains cape over his head and seized the flag.
on the line of tho Black He arrived just in the nick of time at
Forest railway, in one of his post, for a few moments later the
those small cabins which train thundered past the grotesque little
at regular intervals line form. The snow had covered him from
the side of all European head to foot. With great seriousness he
railroads, lionsing those presented the flag, and the rosy child
poorly paid men whose i face beamed most sweetly from under
duty it is to inspect from • tho snoW covered cape—a storm wafted
time to time tho roadbed Santa Claus on a solitary night.
for a certain distance and
As 6nch he may have appeared to the
warn passing tiuius of youthful lady who stood in the open
eventual danger, a door window of a compartment car, gating
opened and a woman’s out into the silent Christ night, for sud
head appeared, breaking the monotony denly she beckoned with her hand, and
of the snowy landscape. The head was the next instant a heavy object came
quickly withdrawn. Inside in the over flying from the passing train right be
heated room her husband, the flagman, fore Jakob’s feet.
lay on bis bed in a fever. It had at
He picked it np and hurried into the
tacked him suddenly, he knew not how, house with it. There, after dropping his
and now he wunted neither to hear nor father’s heavy overcoat, he hastened to
see anything; only to sleep.
the window to examine his present in
His wife had brewed a hot tea for the bright moonlight. It was a small,
him and made him drink it. She was fine parse. He opened it and found it
in hopes to rouse him by it, for ]' le almost filled with bright new silver
Jakob, their only son, had been at her coin. Jakob fairly screamed with de
all day, saying: “Mother, dear, won’t
you go down to the village and get mo
something for Christmas? See, the tree
is already stuck in the pot, and all I
need are apples and nnts and a big, big
herzlebkuchen” [a large frosted cake in
the shape of a heart].
Bat whenever she put a warm wrap
around herself and allowed the boy to
drag her to the door, a sudden fear for
the loudly breathing husband would
seize her, and she would return to his
bedside.
Little Jakob finally broke out Into
bitter crying, that on this holy eve he
was to have nothing but a bare tree,
which seemed to him the greatest sor
row that this world could hold. The
mother, with a sudden impulse, said to
her hnsband: “In two hoars I am back
again. It is Christmas eve, and no child
ought to be allowed to go empty handed.
Don't yon think I could get something
for our little boy?”
“Yes, yes,” he nodded in assent “I
am feeling a little dumpish yet When
I’ve had a sleep, I shall feel better.”
“Listen, Jakob.” The mother then
turned to the boy. “ Watch closely.
THE LITTLE FLAGMAN,
When the hand of the clock shows 5
minutes of 5, yon must wake np your light. He never thought of a giver, for
lather, get his flag for him, and not 1 'vasn t it Christmas? No wonder that
stop until he is out there when the train presents fell from heaven.
He commenced to cover the twigs of
•omes. Do yon hear me? You must not
let np until he does it. I charge you his little Christmas tree with the coins,
which was no small trouble, for they
with it”
Jakob promised. “I will not rest, would continually drop off again, so
mother, but don’t forget I need apples that finally Jakob, qnite exhausted,
and nnts a-plenty, and a great big placed his head on his arms and fell
asleep under his silver spangled tree.
herzlebkuchen. ”
The woman was already battling out- He did not hear when his mother re
with wind and snow, when the turned, covered with snow and panting
Id’s clear voice rang out after her: from exertion as she entered the room.

She first Bet down her basket and then
hurried to her husband’s bedside. He
was breathing evenly, and on the floor
was his overcoat. He had been able to
fulfill his duty. “God be praised,” the
woman murmured and turned to the
window where the tree was and her lit
tle boy was sitting motionless. Sflftly,
on tiptoes, with the basket full of ap
ples and nuts, the hereiebkuohen in her
hand, she stepped behind the child’s
chair. But what was that? Was the
moon shining with extraordinary bright
ness tonight that a silvery shimmer
seemed to proceed from the tree as well
as from the curly hair of sleeping Ja
kob? The woman brushed with her out
stretched hand over the head of the
child and with a silvery tinkle little ob
jects fell right and left to the floor.
“Great heavens!” she exclaimed, caus
ing Jakob suddenly to start up. First
he looked around somewhat soared, but
then, hopping from one leg to the other
in exuberant joy, he exclaimed: “Yes,
yes; everything belongs to me. Look,
just look, mother!”
The woman first of all made a light.
Her husband now woke np, too, leaping
from his bed with both feet at once.
“My God,” he said, “the train has
passed! Of coarse you have been out
there, wife?”
His wife turned deathly pale. “I
have jnst returned, ” she gasped.
“Bnt I was out there, ” chimed in
Jakob. “When father didn’t want to
wake up at all, I jnst took the flag and
the overcoat and did everything all
right. Nobody knew me, bat the Santa
Clans threw a heap of money from
heaven down to me—all now money. ”
Feeling qnite miserable yet from the
,«neJ: of fenr heJ-jid V'?*
*u

MRS. CHRISTMAS.

ASLEEP BY THE TREE.

lowed himself to drop into the nearest
chair. “Have yon really been out
there?” he inquired.
“Of course. You can depend on it,”
Jakob assnred him.
The flagman’s wife examined the
parse and found in it a card, with the
inscription, “A Merry Christmas.” It
took a long time until they succeeded
in spelling oot the words. Finally she
said; “Oh, I know! It means Frau
Marey [provincial German for Mary]
Christmas. God bless her! She must be
a very kind hearted lady!”
“Very likely she is Santa Claus,
mother,” ventured Jakob as he sailed
into his apples and nuts.
Nearly Nineteen Hundred Christmases.

Yet a few years, and the
world wiJl have seen 1900
Christmases—1900 anni
versaries of the birth of
him whose personal influ
ence is generally admitted,
even by those who do not believe in him
as a divinity, to have been for the good
of mankind, for the betterment of the
world. In those 1900 years a most re
markable change has taken place among
the sons of men. Their ideals have been
changed radically—have been raised
from the low level of selfishness to the
high level of generosity, of good will to
all and of helpfulness. Yenrbyyear the
circle of Christian inflneneb lias widen
ed, and today it is felt in some degree
in every part of the world, save in some
few remote regions, like the densely
darkened interior of China, or some as
yet unvisited cprners in Africa.
Even among many of those peonies
who have not as yet accepted the -eligion founded on the first Christmas day
Jesus is held in high esteem. He is can
onized as a saint by the Mohammedans.
He is known to the Buddhists as a great
and good mau, and when Japan made
war upon China, although the mass of
the Japanese are as yet non-Christidn,
their soldiers were cautioned not to con
duct themselves with the cruelty of pa
gan times, but to remember that the
eyes of Christendom were upon them
and must not be scandalized by wanton
slaughterings of the helpless aDd the
innocent. It is true that these warnings
were forgotten at Port Arthur, but the
blood that was ruthlessly shed there
was abjectly apologized for by the mi
kado, and in the main the war was con
ducted without the old time barbar
isms.
It is also true that there was a war;
that there are still occasional wars be
tween Christian nations, and that all
wars are violations of the teachings of
Christ, hut the fact remains tuat the
world is now practically at peace.

ANIMALS’ CHRISTMAS
THE PART THEY PLAY IN EUROPEAN
CELEBRATIONS.
Curious Coatomz bat Little Known In Thia
Country—Superstit ions About Beasts and
Birds—Blessing the Flocka—A Kooster

Maas In Spain.

Among the mast pleas
ing features of the uni
versal good will that pre
vails at Christmastide in
the old world is the kindly
disposition shown to ex
tend the enjoyment of the festivity to
the dumb animals, which just at this
season of the year may be said to be
brought into more friendly and intimate
contact with their masters than at any
other time of the year. Throughout
Scandinavia, Germany and Austria the
peasants are aoenstomed to erect in
front of their cottages on Christmas
day a pole to which is fastened a large
sheaf of oats or corn for the benefit of
the little birds, while in many districts
grain is spread ontside on the doorstep
and window sills on the evening of Dec.
24. The Albanians, the Montenegrins
and in fact nearly all the races of the
southeast of Europe, irrespective of
creed or nationality, make a point of
distributing their first large Christinas
meal cake among the oattle, after hav
ing broken it on the horn of an ox,
while during tho siege of Paris, when
each soldier of the beleaguering Ger
man army manage* x have his little
Christinas tree, bet 'e ’ scant or poor,
set up on Christiuai o
* *

* '•»’ • p-

b

zua tree a
master’s ration of b”'

nonor of the

the chief entrance to the church, the
doors of which are wide open, looking
nsnally out pn to the sea. All the cattle
and the flocks of the village have mean
while been driven into the churchyard
and stand crowded together in the sil
very light of the moon around the portaL Taking up his position on the top
most step of the porch, the rector tjxclaims: “God in his mercy, my dear
children, has sent me on this radiant
night of the nativity to bless your cat
tle and your flocks, because, it is only
right that the animals which constitute
your greatest help and source of pros
perity should participate in the joy
which fills all our hearts. Now lead
jour flocks past me. ”
The shepherd and cattle herders then
begin to drive the animals past, while
the priest, dipping the sprinkler into
the silver ewer of holy water, showers
the latter upon the horses, the asses, the
oxen, the cows and the sheep. The
clang of the bells around their necks,
their lowing, their baaing, their bray
ing and neighing, as well as the cries
and words of command of their drivers,
rreate a tremendous din, above which
ever and anon rise the solemn words of
the priest, “Benedicat vos omnipotens
Deus, Pater et Filins et Spiritus Sanctus!” the choristers bringing the bless
ings to a close with a resounding
"Aines!"
Every one who has wintered in Spain
will recall to mind the “Missa del
Gallo,”or “cock’s mass,” celebrated in
all the churches on Christmas eve, or
rather Christmas morning. The chauticleer being the bird that is first to he>
ald in the advent of the morning lfgh*\
t|a !,appy
-^-i ».—£ v."iT-^ftight tc • .v. air^Z
to salute the happy morning. Iu tlx5
principal churches of Madrid and Seville
this midnight mass in honor of the
“Dies Nino” is rendered with exquisite
pastoral music, castanets and tambour
ines piaymg an important part in the
orchestra, while now and again, by
means of a special instrument, pathetic
and birdlike notes swell up with pecul
iar beauty, as if some midnight bird
had lent its voice to mingle with the
angelic psalms to herald in the mystic
coming of the babe of Bethlehem. In
the churches of tho small provincial
towns and villages the instrumental
bird notes are replaced by thoso of an
ordinary rooster, which by somo device
known to the peasants is made to crow
at the appointed period daring tho oelebration.
Not only on the continent of Europe,
but also in the southwestern counties
of England a superstition prevails to the
effect that animals possess the power of
speech at 12 o’clock on Christmas eve.
Inasmuch, however, as only those per
sons who are entirely free from mortal
sin are supposed to possess the privilege
of understanding their utterances, there
is no authentic record extant as to the
character of their remarks on these oc
casions.
Ex-Attache.

occasion.
Only in certain districts of southern
Italy and in the isle of Man are excep
tions to be found to this rule. Thus in
Calabria it is customary among the
peasantry at Christmas time to place
cake upon a table and to drive the oxen
around it, those who attempt to taste
the food being slaughtered on the spot.
In the isle of Man the cruel pastime
known as “hunting the wren,” and
which dates back to pagan times, is
still practiced every Christmas morning,
all the villagers turning out, every
one armed with two sticks—one for
beating the bushes and the other for
throwing at the birds. The origin of the
custom is to be found in the legend ac
cording to which “there formerly lived
in the isle of Man a very beautiful fairy
who exercised great influence over the
male population by means of her voice,
enticing them into the sea, where they
were drowned. So long did this continue
that fears were entertained that the is
land would be depopulated. Eventually,
however, a knight errant of King Ar
thur’s Round Table appeared upon the
scene, and he, having discovered a
means of overcoming tha fairy’s charm,
pressed her so hard with a plot for her
destruction that she could only save
Johnny's Christmas.
herself by taking the form of a wren.
While sho was in this form a spell was
Johnny Blank is under
cast upon her which compelled her to
very high pressure iu an
assume the bird’s form on each Christ
effort to be good, if his
mas day and decreed that she should ul
own statement is to be accepted. He met a friend
timately “die by human hands;” henco
the cruel hunting of the wren is kept
yesterday and made his
up, and after the birds have been killed
companion’s eyes bulge
the children place them on ivy bushes
with his story.
and carry them around in procession.
“I hain’t had no fun
Bnt it is in France, especially in the lately, Jim,” he said, glancing around
western and southern portions thereof, to see that none of his relatives was in
that the peasants made a point of intro- ; sight, “bnt I’m iu it this time. Pop’s
dneing their domestic animals into the promised me a new pair of skates if I
celebration of Christmas not only at get 85 on my December report, which’ll
home, but also at church, on the ground j be made out next week, you see. If I
that the poor creatures* faring partici don’t miss Sunday school and kin tell
pated iu the joy of iqaHkind at the what the text •, Mam she sea she’ll
birth of Christ should participate in the get me an air gun. Whoopee!”
annnal commemoration of the event
And here John’s exuberance was
Thus in Brittany cattle and sheep may given vent in n series of whoops with
be said to form part of the congregation gymnastic accompaniment
that attends the qnaint yet thoroughly
“But that’s not half of ’em, Jim,”
reverent mass performed in most of the he continued. “ Yon know, when sis’s
churches of the seacoast villages on bean comes I hang aronnd and work
Christmas eve. On the right side of the him for candy and sich, bnt she has
altar a bower is constructed of fragrant promised me a dollar ef I koep off her
pine and fir branches, with great bnneh- territory on bean nights. Then my
es of crimson berried hollies and mistle nncle and my aunt, seein I’m try in to
toe glistening among the verdure. Un be good, are goin to chip in, and as I’m
der this canopy there sits the most goin to two Sunday schools I’m strictly
beautiful maiden of the village, her in it, aud don’t you fergit it ”
hair falling on her loose white gar
After the Christmas Evo Rail.
ments, while in her arms there reposes a
Up the broad steps they
young infant. Beside her stands a young
tripped into her home.
mau wearing a gold embroidered robe
The gas burned low. Her
and leaning on a staff, while an ox, a
slender fingers hung to his
donkey and foxr sheep quietly munch
a moment She stood di
corn from a couple of mangers. As
rectly under the gas jet,
scon as the gospel has been read a
under which some one, in
small chorister concealed in the card
anticipation of the mor
board figure of a rooster begins to chant
the verses, “For to us a child is born, ” row, had hnng a sprig of mistletoe.
He conld not help it—he kissed her.
imitating cleverly at the close of each
strophe the crow of a chanticleer. The She looked so pretty, so innocent, under
deep bass voice of another grown np chor that sprig of mistletoe.
Yes, it was an nngentlemanly and
ister bidden somewhere iu the fir branch
bower above described “lows” the re nnmanly thing to da Her frightened,
sponse of “Ubi?” (where), which sounds startled lock pained him. He stammered
as if it proceeds from the ox. A tenor out a miserable excuse. Her great eyes
chorister concealed near the sheep baas filled with tears, and she gave a little
the word “Bethlehem,” and then a choking sob when he apologized.
“Dear little innocent,” he thought,
baritone voice, apparently proceeding
from the donkey, brays “Eamus” (let “I would uot have hurt her for the
us go thither). Thereupon the rector, world. ”
Aud she—after he was gone—she
his acolytes and the entire congrega
tion form a procession and march from dropped into a great chair aud sobbed.
the altar to the bower where the repre "Like him? I love him. Aud to think
sentation of the nativity is arranged. that he should kiss me at last and then
The priest, having sprinkled the mother to say he didn’t mean anything by it!
and child as well as the animals with What does he think I put the uiislietoe
holy water, thereupon makes his way to there for?”

She was a beautiful girl,
and Thornley was the hap
piest man along the Hud
son river because she waa
paying his sister Emily »
two weeks’ visit. There
was a stretch of glassy ioa
below the house, and when
Thornley jokingly asked
her what he should givw
her for Christmas she
smiled sweetly and re
plied :
"Give me a few lesson®
in skating. I have never
learned, and the ambition of my life in
to glide over the smooth surface of the
frozen river. ’ ’
“I shall be delighted to instruct you.
Miss Lakeside,” Thornley said eagerly.
And he meant what he said. He little
dreamed then that she weighed 180pounds—little cared, perhaps, for lovo
is reckless and unreasoning. Thornley
himself, when equipped with an over
coat, a pair of robbers and his everyday
clothing, tipped the scales at about 130ponnds.
“Do you think you can support ree»
Mr. Thornley?” she asked coyly.
“Support you?” repeated the gallant
but rash Thornley as he rose from hi®
knees and grasped her hands to begin
the lesson. “Support you? Why, I couldr
support you for—for life, Miss Lake
side.”
“Oh, Jdr. Thornley 1” she cried,
blushing like a rose. Her eyes fell, and
a moment later she and Thornley fol
lowed them. Grasping herby the arms,
Thornley tagged nntil the veins stood
ont like whipoords on his brow and
finally raised her to her feet again. Sho
made four desperate strokes with her
wabbling skates, quite unintentionally
kicked Thornley’s feet out from under
him, and then sat down again with a
vehemence that called forth a crackling
protest from the astonished ice. Thornley picked her up once more. They struck
out a second time. History repeated it
self, and the habit soon became chronic.
Thornley’s brow was beaded with per
spiration. It began to dawn upon him
last weigh at least 180 pounds.
<tkedh<—’ip for t’.i-'r.-veeth
■ <; guide b< •"

onnee, she v eigha
.bought, with a gaip for
his is j .sitively dangv’wns.
The ice is only about six inches thick,
and there isn’t a life preserver within a
milo of us!”
He paused for a moment to rest the
right arm that had been holding her np
for half an hour aud to get the numer
ous painful kinks out of his back.
“You are tired, Mr. Thornley?” she
murmured.
“That’s—that’s right,” he panted.
“Are—are yon still sure yon could
support me for life?” she askod mis
chievously.
“Support you for life?” he gasped.
“Of course I could if I only had a der
rick!”
And that night 180 pounds of offended
loveliness started for home.
Eari.e H. Eaton.
Charles Dickens on Christmas.
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Christmas time! That

Ha *"5'^•

man njust

a 111 1111'

tlirope indeed in whose
breast something like a
V > . "4’
feeling is not rousC(j. jn wiiose mind gome
pleasant associations are
not awakened, by the re
currence of Christmas. There are people
who will tell you that Christmas is not
to them what it used to be; that each
succeeding Christmas has found some
cherished hope or happy prospect of the
year before dimmed or passed away; tliat
the present only serves to remind them
of reduced circumstances aud straitened'
incomes, of the feasts they once be
stowed on hollow friends, and of the cold
looks that meet them now iu adversity
and misfortune. Never heed such dis
mal reminiscences. Look on the merry
faces of your children, if you have any,
as they sit ronud the fire. One little
seat may be empty. One slight form that
gladdened the father’s heart and roused
the mother’s pride to look upon may not ’
bo there. Dwell not upon the past. Think
uot that one short year ago the fair
child now resolving into dust sat before
you with the bloom of health upon its
cheek and the gayety of infancy in its
joyous eye. Reflect upon your present
blessings, of which every man hai
many—not on yonr past misfortunes, oi
which all men have some. Fill your
glass again, with a merry face and con
tented heart. Our life on it, bat your
Christmas shall be merry and your new
year a happy one.
Tough on the Turkey.

Landlady—Are yon ill, Mr. Middleage? You do not seem to be enjoying
yonr Christmas turkey with Mr. Young
blood?
Mr. Middleage—No, not ilL But I’m
not so muscular as I was once.
We love and bless the hands we press
When the Christmas log is burning.

expletives as freely as he dared, consid off shame and anguish had not been her at sight for her fancied fault
CHRISTMAS GIVING.
Strange that he could cherish bitterness
ering
his freight, for beside a great opened to her?
peer little baby, winsome and gay—
Then-her eyes fell on a small wooden at such a moment, when paradise was Tlie Poor Were Not Forgotten In the Days
trunk which served him for a seat there
Oor joy in sorrow this Christmas day—
of Long Ago.
sat on a packing box, well wrapped in box, still unpacked, which she had opening to him, but in spite of his effort
Uttle thoa knowest. in thy wild glue,
Whnt pain another endured for thee I
furs, a young, beautiful and well dress brought with her. She broke into hys to smother it the grievance of years
There is an ancient custom for the
Two thousand years ago this morn,
ed woman, bolding close in her arms a terical laughter. What a fond fool she would not down.
rector of Piddle Hinton, in Dorsetshire,
In manger, babe like thee was born.
“At Pete’s,” Mahaffy had said. He to give away
2-year-old boy. The like of them had had been, for in that box was a Christ
For him no stocking by the fireside
old Christmas day, the
Who was to be of ages all the pride;
ma9
turkey,
ready
roasted,
which
she
would
go
to
the
cabin
first
and
rest
and
never astonished the vicinity before.
6th of January, aunually, a pound of
For him »o gifts, no trivial joys.
Therefore Bob Mahaffy drew sparingly had bought the day before in Denver! consider. His haste had changed to a bread, a pint of ale and a mince pie to
With clapping of hands and happy noise;
on his vocabulary and cracked his whip What crazy- ideas had filled her brain nervous timidity. The shaded windows every poor person in the parish, and this
For him dark night and mystery cold,
. With stately praise from wisest men of old; with unusual force to explain his mean that she could descend on him with (till gave a hint of light within, bnt he fistribution is regularly made by tlie
i For him was danger and a hurried flight
ing to the bronchos. Once in a while a peace and plenty, just as if he were ex did not notice it. He flung open the rector to upward of 800 poor persons.
With Mary, mother, in secret and in night,
jleepy, cross little wail broke on his pecting her! “Forgiveness in one hand door and as it closed behind him stag At Stafford there is an old charity for
1 Yet babyhood through him is glorified,
Through him who for thee suffered all and ears, and, to save him, he could not and a turkey in the other, ” she cried gered up against it. What dream, what providing poor people with plums for
;
died.
help turning sideways to catch a between her bursts of laughter. Then vision of a maddened brain was this?
And this the myut’ry shining from your glimpse of a little yellow head cuddled the anguish of the whole thing was The hovel which he had left, dark und their Christmas paddings, and a kind
hearted ssau at Burnham left a sum
to its mother's breast.
borne in on her again, and she turned mean and desolate, was changed into a sufficient to provide the inmates of the
The wisdom of babe*, who alone are wise.
from
her
laughter
to
sobs
till
the
baby
The
lady
did
not
speak
during
the
home.
The
blazing
logs
in
the
fireplace
—Chicago Timea-Herald.
poorhouse of the parish with a Christ
entire ride. Her face was very pale and pulled at her dress in alarm and added sent out a glow that brightened every mas dinner, followed by a proper supply
corner of the room. The bits of crimson of ale, tobacco and snuff.
rigid when at last they stopped at the his wail to hers.
(“hotel.” Through the open door, as
She caught the boy in her arms—the color, the books,. the comfort, the Christ,i At Prince Risborough, in Buckingi Pete hurried out, came a blur of light boy he had never seen. Surely his heart
there was a very singular
could
not
hold
out
against
his
son.
i
and
a
wrangle
of
voices.
It
was
astonthe
red
armchair
by
the
fire
that
starts
z‘Half way up the slope of the mouuChristmas usage. Up to about 1813 a
“
Never
mind,
baby
darling,
”
she
,
ishing
how
much
noise
the
few
worthies
up
in
alarm
and
then
springs
toward
bull, a boar, a sack of wheat and a sack
at the edge of the timber lino, was
■ who frequented Black Pete’s could cried softly; “he’s got to come some him with arms outstretched—it is not a of malt were given away to the poor by
a forlorn group of cabins, perhaps a I make, perhaps to defy the eternal still time, and we’ll have everything ready dream.
the lord of the manor at about 6 o’clock
-<3ozeu in all, grouped around a some ness of the mountain. The lady shrank for him so. ”
She cannot speak at first. She waits every Christmas morning. This practice
what larger shanty, called by courtesy back with an added pallor, yet in her
She unpacked the turkey and put it to hear his voice, but his look chills her, was then discontinued, and for about
.a “hotel.** In truth, it was the ever eyes shone dauntless courage.
in a cold place. The baby eyes followed and her arms drop.
five or six years beef and mutton were
present whisky dive, carrying as a mat
“Whar’s Silent Bill? shonted the | it longingly, and ever and anon he
“Jack, ” she murmured at last desper distributed in place of the above articles.
piped out:
ately, “aren’t you glad to see me? Don’t Mr. Grubb—fit name for the dispenser
ter of accommodation a side line of such driver.
"Mamma, div boy some schicken.”
you care for me any more?”
“Roosts down in the last shanty, but
-absolutely necessary articles as the
of what Rittmaster Dugald Dalgetty
“Tomorrow, tomorrow, boy,’’she an
He takes a step toward her.
-primitive character of living in those he’s p'inted fer the station to hev his
would call “the provend”—of the par
swers
gayly,
for
she
can
’
t
bear
to
see
Christmas
with
ther
boys.
Jes
’
gone.
”
“
This
is
an
unexpected
pleasure,
”
he
solitudes called for, and rejoicing in a
sonage bouse, the then lord of the man
his
face,
her
only
sun,
cloud
over.
She
“
Oh,
when
will
he
come
back?
”
ask

Bays
huskily,
yet
with
a
chilling
inflec

spare room for the use of a chance pros
or, whose father first stopped the above
pector. Business in any of its branches ed the lady, with a breathless gasp. Pete diverts him at lost, though be is hun tion. “It has taken yon a long time to customary distribution, produced to the
was not brisk in the winter time. All started. He had not made out the pas gry and sleepy, and—last touch of satire make np your mind that I was fit for commissioners of charities a case which
but three or four of the cabins were sengers before, though he had been vain —bangs up his stocking. It had be«j you to associate with.”
his father had laid before a justice, rel
She trembles so that she cannot stand ative to this custom, with a view of ob
■empty then, and the population was ly peering into the darkness. His husky part of her plan.
How
she
lived
through
that
long
lone

voice
took
on,
or
tried
to,
a
softer
tone,
and
sinks
back
into
the
chair.
He
come9
nhifting and uncertain at any time of
taining the opinion of counsel as to
year. But Black Pete and his half breed and he came eagerly to the edge of the ly evening she never could realize after nearer, his eyes devouring her like a whether it could be sustained as a cus
sleigh.
ward.
It
seemed
as
if
the
concentrated
flame, his face working convulsively, bnt tom at common law, and whether he
wife tranquilly held on their way,
“He’ll be in town in a few days, misery of almost three years rent and she does not know that he is fighting should be subject to legal process if he
while prospectors came and went, find
ing their “hotel** a surer source of in ma’am. No—blame it—he’ll be hyar at crushed her soul as she sat there before with all his pitiful pride the mad de omitted to make the distribntion.
come than running franfio races after onct. Bob kin go right back and tell the fire waiting. It grew to be 9 o’clock sire to clasp her in his arms. Her voice
It appears from the document that
—10—11. And still she sat and listened ia cold and controlled when ehe speaks. the custom had then prevailed for a
fortune. The ground under their feet ’im. Air ye lookiu fer ’im, ma’am?”
—
listened,
fearing
not
the
strange
and
“This is indeed a fit welcome to the considerable number of years; that it
“I am his wife,” she raid faintly.
■and around them was supposed to be
unaccustomed sounds about her, but lis wife yon deserted, and yet she has been was mentioned in the local histories,
“No! He know ye was comiu?”
rich in ore of various kinds, but of all
tening ever for a step at the door. Half only true to yon. I never donbted your but that its origin was lost in obscurity.
“No.”
■the desperate, feverish men who climb
“Waal, that’s too darn bad. But you past 11. She had fallen into a doze, innocence, never rested till your name The practice, while it lasted, seems to
ed those lonely heights in search of tho
secrets locked in nature's calm bosom jes’ come right in, an we’ll have ’im when there was a sound, and the sprang was cleared of all stain. I have suffered have been productive of much intoxica
and toiled and sought for you all these tion and riot. The poor are said to have
few had any luck. Once in awhile a hyar ’fore ye wake up in the mornin.” from her chair.
*•***#
years, and this is my reward. ”
She half rose in the wagon and then
shallow vein of silver had been struck,
paraded the town during the whole
Her quiet words, her listless attitude, night preceding the distribution with
Down at the station Silent Bill had
■hut not enough to justify sinking a sank back, overcome by a fainting sen
shaft. They had~kept coming, however, sation. How long—how much longer, passed a day utterly revolting to his bore conviction to him, and self re an incessant clamor, effectually banish
refusing to believe that the abundant could she be brave? She fought down tenacious better nature. It was a small proach welled up in his heart.
ing all repose. On the following morn
“Margaret, ” he said more pleadingly, ing they marched in crowds to Mr.
■«igns of mineral wealth which Dame her weakness in the moment of silence town and more brutally degraded than
most
of
the
camps
of
the
west.
People
"why
didn
’
t
you
write
to
me?
It
would
Nature cunningly spread on every side 1 an^ ftirded up her wearynerves to enter
Grubb’s house, and these assemblies of
that noisome room. Bat before she who expected any good never came have made so much difference when I ten comprised many strangers as well as
could mean nothing.
And luck had turned at last. Two reached the door the noise was hushed, there. A mise^jary had tried it once was wild with misery and begged of parishioners. On the doors being opened
and she passed, with her baby, through or twice and h been obliged to leave, you to believe me, and I had never a they all rnsLed to the feast prepared for
au< a, partners, hat ui the*' ,
the startled group 1'ke an apparition of ' spdly, Witc
«X?d accomplished that word from von. Maybe I was a coward them with so little decorum and forenhd a rich vein
stay*
Madonna and th
4Udf’•ahlo claim. * *
■J
another with their knives. Tho whole
lself aa the man he had could leave ine to be dragged through remaining portion of Christmas day, it
-'h*.
jard face soforc e as snuTOoR Ton. in Tug
th .«-tWi
felt that iu coming it. And I wrote to you, Jack, several ; is stated, wa9 spent by many of them iu
her arms, and ehe hustled about in her known.
thi- time, and the stream i
_
ing to find similar lock had given Black heavy fashiou to make them comfort there he had entered into some compact times, and got no reply. Yet,'* more the public houses. The justice before
with the devil, but he could not throw kindly, “I did not accuse you and hate whom the matter was heard was of the
Pete a great run of eastern till winter able.
The lady revived somewhat after a off 1ho training and traditions of his you, as you have done by me. I have opinion that this custom w’as not sus
set in.
In one of the outmost cabins a man enp of coffee and the kindly meant if life iu a day. Misfortune, not crime, worked hard to support myself, to clear tainable as a common law* right, and
stood in his open door gazing forth in somewhat rough hospitality and as had made him a wanderer on the face your name, to find you; for I believed the charity commissioners reported that
of the earth, and, in the midst of the in you still. Only three months ago my they had received no sufficient evidence
to the thick yellow gloom of the Decem soon as possible went to bed.
Meanwhile the group in the barroom debauchery in which he had placed him detective found the right clew, and I that the custom could be considered as
ber twilight. He was rather slight in
build, thin and discontented looking. were quenching their thirst and their self, his conscience and tastes uttered have journeyed in search of you ever a charitable donation the continuance
His light brown beard was cropped rath curiosity at the same time, for Bob continual protest. Before iserning dawn since. I could not start sooner; I had no of which could be enforced.—Selected.
er short, and his blue eyes held a world Mabaffv staid for refreshments, and ed he had lost in gamKhtg every cent money and—there were other reasons. ”
of sadness. He gazed moodily down the indeed staid so long that he was in of the $300 which he had brought with ' Her face flushed a little here, but her SWISS CHRISTMAS DINNER.
white, still side of the mountain and no condition to drive back that night, him. He never left the table at which ) tone and attitude were still wearily in
^shuddered as tho soughing of the pines and so staid till morning. And he he first seated himself till it was gone. different. She felt as if her heartstrings Koa.it Goose Occupies tbe Place of Honor.
Geneva Fritters the National Dish.
wailed in his ears. Then be banged the gave minute details of the landing of He did not greatly care whether he won i had broken. Even if he believed her
door and stormed angrily to himself, the lady and child at the station, all of or not. He was playing for the fierce now she con Id not be happy. The strain
In this beautiful country, where the
-lucking over the few articles of furni which was welcome as shade iu the des fever of the game and stimulated his and disappointment had been too great. laws and the customs vary iu every can
“I will go back again, ” she contin ton, the mistress of the kitchen has a
interest by hard drinking. He was not
ture in the room. The quiet was exas ert to the news starved loungers.
Above in the little attic room Mrs. used to this, and never knew how he ued. But she did not know herself. wide variety of German, Italian and
perating.
“I shall go stark mad in this hateful John Allison dropped to sleep after a got to bed, or whether he had lost his The next instant there was a wildly re French cooking to select from. But on
Tide. Christmas! Heavens! And a man long struggle with disappointment and money fairly or had it stolen from him. pentant man at her feet. Overwhelmed Christmas day, although all these styles
■can’t escape from it. If I could make nervousness. The sun was already high But when he woke late next morning by the sin of his previous injustice to may be united on one table, there is an
myself believe it was any other day! If iu the winter sky when she awoke. She his whole soul was protesting against her and by his great unw'orthiness, he invariable although unwritten law that
. I could die just now, which I can’t— was sad, but still her own brave self his degradation. He could not endnre abased himself to the depths. He poured roast goose shall be the chief dish. The
I’d us soon be in purgatory as here. I again, and quivering with the hope that it, and as soon as he could he drank out his love, his misery, his remorse, dessert is a marvelous mixture of Swiss
won’t stay here. Better that drunken, her long, weary search would be ended more whisky. He had no trouble iu get- with sobs that he could not control. The confectioneries, comprehending every
.gambling mob down at the station. It today. After a hasty breakfast she left ting trusted. Was he not the man who revulsion of feeling was like a flood, thing from little cocoanut cakes to elab
•don’tmatter much; I ain’t got anything the baby, still sleeping, with the half had discovered the Poor Man’s Luck? sweeping everything before it. Be dared orate structures of flour and sugar inter
left to be decent for. ” He bowed his breed woman and asked Black Pete to And before night he had won back half not even touch her with his unworthy spersed with all sorts of nuts and small
head, with a sharp groan, as he said this, show her the way to Silent Bill’s cabin. as much money as he had lost. He did hands, but he kissed her feeL And her fruits.
hnt u moment later he was pulling on The crisp, bright r;r raised her spirits not lose his head again. He did not heart was not broken. It was giving
Bnt between the opening gooso and
* Jxis fur coat and leggings, and his face and did her good, and she forgot to be mean to. He drank only enough to keep great throbs of joy. What did anything the closing patisserie is introduced the
bis
odious
conscience
from
stinging
him
matter
if
he
still
loved
her?
She
raised
carried its usnal half sad, half defiant shy of Pete, who was agonizing in his
really national Christmas dish called
his bowed head and pressed it against the Geneva fritters. These fritters are
too deeply.
endeavors to be civilized and polite.
-expression.
And all this time Bob Mahaffy was her breast.
Her plans were soon matured and in
Silent Dill his limited circle cf acmade after the following recipe:
A few moments later, as the stroke of
-riuainracces called him. He was not operation. Action was imperative now lyi jg unconscious in the corner of a sa
Put into a saucepan a dozen pears cut
the
little
clock
on
the
chimney
shelf
had
lt.oc,
his
message
untold.
And
np
the
or
she
could
not
stand
the
suspense;
so
really popular among the rough set that
into quarters and (he cores taken out,
just
ushered
in
Christmas
day,
into
a
mountain,
in
the
lonely
cabin,
a
woman
Mrs.
Pete
and
a
man
from
the
hotel
set
assembled at Black Pete’s. But, on the
with enough water to cover them. Let
ether hand, he was not disliked. He to work under her orders. The heavy was eating her heart out with anxiety moment of peaceful silence dropped a them stew till they are quite tender,
and
fear.
little
sleepy,
piping
voice
from
the
bed:
“didn’t put on airs,” and it was his box contained some materials for the
when the water will have evaporated.
“Mamma, div boy some schicken Put them into a colander and crush
It was night again, the night before
-own business what he was or where he renovation, which, though meager, were
came from, according to the unwritten riches to her now. She had known some Christmas, when Mahaffy eraeiged from now.”
them with a wooden spoon. Add half
Jack Allison started to his feet. their weight of sugar, a little lemon
etiquette of the west, where a man has thing of the condition of things which his corner and partially from his stu
por.
And
finally
he
ran
against
Silent
Something
choked
him
so
that
he
could
she
should
be
likely
to
find
and
had
a right to tell bis name or not, as suits
and a pinch of powdered cinnamon.
him. It was even possible that he might done the best she could to prepare for it Bill in the shadow of a building. As he not speak. His wife ran to the bed, Put the saucepan on the fire for eight
where
the
baby
was
sitting
up,
blinking
righted
himself
after
the
collision
he
It was an astonished cabin, that hard
be an escaped convict, but that, too,
or ten minutes and then let it cool.
sleepily, his yellow hair all in a fuzz Take two handfuls of raisins, seed them
was his own business. But little as Si ly knew itself, late that afternoon. stood and stared at Silent BilL
“D----- d poor taste,” he said at last about his head.
lent Eiil liked his companions in soli When all wa9 done, the kindly helpers
and pat them on the fire with enough
“Come here, Jack,” she said shyly.
tude in return, it was deadly dull when had left her, at her own request, and thickly, “when a man’s got pretty wife
water to soften them, then add them to
waitin
fer
’
im
to
home.
Why
doncha
“
Oh,
Margaret,
1
didn
’
t
know!
”
was
<nost of them left in the winter for more she gave one more comprehensive look
the above, with a little glass of rum or
all he con Id say as he knelt by the bed kirsch.
lively places. Even his “pard” was about, well pleased with the result. go home?”
and
gazed
reverently
on
the
chubby
face
Silent Bill looked at Bob fiercely,
gone. To be sure, he had urged Silent First it was clean. That was the most
Take a thin floor paste for a dozen
Bill to accompany him when ho set out astonishing thing. She had brought a with his hands clinched and the veins of his firstborn.
pears of moderate size and make them
“Unto us,” murmured Margaret ten into a roll about the circumference of
for Denver, but the effort was of no quantity of pretty chintz and red caiico. standing out on his face.
“You brute, how dare you speak like derly, “a son is given. ”
The bed, made of pine posts, was cur
avail.
a dollar, cover half the surface of the
So Christmas found Silent Bill.— paste with marmalade and cut the frit
“Ye’ll be a stark luny by spring. tained off from the room. She had made that to me? What d’ye mean?”
Mrs.
Paxton
Duard
in
Romance.
Mahaffy
slid
back
a
couple
of
steps
inroads into Pete’s stock of baled hay
Bill, ” he protested.
ters into convenient sizes. Serve with
“I hope so,” was the grim reply. But for ticks and pillows, and her box had and tried to assume on air of dignity.
the yolks of eggs, after cooking them
Spain’s National Dishes.
“Be’r look out, Bill, ’n not trifle wi’
■ •» fortnight of loneliness had made him furnished linen and quilts. The hard
Two special dishes mark the Christ before a hot fire and powdering them
•desperate. It gave him too much time buuk had been draped with chintz and me. Mean wha’ say. Why doncha go mas dinner of»Spaiu—almond soup, ob with sugar.—New York World.
home?
I
jes
’
gobback.
Pete
tol
me
t*
made
into
the
softest
couch
for
baby
to think, and he felt that any company
tained by boiling sweet almonds in
was preferable to this maddening si that the means at hand could provide. tell ye.”
Hungary’s Christmas Feast.
milk
and passing them through a sieve, l
Something
in
his
tipsy
gravity
sober

A rude but artistic mantel over the fire
lence.
and,
above
all,
a
dish
called
besugo,
1
Goulasch
is the national dish of Hun
“Whar ye p'inting fur?” called place held some pictures and a little ed Bill a little. He seized the other by which is nothing more than a large gary and consists of meat cut into small
Black Pete as he halted a moment at clock, ticking away as cheerily as in the his shoulders and shook him. “If you goldfish garnished with lemon, chopped pieces and cooked with onions, toma
New England borne from which it camd don’t tell me wbat yon mean,” he said garlic and oil and roasted before the
the hoteL
toes and the powerful paprika, a species
“Goodby, Pete,” he said with a There was a broad, red lounge with cush sternly, “I’ll choke your d----- d breath fire. —Selected.
of pepper peculiar to the country. This
out.
”
Mahaffy
tried
to
strike
him,
but
■mile. “You’re too still here. I’m off ions in one corner and a big armchair—
dish is naturally the most attractive iu
for the station. ” Pete’s face fell. One a wonder of contrivance, with calico did not succeed.
Christmas Greens.
the Christmas dinner, and with it are
“Go home to yer wife,” he snarled.
concealing its dry goods box origin.
xuoro customer gone.
The leaves proper to us© in Christmas fried cabbage, fish soap, farina cakes
“I’ll be back in a few days. Hello, Other boxes bloomed forth as cupboards “She’s to Pete’s. I took her. Now lem- decorations are those of the holly, bay, and cakes made from the poppy seeds.
Mrs. Pete!” as the woman stuck her and bookcase. The old table was cover me ’lone. ”
, Dividing the honors with the gouJasch
•
••«*« mistletoe, laurel and rosemary.
bead out of the door, disappointment in ed with a crimson spread and had a
there will be fonnd upon the table a
John
Allison
turned
as
if
he
were
bauging
lamp
above
it.
There
were
French Christmas Carol.
her little, beady, black eyes. “Take a
roast pig invariably decorated with
Noel! Noel!
'Christmas present, won’t yon? I shan’t shades and white curtains at the win shot and plunged on his homeward way.
roses between its teeth. This meal is
At darkest night on roan was shed
be back in time to bring yon one.” He dows. The floor was scoured and had There is no other word for it. He only
eaten as an evening dinner before mid
Thy heavenly brightness. Blessed Child.
tossed a goldpiece toward her, and os rugs laid down, some of bearskius and half believed Mahaffy. He asked him- ’
Be this night fair about thy bed.
night mass, and when the worshipers
«he caught it her sullen expression some that she had brought with her. self why he should hurry to meet the
And around it may the winds blow mild.
return from their church after midnight
She
had
obtained
a
number
of
bright
woman
who
had
not
trusted
him,
who
Noel!
Noel!
-changed to a hideous grin of delight.
the table is set with cold pork, bonbons
Silent Bill strnck a foot trail straight hued blankets of Pete, with which she haet not cared . to write the few words j Fast fall our tears as here we see
and corn brandy as a drink.—Exchange,
-down through the nuderbrnsh and neks. bad draped the rude walls wherever pos which would have held them together?
Thy cradle rude, thy chamber bare.
For us thou chosest poverty.
It was nearer to the station than by the sible, and pine boughs and sprigs of ev He kept muttering that there was no
For us all mortal woes didst share.
“What’s In a Name?”
Aaif broken road over which Black Pete ergreen were everywhere in honor of th© hurry about it. If she was there, she
Noel! Noel!
The
Swiss
name for mistletoe i9 doncould
wait.
He
had
waited.
It
was
late
Christmas
she
had
come
so
far
to
ke^p.
hauled his supplies. And while he went
An angel band, with harps of gold.
i nerbesen—thunder besom—and, when
swiftly on his way iu the fast falling There were books and papers in plenty. in the day to come to him now’. And all
Descend, O Child, to give thee praise.
suspended from the rafters, is believed
night, filled with unutterable thoughts Her cupboard had an abundance of food the time he was fleeing as if for his life
Thy manger with their wings infold
to protect the house from fire.
of rebellion and bitterness, a nonde in it, and to the eyes cf the admiring up the rough monutain side.
And chant for thee their heavenly lays.
He reached the camp at last, near his
Noel! Noel!
script vehicle, tugged by two sullen inhabitants at Black Pete’s the place
Old Time Mince Pies.
bronchos, was toiling up that snow was a bower of luxury. But when at old-cabin, und dropped exhausted on the
O Christ, upon my grateful heart
Pour out the fullness*of thy grace.
Christmas mince pies in the seven
choked road, bearing Christmas and last she was alone the sickening fear snow’ for a few moments. He was afraid
In life to love thee bo my part.
teenth and eighteenth centuries were
paradise to him, and he knew it not. which had dogged her all day overcame now that she was not there, and mixed j
And after death to see thy face.
tuae. What if i with that iear was au intolerable sense ,
t£ho ucavy Vtuetia cteaaeu nnu gruaned box, fur Jack had
, muio with a ccfiln shaped ciust, to repNoell Noel!
he did net want to see her? What depths I that If she were he could not forgive j
—Selected. I resent the manger.
through the snow, and the driver used
THE CHRISTMAS BABY.

BILL'S CHRISTMAS.

GOLDEN MISTLETOE.
THE WONDERFUL TREE IN A BEAU
TIFUL GROVE.
Legends of tho Gloomy Vale and Deatb

of Haider the Beautiful—Ancients Ho

llered That Trees Could Feel Pain—Ho
man and Greek Mythology.

Und gran des Lebens goldner Baum.
—Faust.

The sacred books of the Baddhists
prove that in the early days of their
religion a question which deeply agi
tated the minds of the learned was
whether or not the trees had sonls, says
a writer in the Philadelphia Ledger.
The controversy raged strongly, for the
belief was widespread that in injuring
or mutilating a tree proportionate pain
was inflicted on its spirit's nature.
Tbe same idea creeps out again and
again in Greek and Roman mythology,
and the folklore of every country and
people in Europe is full of it, and at
such seasons as Christmas these primi
tive customs are actually practiced.
The numerous German and English
songs and offerings to the applo trees
are still heard and seen on every Christ
mas. Ovid in his “Metamorphoses” tells
tbe beautiful stosy of Erisicthon’s im
pious attack on tbe grove of Ceres and
how the Greek dryads and hamadryads
bad their lives linked to a tree, and as
“this withers and dies they themselves
fall away, and cease to be. Any injury
to bough or twig is felt as a wound, and
a wholesale hewing down pats an end
to them at once. A cry of anguish es
capes them when the cruel ax comes
near. ”
It was this established belief that
produced such lines as:
Louil through the air resounds the woodman’s
stroke.
When, lo! a voice breaks from the groaning
oak.
Spare, spare my life, a trembling virgin spare!
On. listen to the hamadryad's prayer!
No longer let that fearful ax resound.
Preserve the tree to which mv life is Ixrond.
See, from the bark my blood in torrents flows.
1 faint, I sink, I perish from your blows.

Accepting, then, this prevalent faith
in the actual life and soul of tho trees,
we must pass on to tho subjects on baud
—the golden bough or mistletoe—tae
classic gloomy vale and its locality,
wherein the legend of Balder the Beau
tiful and his death by the mistletoe
shaft are in touch with tbo an«^ut doc
trines of tree worship.
toe, whereas he only ci
the mistletoe.
In the sixth book of the “JEdeid” he
tells us how two doves, guiding ^Eneas
to the gloomy vale, in whose depth grew
the golden bongli, alighted upon a tree
‘ ‘whence shone a flickering gleam of
gold. As iu the woods in winter cold,
tbe mistletoe—a plant not native to its
tree—is green with fresh leaves and
twines its yellow berries about the
boles. Such seemed upon the shady oak
the leafy gold, so rustled in the gentle
breeze the golden leaf. ’* Virgil does not
say it is the mistletoe, and yet wbat
else? Its identification is perfect.
The poet locates the gloomy vale in
tbe neighborhood of Lake Avernns, but
Italian tradition, as recorded by Servi
us, points to the grove of Nemi, Aricia.
Now the story of this Ariciau grove is
embodied in Macaulay’s lines:
The still, glassy lake that sleeps
Beneath Aricia’s trees—
Those trees In whose dim shadow
Tlie ghastly priest doth reign,
Tho priest'who slew tbe slayer
And shall himself be slain.

In dny8of antiquity in this beautiful
grove grew a wonderful tree, round
which a prowling figure, sword iu hand,
seemed to be constantly expectant of an
attack from some enemy. Yet he was
tho priest of the grove, and, by tho or
der of his office, he would some day be
killed by the claimant who wished to
succeed him. To gain his position he
had slain his predecessor, and, iu course
of time, must himself be slain. Such is
-a brief context of Strabo’s version. The
branches of the tree might not be bro
ken, except by a runaway slave. This
bough gave him the right to challenge
the priest, and, if successful, to assume
tbe title of “king of the wood.” Tra
dition tells that this was the bough
which ^Eueas plucked before he jour
neyed to the lower world.
In the familiar story from Norse
mythology of Balder the Beautiful we
recall the facts that he first dreamed
and had great foreboding of evil, yet he
belonged neither to earth nor heaven.
His fellow gods, anxious to protect him,
took an oath from fire, air, earth and
water, stones, trees and plants, sick
nesses and poison, birds, creeping things
and four footed beasts that they should
not injure Balder.
Being thus invulnerable, the gods
amused themselves by throwing stones
and logs at him. Then Loki, the mis
chief maker, discovered that east of
Walhalla grew the mistletoe “that
seemed too young and innocent to
swear.” Pulling it, he placed a branch
in blind Hodnr’s hands, who threw and
struck Balder dead. Then his body was
placed on his great ship Ringhor, tbe
funeral pyre was lit, his faithful wife,
Nanna—whose tears had fallen on the
fatal branch and been turned into
pearly berries—and his warhorse were
burned with him as the ship drifted
away toward the northern sky edge.
Now, when we recall that the sacred
sacrificial fires were kindled periodical
ly, we can read plainly and clearly the
myth of Balder. He was the tree spirit,
tbe beautiful sacred oak which could
not be injured or wounded by the axes
or weapons of mortals. But the oak
must be cut down for the sacred fire,
and only in its heart life—the mistletoe
—could it be wounded. When it was
plucked, the mighty tree tottered and
fell.
He Is Coming.
Yes, he, thy King, is coming
To end thy woes and wrongs.
To give thee joy for mourning,
To turn thy sighs to songs;
To lift thee from thy sadness,
To set thee on the throne,
Messiah’s chosen nation,
Hu best Lteioved one.

__________ —Reformed Church Messenger. ’
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